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Anastasija Ropa

Introduction
In the premodern world and right up to the twentieth century, horses were a conspicuous presence in people’s daily lives, whether in rural or urban environments.
There was not a single member of a community whose life was not, in some way,
related to or dependent on the presence of horses and the work they did. This is
especially true of the medieval period: even before horses were used in agriculture,
peasants were aware of the need to supply food for their lord’s horses. For people
in towns, horses were the means of quick transport. In non-secular settings, there
is evidence that many larger monasteries were breeding horses. Horses are present
in a variety of sources: in courtly literature, court records, wills, and charters, in
prayers and charms, on stained glass, paintings, sculpture, tapestries, and decorated household objects, not to mention the wealth of archaeological evidence encompassing horse equipment, the remains of actual horses, as well as such
structures as stables and hippodromes.
Over the past decades, the number of studies in horse history has steadily
increased, reflecting a growing interest in animal studies. Innovative studies of
medieval equestrian history have been undertaken in numerous disciplines, most
notably literature, military history, and archaeology. However, there are few upto-date collections bringing together studies in horse history in premodern
Europe conducted by scholars working in different disciplines. One of such collections, “ . . . that I wished myself a horse,” is dominated by studies in literature
and linguistics, and, moreover, has only one article, on horse racing in Ireland,
for the period before Shakespeare.1 This collection demonstrates the extent to
which our culture, especially in the domains of language, literature, visual and
performative arts, is informed by the centuries of interaction between humans
and horses. There are other important collections on the horse in the ancient and
medieval worlds, which, however, require from readers mastery of French and
Italian, with many of the articles using literature as their principal source.2
In English scholarship, there have been several works that present a comprehensive, balanced picture of the medieval horse. Ann Hyland has authored three
monographs devoted to different historical periods, which include some material
not only on the elite horses used by the nobility, but also on the “non-elite”
horses.3 Deservedly praised for their wide scope of information and Hyland’s
expertise in horsemanship, these studies have also been criticized on methodological grounds, notably for Hyland’s use of primary and secondary sources.4
Another well-known study of the medieval horse is a thoroughly researched
volume on medieval horse equipment, edited by John Clark, although it is also
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-001
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in need of updating, particularly in the section on curb bits.5 The study is based
on the material from London, meaning that items that were not discovered in
archaeological excavations in London, such as saddles, which would have
been disassembled for material, or items that were discovered in small numbers, such as curb bits, usually associated with aristocratic riders, were not
fully discussed in the volume. In the article contributed to the present collection, John Clark uses material from archaeological excavations elsewhere in
Britain to discuss the development of the curb bit in the medieval period.
Military history is one field where interest in the horse as part of the war machinery emerged early on. One of the first historians to highlight the importance
of the horse in medieval society was R. H. C. Davis, whose study of the warhorse
compares the animal to a tank. Davis’s use of archival documents is highly instructive and has informed the work of many scholars researching the horse from
the perspective of military history and beyond, such as Ann Hyland and Andrew
Ayton.6 Meanwhile, the study of administrative documents undertaken by military historians Davis and Ayton, who work on the high and late medieval periods, is less productive for research on the early medieval warhorse, as few
documents survive from this period. Here, different sources can be engaged: Jürg
Gassman, in his study of the early medieval warhorse, included in the present
collection, builds on the evidence of archaeology and chronicle. Naturally, some
of Davis’s conclusions have been criticized in view of later findings and development in historical theory. Thus, Davis’s comparison of the horse to a powerful
war machine is useful as an analogy because it makes the important role of the
horse in war understandable in our technologically advanced society.
Unfortunately, this comparison also gives the impression that the warhorse
or “great” horse was a giant and that riding a warhorse was like manipulating a
machine, which has no will of its own. Both of these premises have since been
severely criticized. The long-standing notion that warhorses were giant in size,
similar to Shires or Ardennes, still lingers in popular imagination, yet it was refuted by up-to-date research. Criticizing Bachrach’s calculations of the height of
the medieval warhorse, Matthew Bennett concludes that the destrier was of moderate proportions. Archaeological finds suggest that in the early and high medieval periods horses were rather small, though by no means pony-sized, and that
horses tend to increase in size towards the end of the Middle Ages, yet remain
smaller than the horses performing in dressage and show-jumping sports.7
However, Adeline Dumont, in her study of the training of a horse for war, finds it
necessary to refute the popular myth that “les destriers médiévaux sont des très
grands et très gros chevaux de trait” (medieval warhorses were very big and very
large harness horses).8
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The recent “animal turn” in the humanities emphasizes the close interspecies
engagement. The contribution of a warhorse in combat situations thus cannot be
equated to the contribution of a well-tuned machine: a trained horse can add a
personal note to a combat situation, not only accommodating itself to the will of
the rider, but also making some moves suggested by its training and prior
experience. This conclusion is maintained in Dumont’s practical study of a warhorse’s behavior, where she observes that “Les chevaux aprennent rapidement à
avoir un certain degré d’autonomie et d’engagement” (Horses learn quickly to
have a certain extent of autonomy and engagement).9 Moreover, while there is little evidence of a knight’s personal engagement with his warhorse, it is natural that
a bond of trust and understanding would be formed between a knight and his
long-time battle companion, and that a rider could also feel dislike for a horse due
to some features in its character. Indeed, while a warhorse was in no way a pet
and could not excite the same sentimental affection in its owner as a lapdog,10 it
could inspire feelings of a very different nature, including trust and respect gained
as a result of living through dangerous experiences together.
The warhorse was also instrumental in building the knight’s public persona,
an aspect that has been studied by both Susan Crane and Jeffrey J. Cohen. Susan
Crane notes the compound nature of the medieval knight, theorizing about the
knight and the warhorse as an “assemblage.”11 Without either component, chivalry would lose its meaning: a knight would only be an armed man, a destrier –
nothing more than a horse. Crane draws her inspiration from Jeffrey J. Cohen’s
influential monograph Medieval Identity Machines, where he notes that, although
“noble households ordinarily possessed numerous types of horses: hunters,
chargers, palfreys, and a variety of workhorses,” none of them “gained the numinous aura of the aristocratic warhorse (destrier, magnus equus, grant chival), the
knight’s beloved companion and the sine qua non of chivalric identity.”12 Cohen
emphasizes the posthuman factor of chivalry, a notion embraced by a number of
scholars studying chivalric culture, and, in particular, the relation between the
knight and the horse. However, Crane, while acknowledging Cohen’s argument
of chivalric “dispersal of identity through arms and animals,” argues that dispersal need not compromise identity; according to Crane, “Postmodern versions
of the self embedded in materiality and open to integration with other species of
being, both organic and mechanical, would look more familiar to a medieval
knight than the free-floating, autonomous self of the Enlightenment.”13
Cohen’s use of the term “identity machine” may be misleading in implying a
disengaged attitude towards horses on the part of the rider, unless this issue is
approached from the posthumanist perspective. In this case, the divide between
human and non-human being becomes irrelevant, so that the knight’s involvement with his horse avoids the sentimentalism of the pet-owner relation and the
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pragmatism of the user of a sophisticated device. Indeed, the relations between
medieval riders and their steeds could be both pragmatic and affectionate, and the
posthumanist approach emphasizes the paradoxical nature of medieval chivalry.
In the present volume, Karen Campbell’s study demonstrates how the fundamental
positions of medieval chivalry, the total integration of the human and the equine,
remain valid even in contemporary society.
There is ample material for the study of elite horses in literature, administrative documents, as well as artistic sources. In contrast, less information can be
gained from literature and art about the undoubtedly more numerous working
horses. Being far less prestigious, these horses remained for a long time relatively obscure: thus, Timothy Dawson, in his study of the packsaddle, included
in the present volume, highlights the fact that baggage animals have been virtually absent from scholarly discussion. Still, the role of the horse in the English
countryside has been comprehensively described by Langdon, most notably in
his influential study of horses and oxen in medieval England.14 Recently, Jordan
Claridge has investigated the economic aspects of the English horse trade, notably the market of non-elite horses.15 Such research remains to be conducted for
other regions in Europe. In the first part of the present volume, two studies contribute to the history of the working horse, using administrative records providing information about daily use of the horse for agricultural activities and
transportation. In her study of the horses and oxen in the northern French countryside, Floriane Bardoneschi undertakes pioneering work on the region, using
archival materials and iconographic evidence to outline the respective advantages of using horses and oxen in farming. In turn, Fabienne Meyers examines
urban records from medieval Luxembourg to present a detailed study of the
work performed by horses in the urban context.
In this volume, we strive to combine knowledge of the horse with a rigorous
critical approach: in fact, most of our contributors have some experience working with horses, whether as trainers, breeders, owners, or riders, while in other
cases the authors have consulted “horse people” in the course of their research.
Indeed, research carried out in different areas and disciplines, such as economic
history and literary studies, archaeology, military studies, etc., has many overlaps, so that studies collected in the present volume speak to one another in
ways that enhance a holistic understanding of the historical horse.
The continuity in the role of the horse in different spheres of premodern
life – courtly activities, warfare, agriculture, transportation, etc. – requires taking
a look beyond the year 1500, and two of the contributions to the present volume
do exactly that. In her examination of a sixteenth-century saddle, Marina Viallon
discusses the continuities and discontinuities in making war saddles between
the medieval and the early modern periods. Jennifer Jobst, in turn, outlines the
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ancient and medieval practices that eventually evolved into horse riding as a
spectacle known today as dressage – the art of courtly riding that developed in
the first half of the sixteenth century.
The aim of the present collection is to provide an insight into the role of the
horse in premodern Europe for academic readers, irrespectively of their expertise
in any of the fields approached or their knowledge of actual horses. It is impossible
to offer a comprehensive overview of equestrian history of the premodern period
in Europe within a single volume, but an interested reader could follow the main
lines of research provided in these studies using the bibliography and methods
suggested by the authors.
The volume is divided into six parts, each containing two to four chapters.
The first part is dedicated to working horses and their equipment, with chapters
by Fabienne Meiers, Floriana Bardoneschi, Gail Brownrigg, and Timothy Dawson
approaching different uses to which non-elite horses were put. In the first chapter,
Fabienne Meiers takes the reader to the late medieval City of Luxembourg and,
using the city records, presents the impact of the human-horse relationship in the
urban environment. In the second chapter, Bardoneschi analyzes the factors that
influenced farmers’ choice of horses over oxen (or alongside oxen) between the
thirteenth and the sixteenth century in northern Europe.
The two subsequent chapters focus on the equipment used for working
horses. In the third chapter, Brownrigg reexamines current theory about the invention of a vital piece of the horse harness, the collar, and the development of
the horse harness from ancient times to the end of the medieval period. In the
fourth chapter, Dawson probes into the mystery of baggage animals – “neglected
equines” that have been virtually ignored by scholars, possibly because so little
historical evidence of their appearance and function is available, but probably
also because of their humble status. In his study, Dawson traces the evolution of
the packsaddle from its early form in the Roman Empire to the present day,
using his own reconstruction of the medieval packsaddle to showcase the versatility of this piece of horse equipment. Much like Brownrigg, Dawson uses iconographic evidence and, to a lesser extent, textual sources and archaeological
material as a starting point for his experimental work, which is different from the
studies by John Clark and Marina Viallon, which appear later in this volume, and
which are dedicated to equestrian equipment. While Bardoneschi and Meiers perform detailed archival research for their studies on the rural and urban working
horses, Brownrigg’s and Dawson’s approaches to the investigation of medieval
horse harness is altogether different. Archival records would provide limited information on the construction and function of the horse harness, so Brownrigg and
Dawson use archaeological and iconographic material, combined with the findings
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of experimental archaeology, to trace the development of the harness in the
Middle Ages.
The next two parts of this volume are dedicated to warhorses and performing
horses, covering the period from late antiquity to the seventeenth century. In his
chapter on warhorses, Jürg Gassmann discusses the development of cavalry from
the late antique period to the first crusades, looking into the issues of breeding
and training that such cavalry required. The key issue in his article is the question of the couched-lance charge, as he considers the reasons for which it developed at exactly this point in time and became the iconic technique within about
a generation. As military technology advanced, new weapons led to new exigencies from horses at war: although mounted crossbowmen are often overlooked in
military history, their presence gradually increased towards the end of the
Middle Ages. Jack Gassmann probes into the possible reasons for this obscurity
and the role of mounted crossbowmen as a force in late medieval armies.
The subsequent part on performing horses develops certain concepts that
emerge in the preceding essays on warhorses. Thus, while the early cavalry was
a military institution that did not have the underwriting code known as chivalry, the close association between riders and their horses arguably contributed
to the development of chivalric ideology, a point eloquently argued by Karen
Campbell in her analysis of the representation of horses and riders in literature,
not only in the medieval period but also beyond it, right into the contemporary
narratives of the relations between humans and horses. Campbell’s study approaches the relations between humans and horses in premodern and modern
society from a posthumanist perspective. She reminds readers to what extent
medieval equestrian culture was informed by the knowledge and experience of
ancient authors, on the one hand, and how we today relate to horses, work
with them, and train them using the methods dating back to the medieval period and even earlier. Indeed, the continuity of equestrian tradition from the
premodern period into modern equestrian sports is recognized even by those
who are not historians. An Olympic rider and trainer, Jean d’Orgeix writes
about equestrianism as an art with millennial history: “cet ensemble des connaissances que les cavaliers se transmettent de génération en génération depuis deux milles ans . . . qui se nomme L’ART EQUESTRE” (this sum total of
knowledge which riders have been transmitting from generation to generation
for two thousand years . . . which is called the ART OF HORSEMANSHIP).16
Indeed, some notions about equine psychology and behavior that horse owners, riders, and trainers continue to perfect today were already known to ancient and medieval authors, such as Plutarch and Isidore of Seville. In this way,
Campbell’s study offers an example of how research on medieval history is directly relevant to contemporary practice, as an understanding of medieval
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chivalric culture can help us build relations with horses in contemporary,
technology-driven society.
Following on Gassmann’s and Campbell’s discussions of the close collaboration between riders and horses necessitated in many equestrian activities,
both in the military sphere and beyond, Jennifer Jobst examines the rise of riding as a performance, an art that requires the finest understanding between its
participants. Jobst traces the roots of riding as performance back to antiquity,
through the medieval period, especially as it is discussed for the first time in
Dom Duarte’s treatise on horsemanship, and examines the expansion and flourishing of the theory and practice of equestrian performance in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
A working or performing horse was undeniably an important asset in a premodern household, but it was also a considerable liability, as horses need food
appropriate for the kind of work they do – a point already made in Bardoneschi’s
study. Moreover, if a horse falls ill, it needs treatment, necessitating at least
basic knowledge of veterinary medicine. The part entitled “Caring for Horses”
considers this issue from two different angles, examining the problems of healthcare for horses, the implications of using horses in urban settings, and specialized foods for horses. Elina Cotterill discusses the English hippiatric manuscripts
and their different implied audiences, basing her conclusion about the latter on
the content and structure of the manuscripts. Earlier in this collection, the problem of feeding horses is discussed by Meiers for urban settings and by
Bardoneschi for the countryside; the issue of horse food and nutrition is the
focus of the following chapter on horsebread, a specialized product known from
at least the late Middle Ages. Katrin Boniface traces the development of horsebreads from the end of the medieval through the early modern period and analyzes the nutritional content of selected horsebreads in view of a working horse’s
needs.
Turning to the issue of equestrian equipment, the following part is dedicated to studies of two vital pieces of riding equipment, the bridle (to be more
precise, its iron part, the bit) and the saddle. Relying on archaeological finds
from across Europe, John Clark discusses the development and function of the
enigmatic and often misunderstood piece of chivalric equestrian equipment,
the curb bit. Curb bits are richly represented in visual sources. By contrast,
their appearance in archaeological finds is much rarer, and there seems to have
been a variety of forms and functions of curb bits across Europe over the medieval period. Clark’s study outlines the designs and functions of the curb bit in
medieval England in comparison to other parts of Europe. The knight’s saddle,
of course, is another crucial piece of equipment: being an expensive item made
of recyclable materials, its survival is rare, and opportunities of studying the
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construction of a war saddle are rarer still. Marina Viallon thus provides a
unique insight into the make-up of a sixteenth-century war saddle from
Germany, initially preserved at the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Rennes (France).
Viallon discusses the construction of the Rennes saddle in view of the later fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century advances in horsemanship, explaining how
the development of riding styles is related to the evolution of war saddle design
at the hinge of the medieval and early modern periods.
As has been mentioned at the outset, the horse is represented in a range of
written sources: confirming this statement, the studies collected in the part on
the “Represented Horse” examine legal, administrative, and literary sources that
provide various complimentary information on the medieval and early modern
horse. In a chapter dedicated to the early medieval period, Edgar Rops compares
the legal provisions for the horse in Welsh and Anglo-Saxon law, detecting certain similarities in the place of the horse in the two societies. Remarkably, Welsh
law is much more precise when it comes to categorizing and assessing horse values than the surviving Anglo-Saxon material, though of course, in the absence of
court record evidence, the question remains whether, for instance, the elaborate
provisions for horse guarantee were consistently practiced. For the high and late
medieval periods, both court and administrative records gradually increase, but
this does not always explain why certain warhorses were sold at an exorbitant
price, while others were priced more modestly. In her chapter, Anastasija Ropa
analyzes multiple sources, from restitution lists to hippiatric treatises to romances, to suggest factors that influenced the value of warhorses in late medieval
England. Ultimately, the value of a horse could have been subjectively or culturally informed: in her study of the Galloway horse, Miriam Bibby shows
how different authors and audiences treated the northern horse, or Galloway,
either respectfully or condescendingly. Attitudes towards little horses from
Scotland varied from the high medieval to the early modern period, and Bibby
discusses the texts mentioning the Galloway horse, even before it was known
under this name, in view of the cultural, social, and political contexts of the
texts.
Presenting their research as short essays in a collection, the authors could
address only a limited sector in their field, indicating gaps in the present
scholarship surrounding medieval horse history within each discipline or
guiding the readers to other studies on the subject. Thus, our aim was
twofold: to introduce the reader to the existing scholarship in equestrian history on the one hand, and to inspire scholars to contribute to the expanding
field of horse history on the other. Many, but not all of the authors have practical experience with horses. Engaging with real horses certainly contributed
to their interest in the medieval horse and, in many cases, has enabled the
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authors to provide information that would have hardly been forthcoming otherwise, as when Elina Cotterill comments on the recipe for making – actually,
burning – a white mark on a horse. At the same time, it is not necessary to be
a horse person to study the medieval and early modern horse. Meanwhile, it is
arguably necessary for any scholar working on the premodern period, irrespectively of his or her discipline, to have some understanding of the horse in
contemporary society, an animal that has left a profound mark on premodern
society. It is hoped that the present collection, aimed at specialists and nonspecialists in horse history, will contribute to an increased interest in and understanding of the premodern horse.
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Part I: Working Horses and Their Equipment
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Fabienne Meiers

1 Equestrian Cities: The Use of Riding
Horses and Characteristics of Horse
Husbandry in Late Medieval Urban
Agglomerations
Of Hooves, Heels, and Wheels
After the fall of the Western Roman Empire at the end of the fifth century, there
remained no centralized power to maintain the extensive road network, which
comprised more than 400,000 kilometers of fortified roadways.1 Gradually, the
ways, roads, and long-distance highways decayed. Also, many infrastructures
along the roads, such as horse changing stations (mutationes) and relay stations
(mansiones), became less important – like the roads, they slowly fell apart as time
went by.2
In comparison to the centrally controlled Roman road network with its sophisticated system of road stations, conditions in the Middle Ages were more delicate:
small, fragmented territorial states led by many rivaling territorial lords made administration, regulation, and maintenance of roads on mainland Europe more
difficult.
Thus, despite some exceptions, most of the Roman roads were in poor condition in the Middle Ages. Circulation of persons, goods, and services overland became less efficient and more time-consuming. In particular, wheeled vehicles,
such as carts and carriages, were affected by this development: the wooden spokes
could easily break at faster traveling speeds on roads that were not maintained
on a regular basis, especially when the vehicles were of heavy construction.
Moreover, traveling in wagons was not very comfortable: the iron suspension
chains – not every vehicle for passenger transportation even had those – only had
a limited effect.3 Traveling on foot, on the other hand, was not bound to any traffic
construction – but it was arduous, slow, and not befitting the social status of
many of the travelers. What other choices remained to travel as efficiently as possible on land? Riding was the best option.
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Interurban Mobility during the Eleventh
and Twelfth Centuries
Despite the circumstances in the Middle Ages, which were more difficult than in
Roman times, mobility was not only a necessity, but also compulsive for certain
social groups, such as the ruling classes and traders. As Gerd Althoff postulated in
his trailblazing article “Vom Zwang zur Mobilität und ihren Problemen” (On the
compulsion to mobility and its problems), mobility allowed for the promotion and
maintenance of political alliances, diplomatic relations, and economic activities
through a permanent communication exchange.4 An individual’s physical presence at a meeting place was especially important when complex political or economic decisions needed to be taken. This was also the case for urban authorities
and their functionaries.
During the eleventh century, many cities emerged on the European mainland,
while older ones developed and grew. This led to an increasing demand for faster
and more reliable services to help exchange information and perform administrative tasks in the municipal area and beyond.5 The new communication modalities
comprised above all messenger services, which were carried out on foot or on
horseback, official trips to the surrounding area, and long-distance diplomatic
travels. To ensure that the messengers and envoys could travel efficiently and in a
manner that was suited to their representative status, they mostly traveled on
horseback.

Sources and Methodology
The various aspects of the increasing importance of equestrian traffic in medieval
cities are mostly reflected in written sources, such as municipal chronicles, legal
texts, real estate records, and especially account books. Iconographic representations have also survived, and sources of material culture were brought to light by
archaeological excavations. John Clark has already shown some of the most interesting finds from urban excavations in London.6 Unfortunately, urban archaeology
is still in its infancy in Luxembourg, and only a few finds can be associated with
equine activities, equestrianism, and horse husbandry.7
The focus of this study is on urban account books from the city of
Luxembourg. These provide detailed insight into the different urban revenues and expenditures issued between 1388 and 1795. Most of the account
books have been critically edited by Claudine Moulin and Michel Pauly
since 2007.8 At present, ten volumes have already been published; eleven
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to twelve are expected. An online version is also planned. The books are
written in a western dialectical form of Early New High German, which is
quite easy to understand even for modern German speakers. The following
excerpts from 1415 and 1389 exemplify the kind of information that can be
drawn from account books:
Messenger service: Item des donnerſtdages 10ten dages Octobris geuen dem ſeluen arnolt
zu bolchin zu Rydin 25 gr.9
(Also given on Thursday 10th of October to the same Arnold for riding to Bollich
25 groats.) 10
Diplomatic travel: Item geuen dem Rijchter zu paffenfaſſenacht do er zu dijdenhouen
geryddin was nae den gevangen dije zu gors gevangen wurdin 11 gul 4 gr.11
(Also given to the judge on Estomihi [= February 28, 1389], when he rode to
Diedenhofen/Thionville to see after the prisoners who were taken at Gorze 11 gulden
4 groats.) 12

These two excerpts show that account books are a very multilayered source type,
although they are testimonies of pragmatic textuality. In most instances, they are
composed of beneficiary of the expense (messenger, envoy, or urban functionary),
date of the service, means of transportation, purpose of travel, and amount of the
expenditure.
To collect useful data concerning equestrian traffic, a qualitative methodology
(based on content) and a quantitative methodology (based on numbers) were
used. After that, some of the noteworthy results were compared with those brought
together from account books from other European cities, including Aachen,
Duisburg, Trier, Cologne, Metz, and Mons. Equine-related data comprised:
1. Functions or services that necessitate traveling on horseback, including
mounted messenger services, administrative tasks, diplomatic missions,
military expeditions, and escorts;
2. horse-related professions, such as horse traders, blacksmiths, veterinarians, saddlers and strap makers, spur and bit makers, horse slaughterers,
and castrators;
3. expenditures for horses, such as costs for horse rentals, fodder, housing,
and horse gear; and
4. data in conjunction with traveling on horseback, encompassing names,
numbers, position, and social status of travelers as well as the quantity and
quality of their horses,13 the motives for traveling, the point of departure,
travel destination, travel duration, length of stay, traveling month, and the
use of other means of transportation during the trips.
Using this approach, more than 3,150 accounting entries from sixty-six volumes
containing approximately 10,300 entries in total were collected, each volume
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standing for an accounting year. More than 5 percent (163 entries) were directly
linked to the horse. 750 entries were dedicated to messenger services (47.1 percent),
306 to administrative travels by urban functionaries (19.2 percent), and 264 to diplomatic travels (16.6 percent). For distribution of types of official travels, see
Fig. 1.1. Out of the remaining 271 other types of travels mentioned in the account
books, military expeditions prevailed in almost half of the cases. Additionally,
trips to pay the annual taxes in neighboring cities and to purchase goods as well
as escort services are mentioned in nearly equal measure.
Diplomatic
missions
264
16,6%

Administrative
travels
306
19,2%

Military
expeditions
115
7,2%

Other
travels
68
4,3%

Other
travels
271
17,0%

Messenger
services
750
47,1%

Trading
business trips
28
1,8%

Escort
services
30
1,9%

Annual tax
paying trips
30
1,9%

Fig. 1.1: Types of official travels in shares as encountered in the account books of the City of
Luxembourg. Chart: Fabienne Meiers, 2017. Copyright: none (author’s work).

Some of the evaluated data regarding the characteristics and capacities of equestrian traffic in European cities and the importance of the horse as guarantor for
mobility and communication inside and outside the city walls during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is presented in the following section. Unfortunately,
not all of the many roles of the horse in the city could be approached; for instance,
its use as draft animal remains a research desideratum.

The “Equestrian Turn” of the Fourteenth Century
The chart above sets forth the fields in which the horse was used in the late medieval city of Luxembourg. Four domains could be discerned: official communication,
transportation of urban authorities, their functionaries, and common citizens, combat, and leisure.
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We have seen that, because of the thriving nature of many European cities in
the eleventh and the twelfth centuries, measures were taken to facilitate and improve official communication by means of messenger services, as well as administrative and diplomatic travels. Most messengers traveled on foot, because most of
the destinations they were sent to lay within a day’s journey, which corresponds to
about thirty kilometers.14 Generally, they only traveled on horseback when they
were sent further away than 120 kilometers or when they had to hand over or get
very important messages very quickly (for instance, warnings during times of crisis
or war). The third possibility is when they were sent out to requisition wagons or
wood on behalf of the city.15
High-ranking city officials, on the other hand, such as judges, aldermen, master
builders, and envoys from the city, rarely traveled on foot on their official trips. They
preferred to use the horse as a means of transportation. There were many reasons
for this: horses were fast, comfortable (especially ambling or gaited horses), prestigious, representative, and befitting their social status. Moreover, equestrian traffic
was not bound to well-managed and fortified roads: horses can travel on muddy,
unmaintained roads (virtually, they do not even need any roads!), they can move or
swim through water, jump over obstacles, and even climb stairs.
Where did the city’s horses come from? Whereas most of the high-ranking
members of the magistrate had their own horses, only a few messengers possessed
their own mounts. To reduce the costs for keeping their horses, they could even
rent them to other needy travelers on special occasions:
Item alz der vorgenant proſt vß brabant komen iſt dez 26ten dagez auguſtus mit eyme
knechte der uff michels pert her heyme geReden iſt vnd iſt michels pert vſgeweſt 38 dage
vnd hat gewonnen daz ſelbe pert ye den dach 3 ſt vor hurre lon vnd vor ſich ſelber macht
5 gul 30 gr.16
(Also when the before-mentioned provost came from Brabant on the 26th of August
with one servant who rode on Michel’s horse back home; and Michel’s horse was out for
38 days and the same horse has earned 3 Stüber each day as rental fee and for the provost
himself makes 5 gulden 30 groats.)

Apart from this exception, horses for courier services and official travels by
lower functionaries were either provided by the city authorities and then called
Stadtpferde (horses belonging to the city) or by professional horse hirers.
Horse rentals were run by many urban guesthouse keepers as a side business.
Such businesses had appeared during the late fourteenth century and spread from
England to the European mainland during the Hundred Years’ War (1337–1453).
The livery stables offered to rent “hacks”,17 so that commuting between different
cities and the surrounding areas became easier, more affordable, and logistically
less preparative.18 These hacks were a small horse type with ambling gaits.
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Therefore, they were very comfortable and easy to ride over long distances, even
by inexperienced, sick, or elderly riders: the ideal horse for traveling.19 Livery
stables also made it possible for every citizen who was able to pay a certain
amount of money to rent a horse. Usually, the fee was four groats per day, which
was the same as the cost of eight loaves of bread or a pair of shoes. Horse rental
stations thus represented an early form of democratizing equestrian transportation
for broader social strata, although it would still be a long time before the horse
was used as a form of public transport.

Fig. 1.2: Riding horses and a mule in the busy hustle of a late medieval city. Note the stirrup
holder in the upper middle section and the second juvenile rider on the mule. Clearly, this
representation shows the different social backgrounds of the riders. Detail from winged altar
depicting the carrying of the cross, Bamberg (Germany), 1480/85. Copyright: REALonline (free
use for scientific works).

Only one horse trader called Goebel der Rosstauscher (horse changer / horse
trader) is mentioned in the account book for the year 1482.20 Nonetheless, it seems
there was a regular market for buying and selling horses and other beasts in the
center of the city at a place called Viehmarkt (cattle market).21 The cheapest horse
bought on behalf of the city for a servant cost six gulden twenty-four groats.22 This
is the same amount a swineherd on horseback earned during twenty-three working
days. The most expensive horse cost twenty-two gulden twenty-two groats.23 It
was bought for an alderman for his diplomatic mission to Bohemia; a swineherd
would have needed to work for three months to purchase this horse. After the alderman’s return, the horse was sold again for sixteen gulden – this amount
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corresponded to the usual sum paid for high-quality, gaited travel horses, also
called zeldenere (palfreys). These mounts were highly valued because they not
only could perform ambling gaits, but they also had more accentuated movements
and a more pleasing appearance than other gaited horse types.
Apart from official travels, the urban riding horse was of course also used in
other fields – e.g., the transportation of common citizens. The role of horse rental
stations has already been discussed above. Due to the nature of accounting sources, the role of horses as a means of transportation for common citizens is underrepresented. However, there is evidence that the citizens often accompanied the
authorities on horseback, for instance, when they traveled to inspect the nearby
forests in order to see if there was enough fodder for the pigs or when they were
sent on embassies in remote regions, for example, to the Council of Constance, to
Bohemia, or even to the Kingdom of Aragon.
The urban horse was also used in military expeditions. In August 1244,
Countess Ermesinde (1197–1247) confirmed the rights and the freedom of the city
of Luxembourg in a charter:24
[7.4] Burgensis qui ad vocem preconis ville ad expeditionem domini vel domine de
Lucenburg non ierit, si sit eques xcem solidos, si pedes vque solidos solvet pro emenda, nisi
ex causa legitima fuerit prepeditus.
(7.4. A citizen, who at the call of the urban apparitor does not appear for the military expedition of the lord or the lady of Luxembourg, must pay a fine, when he is a rider of ten shillings,
when he is on foot five shillings, assuming he was not tied up for legitimate reasons.)
[7.5] Quilibet burgensis qui habere potest equum et armaturam ferream, habebit ea
iuxta possibilitatem suam quam moderabuntur iusticiarius et scabini ville.
(7.5. Every citizen who has enough [money] to have a horse and iron armor ought to have
these [ready] insofar as this is possible, and the judge and the aldermen need to assess this.)25

The regulation required every citizen with sufficient financial means to have a
horse and armor to keep them ready for a military expedition; in case he could not
fulfill this duty, a fine had to be paid, which was twice as high as the fine paid by
foot soldiers. The municipal judge and the aldermen were responsible for assessing
the financial strength of each citizen beforehand. The members of the magistrate
usually brought two to three horses for military expeditions, whereas high-ranking
citizens only had one. Some accounting entries mention ransoms paid for horses
captured during military campaigns ranging from two to eight gulden, which corresponds to the yearly compensation paid to the town clerk. For the year 1418, we
also learn that armed men were sent out on horseback to protect the city’s swineherds from thieves;26 1418 was a precarious year, because the city was put under
imperial ban from 1415 to 1419. The difficult situation even led to the digging of a
new landwehr (land ditch) around the city, which prevented any kind of opportunists – especially mounted opponents – from getting too close to the urban area.27
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As the self-esteem of the richer urban social classes, such as patricians and
merchants, grew during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, many new forms
of court culture were adopted, e.g., falconry and tournaments. Four accounting entries from 1427, 1455, 1456, and 1480 mention jousting tournaments organized and
financed by the municipal authorities and held on special occasions, such as
princely weddings and royal visits.28 They cost a fortune to the city, and it seems
that not every city official was pleased about spending as much money on amusement: the master builder, who was responsible for the finances of the city of
Luxembourg, derogatively called the jousters ſonckheüger, or “fence-bashers.”29 In
winter, the tournaments were held inside the city on the old market place, whereas
in spring they were arranged either in the orchard of the Franciscan monastery or
on green patches outside the city walls. In addition to the aforementioned events,
horses were used in princely entries, parades, religious processions, and funeral
corteges in late medieval cities.

Urban Horse Husbandry: Wells, Pastures,
and Stables
Having treated the different fields of application for riding horses in a late medieval city, this section focuses on horse husbandry intra and extra muros. Most of
late medieval cities still had an agrarian character with stray animals such as
dogs, cats, and pigs in streets and alleys. Pigs especially could become a menace
for riders.30 Surrounded by unpleasant odors, the noise of clattering hooves on
cobblestone streets, and fecal pollution, people had to conceive on the one hand
systems and structures, on the other hand decrees and regulations to guarantee a
suitable, hygienic living environment for both humans and animals.
Three elements are essential for keeping horses: water, food, and shelter.
To water the many urban horses, wells, cisterns, and waterholes could be found
throughout the city of Luxembourg on private and public grounds. In the lower
city, two rivers guaranteed water supply, and a special, shallow watering place for
animals was near a ford. The most famous waterhole in the upper city was called
hellepull, which means “pool near a hall”, and was situated in the area called acht
at the edge of the old Roman road that led from Trier to Arlon.
Pastures mainly lay on the outskirts of the city, as maps and cityscapes from
the sixteenth century show.31 Nearly half of the aldermen families possessed dry
grasslands or wetland meadows within a radius of fifteen kilometers from the city
center, which meant that they could travel to these agricultural areas and back
again within a day.32 Alternatively, forest pastures could be used in the early
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summer months after the first grazing period in spring. During that time, the grass
could grow again, so that in July hay harvesting became possible.
Horseherds collected the animals in the early morning by blowing a horn,
brought them to the pastures or to the forests, and took them back to the city in
the evening before the gates closed.33 They were paid by the municipal administration in the same way as the aforementioned swineherds. Almost all of them
performed their work on horseback, which facilitated watching over the roaming
animals and detecting potential predators early.34 Nevertheless, the animal herders were responsible for loss and theft, which frequently occurred during times of
war and imperial bans:
Item geuen zu der tzijt do der heren van brandenberch der burger perde im walde genomen
hatte heren nyclaes dem munche der mit 2 perden zu dem heren van brandenberch reyt mit
der ſtede brieue hin zu herſuchen den her vertzerde1 gul.35
(Also 1 gulden given to master Nicholas the monk for what he consumed while he rode
with 2 horses to the Lord of Brandenburg with the letters from the city in order to beseech
him at the time when the Lord of Brandenburg had stolen the citizens’ horses in the forest).36

What could be done to prevent horse thefts from pastures? Most of the highranking citizens preferred to keep their horses in stables, especially at night.
Moreover, this housing method guaranteed ready availability of riding horses and
made it easier to monitor the health of the animals. Wooden or stone horse stables
were a structural part of many urban dwellings in the old city center: often, they
were either located in annex buildings in the inner courtyard, in the backyard, or
beneath the living area. Some stables offered direct access to the street in order to
facilitate mobility.37
On the other hand, there existed a special structure for horse-keeping in
the city of Luxembourg, the so-called “king’s stables” (or le grant estable in
French sources).38 First mentioned in 1469/1470, they were exclusively designed for the governor’s and his men’s horses and mounts of distinguished
guests; as such, they were located near the city castle. In 1443, when the
Burgundians seized the city at night, the king’s stables were burnt down along
with the horses inside them.
The city hall also had an annexed stable building, which can be traced back
to at least 1418.39 Compared to the ideal stable, which Leonardo Da Vinci developed around 1490 and which included an automatic cleaning and feeding mechanism, these urban stables were rather rustic: they were lockable, sometimes they
had window bars, and occasionally even glazed windows. Above the actual
stables were haylofts, which could also be locked (risk of fire!) and which occasionally had hay windows, which facilitated feeding the horses. Next to the stables
were either water catchment basins or cisterns.
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Horses located in stables – not much different from today – were usually fed
hay, straw, and cereals, chiefly oats.40 But it was also a common practice for the
municipal authorities to give oats to the horses of high-ranking guests when they
stayed for a longer time in the city. More than 81.5 percent of the aldermen families had their own grain barns, and one-third of them lay inside the city.41
Pending a besiegement or longer military operations, the city authorities controlled and wrote down the reserves of oats in order to have enough in the event
of war.
Keeping horses intra muros was also challenging from a hygienic point of
view. For the city of Luxembourg, which had about 7,000 residents in the late
Middle Ages and an area of approximately forty-eight ha, it has been extrapolated
that the citizens kept between 140 to 350 horses and that they produced around
630 to 1,530 liters of urine and 1.8 to 4.5 tons of manure daily. According to the
account books, animal waste was not regularly removed from the streets until
1497.42 Before that year, animal excrements would only be selectively disposed of
before significant events, such as royal visits and tournaments. Even dead horses
remained on the streets until the stench became unbearable and people started to
complain:
Item geuen van eyme dodin perde dat under der burch lach vnd der burger eynes deilles
badin dat man yt enwech wulde doen furin want it ſere ſtanck enwech zu furen 8 gr.43
(Also 8 groats for removing a dead horse which lay under the castle and some of the citizens requested to have it removed because it stank a lot.)44

Of Horses and Humans: The Urban Horse in the
Late Middle Ages – Companion or Commodity?
Having given an overview of the various forms of urban horse husbandry and its
difficulties in the late Middle Ages, the concluding section involves the humanhorse relationship. This contribution focused on the role of the horse in relation
to urban mobility and communication, and included an investigation of various
forms of horse husbandry in urban environments in the late Middle Ages.
It could be demonstrated that communication relied much more heavily on
mobility in the late Middle Ages than it does today. In order to guarantee efficient
message traffic, the cities depended on reliable means of transportation. Since the
eleventh century, due to the poor conditions of many overland roads, the horse
became the number one means of transportation for municipal authorities, their
functionaries, and other citizens like merchants who relied on mobility.
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Horse rentals allowed for the democratization of equestrian transportation to
a certain extent. They enabled urban citizens to travel on horseback even if they
were unable to own or keep a horse, which was not only very expensive, but also
maintenance-intensive.
The daily and close presence of horses in the city affected the human-horse
relationship in a dynamic and mutually beneficial manner through physical interactions. We have seen that the municipal authorities adopted measures to ease
urban equestrianism and equestrian traffic by building paved roads and watering
places. Horses were not only kept outside the city walls in meadows and forest
pastures, but also intra muros near their owners – sometimes even under the same
roof in order to guarantee quick access and shelter from the elements as well as
facilitate feeding and prevent theft. The medieval sources also demonstrate that
the horse was not merely a means of transportation, but also a guarantor of interurban communication, a helper in military campaigns, in sports and recreational
activities, and a status symbol.
The question remains whether the human-animal relationship was also emotional in nature, whether the horse was considered a mere commodity by urban
citizens, one that served a predefined purpose, or whether it was regarded as an
intimate companion in good times and in bad. Even though account books, in accordance with the pragmatic characteristics of this source type, only list horses by
function and sometimes by color, but never by name, reading between the lines, it
becomes obvious that the bond between humans and equines was stronger than
we might expect in a society that depended on horses for its very livelihood and
regarded them as expensive assets. An irresponsible and uncaring attitude towards
the horse used as means of transportation was common with messengers conveying important messages swiftly: equines were ridden until they became lame or
collapsed and died.45 At the same time, however, some of these abused animals
were treated by blacksmiths with expensive remedies over a long period of time.46
In this context, it is important to ask why this was done despite the fact that it was
much easier and cheaper to get substitute horses than to treat the ill ones.
Archaeological evidence also reflects the status of horses in urban medieval
society. Everyday objects found in urban excavations, such as horse-shaped or
equine-related pottery or metal goods, spur-shaped rings, and children’s toys,
demonstrate the major importance and sometimes even playful approach to the
horse in the urban environment.47 In these everyday objects, the horse is clearly
represented as more than a mere commodity, means of subsistence, or financial
asset.
In summary, it can therefore be said that, in the late Middle Ages, the horse
became more widely popular as a means of transportation than ever before in
history, and that cities had to adapt to this phenomenon accordingly. Going
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hand in hand with the increasing importance of interurban equestrian traffic, the
horse’s value as a companion rather than as a mere commodity increased in
western European cities. These cities became equestrian cities in which horses
were an inherent part.
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Usually these missions were carried out by the judge himself, unless he was impeded by
other administrative tasks.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 9, 55.
The word “hack” later formed the French word haquenée and the English hackney. More
word formations can be found in Meiers, Reisen zu Pferde im Mittelalter, 56. One of the
earliest testimonies mentioning hackneys appears in a narrative from the funeral cortege
of John the Blind, who died in the Battle of Crécy in 1346. His hearse was pulled by
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twelve of these horses, which had been offered as a present by King Edward III of
England. See Lascombes, Chronik der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 1, 194–95.
Clark, “Introduction,” 8–9.
The use of gaited horses during the medieval period has been examined in detail in
Meiers, Reisen zu Pferde im Mittelalter.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 9, 199.
In 1999, a structure interpreted as a horse stable was excavated near the location. See
Bis-Worch, “Zur Notgrabung,” 52–53.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 5, 106.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 74. In 1393, an even more expensive
horse was bought for a mission to Bohemia: it cost 150 gulden. This enormous sum must
relate to the weakening of the exchange rate for gulden in the late fourteenth century.
Notwithstanding this, the cheapest horse bought by the city of Luxembourg cost less
than twelve gulden in 1393, which is more than ten times less. Thus, the 150-gulden
horse must have been a parade horse. See Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg,
vol. 1, 96 and 103.
Cartulaire ou recueil des documents politiques et administratifs de la ville de Luxembourg, 6.
Translations mine.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 80–81.
Ibid., 76.
Ibid., vol. 2, 128; vol. 4, 50–52, 73–75; vol. 8., 124.
Ibid., vol. 8, 124.
This was the case when the young dauphin Philippe of France (1116–1131) was traveling
through the streets of Paris. His running horse was tripped by a pig, and the dauphin
killed at the age of fifteen.
Braun and Hogenberg, Städte der Welt, 376–77; Van der Vekene, Les plans de la ville et
forteresse de Luxembourg, 2–4.
Pauly, Luxemburg im späten Mittelalter, 438, with map KK.2, 443.
Blaschitz, “Der Mensch und seine Beziehung zu Hund und Katze,” 280–81.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 80; vol. 8, 126–27, 175; vol. 9, 176.
Ibid., vol. 1, 131. See also Lascombes, Chronik der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 1, 265.
Translation mine.
A detailed description of medieval stables on the basis of pictorial sources can be found
in Kühtreiber, “Mittelalterliche Stallbefunde anhand bildlicher Quellen.”
Lascombes, Chronik der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 20.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 73.
On the nutritional needs of a horse, see Katrin Boniface’s study in the present collection.
Pauly, Luxemburg im späten Mittelalter, 439.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 8, 109.
Ibid., vol. 2, 34.
Translation mine.
Die Rechnungsbücher der Stadt Luxemburg, vol. 2, 29.
Ibid., vol. 2, 164f.; vol. 5, 110; vol. 9, 138.
See for instance Jungblut, Vivre au Moyen Âge, 186–88, and fig. 14 in Clark,
“Introduction,” 17.
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2 Working Horses in the Northern
European Countryside between the
Thirteenth and Sixteenth Centuries:
What Advantage for a Farm?
In the Middle Ages, agricultural work depended on animal traction. Cattle or
horse-drawn carriages represent a key to the agricultural growth that begins in
the thirteenth century and affected to a varying extent different farming regions. The northern zone is described in historiography as a place where horses
are predominantly used. Defining the role of the horse in agricultural development and rural economy necessitates determining the investment it represents
as well as the technical and economic reasons that make using horses preferable to using oxen on farms.
These aspects are shown in some sources that provide an account of different kinds of farms spread over the north of France (with the exception of the
Duchy of Brittany) and over the House of Burgundy’s possessions in Flanders
and Burgundy.1 Working horses appear in pictorial documents illustrating agricultural activities (plowing, harrowing, and transporting the harvest or wine),
especially illuminated manuscripts, stained glass, misericords, paintings, etc.
Here, our focus is on three collections of texts: farming leases signed by the
Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem in the area of the French
Priory, remission letters granted by the king of France, and inventories made
after the death of persons from Burgundy and Dijon.2 Comparing the sources
makes it possible to study the cost of buying and using a working horse, and
how the search for productivity and cost-effectiveness was undertaken.3

In Which Animal to Invest for Traction on a Farm?
The Harness: What Cost to Profit from the Horse’s Power?
The harness for agricultural labor is different for horses and oxen, being adapted
to the species’ skeleton formation. The drawing force of an ox is focused on the
frontal bone in extension of its spine. A horse’s power comes from its shoulders4
and the frame of its forelegs. The harness used for the equids and the bovids in
antiquity consisted of yokes placed on the withers or neck; these were replaced
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-003
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for horses by the shoulder and breast collar in the medieval period. The historiography considers the shoulder collar as the key to the working horse’s success;
however, the change to the low point of traction is even more important.5 This
crucial development takes advantage of the animal’s power. Other changes are
promoted for bovine yokes. The place where the yoke is positioned on the ox
changes in the thirteenth century, if not earlier. At first, it was placed on the
withers, but was later tied around the nuchal region or the forehead and horns.
Only this second position harnesses the most powerful part of the animal’s body:
the first dorsal vertebra. Iconographic sources show that this solution was widely
adopted.6
The horse’s shoulder collar was a low-cost product compared to the total investment in a working horse for a farm. Other pieces of a harness were cheaper
than the collar, but they are not necessary for basic activities.7 Driving equipment, collar, and lines are enough to do good work with a horse. Furthermore,
the role of recycled or homemade equipment must not be disregarded in the domestic economy.8
In the year 1351, an order imposed maximum prices on saddlers in Paris.
They could not sell a harness for one horse with a shafts system for over thirtyfive sols (or one livre tournois and fifteen sols) or without load transfer9 for over
twelve sols (or around two-thirds of livre tournois).10 In farming leases signed by
the Hospitallers, the price of a harness was between 10 percent and slightly more
than 15 percent of the estimated price of an animal. In general, it cost three and a
half francs (or 3 livres tournois) to equip one animal. The large amount of money
is explained by the number of specialized pieces for each type of traction.11 Two
other leases provided a lower amount per animal: between a little more than one
franc (or a little more than one livre tournois) 12 and one and a half francs (or one
and a half livre tournois).13
In Burgundy, only the inventories of the house of the saddler Jean Bonval
provide an overview of the price of a collar. In 1411, when his wife died, a garnished collar with some pieces appended (“collier à cheval garni”) cost six gros
and an ungarnished collar four gros.14 When he died in 1423, the former was
worth seven gros.15 Even if caution is due for these monetary comparisons,
Dijon’s valuations seem to be of the same order as the maximum prices fixed in
Paris one century earlier: twelve sols (or seven gros and four deniers) for a collar
with bands for the shafts (“collier de limons garni de brasseures, d’astellets”)
and eight sols (or four gros and sixteen deniers) for a collar fastened to the drawn
lines with little wooden pegs (“collier de trait garni d’astelets et de billots”).16
A riding packsaddle is valued at approximately ten gros17 and a collar at seven
gros, so that a farmer from Burgundy probably would not spend more than eighteen gros (or one and a half francs) to equip a working horse with a complete
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harness. Two inventories of a blacksmith’s18 and a cartman’s19 items seem to indicate that the above average is high, and that cheaper equipment could be obtained. Less than ten gros (or about two-thirds of a franc) could be more than
enough for most people. By comparing the average prices of the harness and the
horse – two-thirds of a franc for the former and between three and six francs for
the latter – the ratio between the two is about 10 percent and a little more than
20 percent. The same proportion is found in the Hospitallers’ leases. A collar
alone can represent up to nearly 10 percent of an animal’s price or even more in
some cases. However, it seems unlikely that a farmer would invest so much in
expensive items of the harness, as it would render a working horse unprofitable
from the very beginning.

A High-Budget “Animal Pool”?
Vehicles and equipment are the primary expenses when using animal power on
a farm, with the wooden frame itself being less costly than the metal items.
Thus, in some farming leases the Hospitallers allow some pieces of wood to be
cut to make and repair agricultural equipment. Metal, mostly used to reinforce
the wheels, increased the price of a vehicle. Carts with four iron-rimmed wheels
were the most expensive, while carts with two wheels, and plows, were less
costly, and harrows cost almost nothing, in particular when they had no metal.
In the French Priory’s documents, a farmer’s four-wheeled wagon represents
between 90 percent and 116 percent of the horse’s value and up to 185 percent
when it has iron-rimmed wheels. The value of a two-wheeled cart varies between
40 percent and 50 percent if the wheels have iron rims. A plow with iron-rimmed
wheels represents between 12.5 percent and 15 percent and a harrow only 1.25 percent. Among Burgundian items, plowing implements and mid-range carriages are
valued at between one-quarter of a franc and one and a half francs.20 The initial
capital is higher for the superior-quality carriages, particularly if they have wheels
with metal, such as those that appear in the Hospitallers’ documents.21
The inventories show that the initial capital outlay is enhanced by the fact
that the farms often own at least two carts, a plowing implement, and a carriage. When these three types of equipment are present on farms, the wagons
and the tipcarts are used for specialized activities, such as transporting foraged
crops and performing messy or labor-intensive jobs. The specialization of vehicles emphasizes the farmer’s affluence, even if using the same animals to
draw different equipment reduces the overall investment.
The size of the initial investment does not depend on the draft animal, as the
carriages are the same for equids and bovids. In two Burgundian inventories,
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vehicles were alternately kept for a horse or an ox.22 They are adapted to each
sort of harness, and it would be possible to connect a yoke for oxen using additional straps.23 The action of separating animals from vehicles or plows is reflected in two remission letters.24
The amount of money required to equip a farm with agricultural implements
and vehicles and to buy harnesses for draft animals was not significantly different for horses and oxen. The initial investment in equipment not being a factor
for choosing either draft animal, other factors must be considered.

Why Choose to Work with a Horse?
Purchase and Feeding Expenses: An Argument for the Ox?
In the last quarter of the fourteenth and the first quarter of the fifteenth centuries, draft oxen leased by the citizens of Dijon to the surrounding farmers and
winemakers were valued between a little more than one franc and four francs.
At the same time, the average price of a horse in Burgundy was between three
and six francs. This is consistent with the data of the farming leases signed by
the Hospitallers in the second half of the fourteenth century: between two and
four francs or livres. However, the difference in the prices of horses and oxen is
higher,25 as an ox cost a quarter to a half of the price of a horse;26 the cost is
lower if the animal is old or weak.27
Nevertheless, when a farmer intends to buy a horse, the investment can be
reduced by buying a mare.28 Mares leased in Burgundian countries with or without a foal are usually valued at between two and three and a half francs. Mares
are less powerful but cheaper, and their foals can be sold. Mares are used for
work that requires less power, such as harrowing or carrying, or for riding,
whereas oxen do the harder work, such as plowing. However, from the end of
the fifteenth century, the richer farms use stallions, because they can finance
their purchase and maintenance without breeding their own horses. Less affluent
farmers acquire horses on the second-hand market. However, investing in oxen
can be more appealing because when they are no longer usable, or should any
problems arise, they can be sold to a butcher.29
Equids and bovids likewise have different maintenance costs. While both
can be stalled and fed together,30 the amount and quality of feed is different for
working horses and oxen. The ox consumes less energy than the horse to perform
its work, as rumination allows it to better absorb the food. A horse is three to
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four times more expensive to feed;31 moreover, in some areas, the need to provide oats and grazing for a horse could prevent farmers from buying horses.
The acquisition of meadows is very expensive. Between the end of the fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth centuries, the average area of grassland
is between 0.15 and 0.5 ha per horse in Burgundy. For the smallest plots, the
valuation represents between three and six francs, and for the largest, it is between twelve and twenty francs, while a horse is valued between three and six
francs. However, common land and forage can be used for grazing horses. In
Dijon, the inventories of goods assess a stack of hay at between two and twelve
francs and a cart of hay between one and two francs. According to the inventories, a stabled horse is fed between half a cart and two carts of hay for an unspecified term, and the owner must pay between a half franc and four francs to
supply it. If this quantity is enough for a year, it represents between a little less
than 10 percent and more than 130 percent of the animal’s price. The budget is
significant, as cereals and legumes can supplement the diet. The cost of supplements is impossible to define using inventories, which make no distinction between cereals and legumes used for animal or human feeding and for seed.
Nevertheless, oats are commonly fed to horses, and the people of Dijon
stock on average between a little over three hundred and a little over two thousand liters, while some farmers of Burgundy stock over two thousand liters.
Around forty inventories list cereals among the goods of Burgundian people,
but less than twenty include oats, whereas in Dijon the former is included in
fourteen and the latter in twenty. This difference could be attributed to the fact
that oats are essential for feeding horses in the town, where no grazing is available, and the supply of hay is limited. As on farms, the amount of oats available
also points to the horse owner’s affluence. In the rich religious or secular farms
of northern France, the daily ration consists of fifteen liters per horse in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.32 This quantity represents 5,475 liters (or
nearly eleven “émines”) per annum, valued between eleven francs and slightly
less than thirty-three francs at the price found in Dijon.

What is the Traction Difference Between an Ox and a Horse?
The disadvantages of an ox include the thinness of its feet and the weakness of
its kidneys, as well as its sensitivity to high temperatures, whereas the advantages include docility and efficiency in working on heavy ground, while the
horse works better on dry ground.33 Its hoofs are, however, made fragile by humidity. The thirteenth-century British agronomist Walter of Henley recommends
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plowing very hard soils using an ox, but stony soils using a horse, because the
stones prevent the ox from using its feet to the full.34
Both the horse and the ox use their weight to draw. The drawing power corresponds to around 10 percent of the animal’s weight, or up to 15 percent for a
horse. Occasionally, during spurts of activity, the latter could increase to half its
weight, thanks to the sturdiness of its rear anatomy.35 Both are small animals: on
average 1.17 m at the withers and 270 kg for an ox36 and 1.15 m to 1.30 m at the
withers and around 200 kg for a working horse.37 Using a heavy and large collar
and driving with a postilion is common to weigh them down artificially.38
However, the heaviest and the tallest horses are not necessarily the most efficient. Because their drawing axis is higher, they expend more energy to move
their weight than the smaller ones.
From the point of view of muscular power alone, the pressure exerted by
the ox and the horse is equal.39 The horse’s asset is, in fact, its speed, as oxen
have only 66 percent of a horse’s speed. Horses need more time for rest,40 but
they are tougher. While an ox can work five to six hours a day, a horse can
work for eight hours.41 The distribution of oxen’s plowing time is described in
La Nouvelle Maison Rustique, dated to the first half of the eighteenth century.42
In winter, the difference in working time of the animals is of little consequence,
because the working hours are limited by daylight. However, in summer, between May and September, the animals work in the fields three to four hours in
the morning and four to five hours in the afternoon. In spring and autumn,
they would work approximately eleven hours a day in two shifts, plowing approximately three hours in the morning and seven hours in the afternoon.
Depending on the season, the animals’ workload would be from seven to eleven
hours, with the division of the work allowing time for the animals to recuperate, so that the maximum time for an ox is not exceeded during a single shift.
This is probably the reason for having teams of three or four drawing horses
in the Hospitallers’ farms, so that two or three horses would be available for
work at any time. The house of Cernay in the diocese of Paris has provisions for
teams of three horses for plowing.43 A substitute horse is included in the team
to allow for rest during the periods of intense activity or in case one of the
horses would be ill or foaling. However, there is no evidence to suggest that the
less wealthy farms owning teams of two animals, listed in Burgundian inventories and the remission letters, are significantly hampered by having fewer animals. Moreover, iconography confirms that this configuration with two horses
is common, particularly for plowing. Besides, in seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury Ile-de-France, the addition of a third plowing horse to a team did not
lead to increased efficiency. The area of land plowed by each team is roughly
the same, whether plowed by two or three horses.44
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Finally, with regard to choosing between a horse and an ox, the issue of
muscular power is insignificant when compared to financial considerations. In
discussing the respective advantages of horses and oxen in farming, Walter of
Henley, for example, advised against using the horse for plowing, because it
was more expensive than the ox in terms of feeding and shoeing, as well as less
efficient, except when working on certain types of soil. Hence, the ratio of quality of work to cost is not in favor of the horse.45 The discussion remained topical
into the eighteenth century, when Louis Liger in La Nouvelle Maison Rustique
considers the horse and the ox as drawing animals.46

How to Use the Principal Asset of the Horse – Its Speed
In choosing the horse as a drawing animal, two elements are decisive in ensuring
a successful investment: the number of horses (at best, three or four) and the size
of cultivated area. Having a lot of horses on small or poor farms unable to support several animals does not make sense from an economic perspective. In that
case, it would be more efficient to have one horse and one ox sharing tasks.
Also, the area, in turn, must be big enough to require an increase in the speed of
plowing provided by a horse. Moreover, the plots must measure at least one hectare so that that the plowing team can easily move, because each maneuver involves a waste of the efficiency.
According to the inventories of lands and animals present in the leases
signed by the Hospitallers in the area of the French Priory, each animal should
cultivate 12–20 ha on a farm.47 The author of the English Seneschaucie confirms
this estimation, explaining that in the last quarter of the thirteenth century, a
team normally plowed 72 ha per year. This represents 24 ha for each of the three
animals.48 The use of teams with several horses does not ensure an equal distribution of the working load, as in the French Priory the area allocated to each
team does not depend on the number of horses.49 Meanwhile, the area per animal is lower for the oxen: between 4–10 ha. Their load is two or three times
lower compared to the load of horses.
Another difference between the farms where horses and oxen live together
and those where oxen alone are present is reflected in total land area. The latter
have approximately 20–60 ha,50 whereas farms with horses consist of 20 to
over 250 ha of cultivated or cultivable land. Most farms, however, do not exceed
approximately one hundred hectares. The better equipped estates are in the dioceses of Amiens and Meaux, and, unsurprisingly, they also have a higher
number of drawing horses.51 Other examples show that when the Hospital
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leases more horses – e.g., more than nine – the whole of the cultivated lands
equals or exceeds 100 ha.52
Leased lands show evidence of elongated plots as well as those of rectangular and square shapes. What about the impact of plowing with horses on narrow
and long plots described by Marc Bloch?53 Such plots, which would limit the
number of turns at the end of the lines, are characteristic of northern France.
However, land plots of roughly square shape are also present, and these probably result from the mode of plowing.54 Finally, the evolution of land plots could
be determined by natural, social, or human factors in play during the cultivation
of the soil.55 Alternatively, they could simply form different stages of integration
into agricultural development as it is described below.56
The morphology of the agrarian landscape can also be considered from a
different angle, namely the constitution of a team. Iconography shows two
teams working the land at the same time57 or several wagons taking turns during haymaking or harvesting.58 Thus, the shape and size of the field play an
important role. The valuation of the sizes of working horses59 and men60 can be
a starting point. According to the proportions compatible with medieval data,
the animal and the space between it and the drawn implement represent a maximum length of 2 m. The size of the plow, harrow, or vehicle – i.e., approximately 2–3 m must be added to the above figures.61 The figures for the track
width vary, from under 1 m to 1.50 m for vehicles62 and from over 0.50 m to
slightly under 1 m for plows.63 Having one or two animals in a team makes no
difference. In iconography, their width is never higher than the drawn implements except for the loads of hay or cereal sheaves.
Whatever the activity, the space needed for the maneuvers is added to the
dimensions of the team.64 It is considerable: depending on the equipment, a
radius of 8 to 10 m is necessary to turn easily at the end of the plot or in the
field when the harvest is loaded.65 Moreover, at the end of the thirteenth century, the Coutumes de Beauvaisis describe two cases related to space management. The Coutumes give instructions for cases of a plowman going or not
going deliberately over his field on the bordering path and authorize a plowman owning a field on each side of a path of less than sixteen feet to cross it in
order to draw a single straight line.66 During the harvesting, the possibility of
going over the lands after they are mowed and picked solves this problem.
Comparing these data with the smaller plots of the Hospitallers (between a
quarter of a hectare and 3 ha) shows that the space is sufficient. However, it
seems that less than a quarter of a hectare is too little.67 A square piece of this
area will measure 50 m on each side, and a rectangular piece could be 100 m
long and 25 m wide, which is close to the dimension of a team of drawing animals and the attached equipment. Therefore, for technical reasons, the shape
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of a plot affects the minimal area possible to work with draft animals. Small
and square-shaped plots are trickier to cultivate and more tiring for the animal,
which has to do more starts involving exhausting breaks in rhythm.
Alternatively, long and narrow pieces favor steadier work for which the horse’s
speed can be fully developed. Therefore, when the area increases and lines becomes longer, the importance of the plot’s morphology is reduced.
Thus, having more horses provides no advantage if they move in circles on
small plots. In this case, oxen are certainly more cost-effective, and even
human labor can be used on tiny plots. It is probably no coincidence that the
Flemish Book of Hours dated to the first half of the fifteenth century shows only
one working horse.68 The background depicts intensively used land, and the
field is presumably long rather than wide. A single animal is enough for this
work, so that the driver could ensure the greatest possible maneuverability and
ability to react. If the use of a draft horse did not influence the division of the
land into plots, it apparently played a role in determining the minimum size of
a plot before the advent of intensive agriculture, as in Flanders and northern
France.69 Nevertheless, before arriving at this final stage of agricultural development, which did not take place everywhere, clearances and the general use
of crop rotation made the speed of the horse a desirable in the changed circumstances of farming and land use.

Conclusion
The use of a draft horse in agriculture is cost-effective only under certain conditions. Hence, we must qualify the emphasis on the use of the horse to explain
agricultural growth in the Middle Ages. From a strictly technical point of view,
the horse provides no advantages for working the land. The ox is slower but
cheaper to buy and to maintain, as powerful as the horse, and possible to sell
for hide when it can no longer work. These factors allow plowmen to invest in
oxen with calculated risks, favoring stable use of bovines. Teams of oxen increased the wealth of farms in the eleventh and the twelfth centuries, but they
continued to do so also during the following centuries, preparing for the arrival
of the horse on the farm by ensuring the availability of finances. On some
farms, the two animals lived together, marking an economic transition. The
horse could initially play a secondary role in agriculture, before it began to be
used in all seasonal work, which became possible because the same equipment
could be drawn by both animals.
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Therefore, the agricultural growth which began in the twelfth century
ensured that the use of the horse became advantageous with the growth of
cultivated plots. It enabled the richer farmers to try using the horse, even if
its maintenance costs were higher. Moreover, at the time of economic recession, particularly from the second half of the fourteenth century onwards,
the horse was abandoned in favor of the ox, and this remains the case for
poorer farms even today. This demonstrates that, for these farms, using
horses did not offer economic advantages. Indeed, when they used horses,
their success was not assured, as the area that was cultivated, the size of the
plot, and the number of animals had to cross a certain threshold to make the
scheme viable in the long term. If all these elements were present, it was
possible to benefit from the principal asset of the horse, i.e., its speed.
Due to its speed, the horse is an essential tool in the evolution of the agricultural economy, because it allows the farmer to save time for plowing
and harrowing multiple plots; besides, horses are ideal for transportation.70
The preference for the horse’s exclusivelyis a sign of the changeover to a
more complicated system, which did not occur on all farms, to intensive agriculture, described in England as “advanced organic economy.”71 The
speed of the horse ensures a reduction of the space and an acceleration of
the rhythms sufficient to change rural society.
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With some iconographic overlaps in the eastern coast of England, in southern or eastern
Germany, and in Bohemia.
Studied thanks to Françoise Piponnier’s databases.
Unless otherwise noted, all data comes from my doctoral research: Bardoneschi, Le
cheval de trait.
At the top of its scapula and at the bottom of its breast.
Irrespective of the shape of the harness, the point where the power is acquired by the
harness moves from the level of the withers to the shoulders.
Mane, Le travail à la campagne au Moyen Âge, 124–25.
The data detailed in the next three paragraphs is also published in an article that
considers the harness in more detail (Bardoneschi, “Le harnachement du cheval”). On
the development of the horse harness in the Middle Ages, see Gail Brownrigg’s study in
the present collection.
Cords, for instance, could be used instead of leather for many of the pieces.
The system of harnessing is referred to as “without load transfer” when the weight of the
drawn vehicle or the drawn instrument is not supported by the horse. Both are
independent. When the animal is used with a harness with a shafts system, there are
more pieces in order to balance the weight of the vehicle and its load on the horse’s
back.
Lespinasse, Métiers et corporations, 2–44.
AN, MM 30, fol. 18v–19r.
AN, MM 28, fol. 135r–136r.
AN, MM 30, fol. 135v.
ADCO, B II 356/1_132.
ADCO, B II 356/2_187.
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A riding saddle, with or without straps, stirrups, bridle, crupper (culière), or breast strap
(poitraul), can cost two francs and up to three francs, when it is of superior quality (see,
for example, ADCO, B II 356/4_16, item 13). However, saddles in poor condition stored by
a saddler (B II 356/5_25, item 20) or a baker’s old saddle (B II 356/2_94) only cost
between one and three gros. The saddles used daily by the craftsmen or soldiers of Dijon
cost on average between five and eight gros.
A collar (bourreaul) with a crupper (culière) and two bridles (brides de harnois) is valued
at eight gros with a rack and a feeder (ADCO, B II 356/2_79).
An old crupper, two old collars, and an old packsaddle are worth only six gros (ADCO, B
II 356/2_105).
One franc for a garnished plow or its irons (ADCO B II 356/4_18, item 29; B II 356/5_22,
piece 7); one quarter of a franc for an old tip cart (viez meschant tombereaul) (B II 356/
2_183 and B II 356/4_16); a half of a franc for an old cart (vielle cherrot) and a collar
(bourreau) (B II 356/5_21, item 26).
Between one and a half francs and three francs for a two-wheeled iron-rimmed cart (for
example, ADCO, B II 356/3_13, item 34; B II 356/4_17, item 10) and between six and
fourteen francs for a four-wheeled iron-rimmed wagon (for example, B II 356/2_105; B II
356/2_165), but not more than one franc when the wheels contain no metal (B II 356/
4_17, item 13).
The wooden cart of Marie, Thévenin Chai’s wife, is drawn by a horse (ADCO, B 5408/2),
but the wagon of the écuyer and squire, Jean Dejeux, by an ox (B 6526).
These straps (or aploits) are listed in some Burgundian inventories, for instance, in the
inventory made for Colas Racine, a farmer of Chauvirey (ADCO, B 2758/9).
AN, JJ 120, fol. 65r, no. 123; JJ 188, fol. 107r, no. 37.
The listed values indicate a significant difference, between one livre and slightly more than
ten livres. In Louviers, for example, one draft horse cost eight and a half francs, but six oxen
cost fourteen francs (AN, MM 30, fol. 18v–19r); in the district of Orient, three horses cost
twenty-five livres, and eight oxen cost twenty-eight livres (MM 32, fol. 27v–28v).
This proportion is confirmed for the Maine by a thirteenth-century charter: a pair of oxen
has the same value as one horse. Quoted in Pichot, Cheval et société, 403–10.
In the diocese of Reims, for example, horses and oxen have the same price, seven ecus
each (AN, MM 28, fol. 55r–55v).
This tendency is also observed in England, where mares are cheaper; see Claridge, The
Trade of Agricultural Horses.
Mane, “Images du cheval à la ferme,” 341.
Alexandre-Bidon and Mane, Le travail à la campagne, 245–69.
Fourquin, Histoire économique, 120.
Derville, L’agriculture du Nord, 51.
ADEME / FR CIVAM Limousin, 2016.
Walter of Henley, Walter of Henley’s Husbandry, 10–13.
Raepsaet, Attelages, 32–35.
Girault, Attelages, 112.
Bardoneschi, Le cheval de trait, 194–96. These data are supported by other data collected
on old breeds living in natural states in isolated areas; see Girault, Attelages, 73).
Ibid, 74–75.
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Gimpel, La révolution industrielle, 56.
ADEME / FR CIVAM Limousin, 2016.
Gimpel, La révolution industrielle, 56.
Liger, La Nouvelle Maison Rustique, 268.
“4 chevaux bons pour faire de 3 une bonne charue” (AN, MM 29, fol. 99v–100r).
Chevet, “Production et productivité,” 101–45.
Walter of Henley, Walter of Henley’s Husbandry, 10–13. Data from my doctoral research
confirms that feeding is more expensive, while the costs of shoeing are less significant
than Walter of Henley suggests.
Liger, La Nouvelle Maison Rustique.
Area measurements are in acres, arpents, or journaux. One acre is equivalent to 0.40 ha
(Comet, Le paysan et son outil, 83–85). One journal represents approximately 0.34 ha in
Burgundy (Bossard-Beck, Villages, 23), and one arpent 0.42 ha in the north of France
(Contamine, “Le cheval dans l’économie rurale,” 163–75). In his study, based on fewer
registers than ours, Phillipe Contamine has an average of 11 to 13 ha per horse.
Comet, Le paysan et son outil, 83–5. This number is also present in Walter of Henley’s
work; see Walter of Henley’s Husbandry, 85–86.
On the lands of the Choisy-le-Temple’s house, for example, twelve mares must each
plow around thirty-one arpents (AN, MM 32, fol. 261r–261v), while in Cernay, four horses
(used to make up a team of three) are each in charge of nearly forty-seven arpents each
(MM 29, fol. 99v–100r).
In the diocese of Paris, the houses of Fromont and Orangis have around 77 ha (AN, MM
29, fol. 33v) and in Louviers nearly 30 ha (MM 30, fol. 18v–19r); in the diocese of Troyes,
the house of Orient has a little over 30 ha (MM 32, fol. 27v–28v); in the diocese of Reims
in Boult and Duis, 48 ha (MM 30, fol. 104v); and in the dioceses of Rouen and Beauvais,
the house of Ivry-le-Temple reaches its peak, at around 65 ha (MM 30, fol. 43r–43v). The
house of La Chambre-aux-Loups in the diocese of Reims can be regarded as an exception
with more than 100 ha. This difference can explain a higher number of horses among the
leased drawing animals (four) as well as a substantial number of oxen (fourteen) (MM
28, fol. 55r–55v). In Sivrey in the diocese of Sens, oxen alone work a little less than 40 ha
(MM 31, fol. 103v–104, fol. 237, and MM 32, fol. 21v–22r).
For example, there are twelve mares for approximately 248 ha in Aimont (AN, MM 30,
fol. 7r–8v) and for approximately 160 ha in Choisy-le-Temple (MM 32, fol. 261r–261v).
In Chevru in the diocese of Sens, there are nine animals for approximately113 ha (AN,
MM 31, fol. 213v–214r), and in the inventory of the house of Voismer in the diocese of
Bayeux, twelve mares for approximately 120 ha (AN, J 413, no. 29).
For him the plow is “the mother of long-shaped field,” so that “two kinds of plowing
implement are matched with two kinds of different fields” (Bloch, Les caractères
originaux, 55). Translation mine.
The plowing mode allowing the best ventilation of the soil is an orthogonal linecrossing, and the square is a better shape for this purpose. But the moldboard plowing,
with parallel lines and a channel of drainage on each side of the plot, is better to drain
the land. It gives it a rounded and narrow appearance that can be misleading; see
Fossier, Enfance de l’Europe, 41 and 96.
Ibid., 653.
Haudricourt and Delamarre, L’homme et la charrue, 442–44 and 448.
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This is the case in several Flemish illuminated calendars, where the plowing and the
harrowing are carried out one after the other (London, Britih Library, ms. add. 18852, fol.
10v, ms. add. 24098, fol. 26v; London, Victoria and Albert’s Museum, ms. Salting 2600;
Munich, Bay. Staatsbibl., ms. clm. 23638, fol. 10v; New York, Pierpont Morgan Library,
ms. M 52, fol. 6r; Vienna, Öst. Nat. Bibl., ms. 2730, fol. 10r), as well as in a printed
Compost et kalendrier des bergers (Angers, Bibl. centrale de l’université catholique, ms.
Impr. Non coté 1, fol. 7v).
The meadows in particular give the impression of endlessness, as in the Hours
illuminated by Simon Bening around 1525–1540 (Munich, Bay. Staatsbibl., ms. clm.
23638, fol. 8v).
They are rather short, stocky, and small in size. They fall within the lower range of the
average given by archaeozoologists, between 1.15 and 1.30 m at the withers, whereas the
medieval horse measures on average 1.35 m; see Audouin-Rouzeau, “Compter et mesurer
les os animaux,” 284.
According to the studies of skeletons in the contemporary cemeteries, the average height
of a man was 1.72 m and of a woman 1.58 m; see Clark, The medieval horse, 25.
A harrow measures on average 1 m on each side for square tools and approximately 1.40
m in length and 60 cm in width for the rectangular one; see Mane, Le travail à la
campagne, 144. This is confirmed by two archaeological specimens, one discovered in
Dorregest in the Netherlands, dating from the first century and measuring 90 cm in
width; the other, from approximately the ninth century, exhumed in Viborg in Denmark,
consists of several pieces, the longest of them still intact measuring 1.40 m; see Comet,
Le paysan et son outil, 159–60. Archaeology does not provide the same sort of data for
plows and vehicles, but the iconography and the scale as compared to the size of the
medieval horses, together with Marcel Mavré’s nineteenth-century descriptions, provide
some information. A two-wheeled cart for harvest, also called chartil, usually measures
2.50–3 m, or even 4.80 m for the largest types, while tip-carts are smaller. A fourwheeled wagon with a moving headstock can measure up to 6 m. Plows and harrows are
built in various ways, depending on the area; see Mavré, Attelages et attelées, 12–14.
Corbiau, “La Via Mansuerisca,” 28; Garsault, Traité des voitures, 8.
Ibid., 8.
Probably approximately 4 m by 1 m for teams with drawn implements and up to 5 m by
1.50 m for teams with vehicles.
The radius increases for teams harnessing several horses – e.g., two horses side by side
or three horses in a single file – and four-wheeled wagons, harder to maneuver and
requiring more space to turn when heavily loaded.
Coutume de Beauvaisis, 374–75.
A study of the Toury agrarians working in Beauce, carried out by Samuel Leturcq for the
period between the twelfth and the seventeenth centuries, confirms extreme separation
of the plots. However, the accounts of two farmers who know the situation in the village
before the regrouping of the lands in the 1950s show that this break-up of the plots
makes no difference, because the maximum area worked in half a day by one plowing
team with horses is only fifteen ares; see Leturcq, Un village.
Sibiu, Musée Brukenthal, ms. 1, fol. 6r.
Thoen, “Le démarrage économique”; Derville, L’agriculture du Nord; Charruadas,
“Champs de légumes.” The example of the mountain agriculture, particularly in
Faucigny, studied by Nicolas Carrier confirms that the size of the plots is correlated with
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the interest in the use of draft animals to plow. At the place where the ground is
cramped, steep, and rocky, farmers prefer to work with a hoe or a spade, manure and
irrigate the soil as for gardening, allowing higher yields and compensating for the lack
of cultivable lands. Conversely, when the place is more important, the number of mares
and cows exceeds the number of donkeys and mules for agricultural works. See Carrier,
La vie montagnarde, 267–71 and 278–79.
Sigaut, “Les débuts du cheval,” 33–46.
Wrigley, “The Transition to an Advanced Organic Economy,” 435–80.
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3 Baggage Animals – The Neglected
Equines. An Introductory Survey of Their
Varieties, Uses, and Equipping
Whether it was riding, baggage, or draft that was the first use people made of domesticated quadrupeds will probably never be known. In no small measure, it is
because riding is by far the more exciting aspect of the use of such animals. Yet,
without the other functions, many societies in history could never have prospered.
Horses have the speed and spirit, but for strength, endurance, and steadiness,
they are often the inferior of other species and varieties. That so much depended
upon four-legged freight makes it something of a surprise how neglected it is in
the historical record and scholarship.
It is likely that this very ancient dependency is part of the reason for this neglect. As so much depended on it so far back into history, a great deal of vernacular expertise was inevitably built up in order to manage and exploit these animals.
Even in the realm of those famous road builders, the Romans, their network did
not cover a great deal of the hinterland of their empire, with much still being covered by tracks and routes not amenable to wheeled transportation. Given that, and
with the Romans’ commitment to literature and a highly organized military, we
might well expect to find more evidence in that context. Yet even there it is not so.
The earliest military manual of the Middle Ages, the Stratêgikon of 602 CE attributed to Emperor Maurikios, declares “The baggage train must be regarded as essential and must never be neglected.”1 But while the work contains numerous
entries devoted to keeping the baggage train safe, it gives no specific details about
how that aspect of the army should be organized. Manifestly, it is left in the realm
of those well-established vernacular practices, which the author does not see fit to
describe.
The references in the Stratêgikon are evenly divided between mention of wagons drawn by oxen and bearing beasts of unspecified breed. The few early pictorial
sources serve more to cloud the issue than to clarify it. An example of this are the
two scenes of baggage on Trajan’s Column. One, although unfortunately highly
eroded, is manifestly a depiction of regular freight activity, as troops transfer large
packages from a wagon onto a quadruped whose breed is not at all clear, but may
show the larger ears of a donkey or mule. There is also the hint of a rump strap,
which would indicate some sort of saddle concealed under the baggage. Another,
better preserved scene, shows booty from the Dacian capital being loaded. It offers
an improvised scenario, as the bitted bridle and fringed saddle cloth tell us that it
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-004
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is actually a cavalry horse pressed into more prosaic service. Horses have, of
course, continued to be used this way ever since, on a dedicated basis, but expedients, as is shown in that example, are evidenced in later sources, and they have
much in common.2
The natural species alternative to a horse is the donkey, which is characterized by greater steadiness and a tolerance for lower quality fodder. Yet throughout recorded history, the preferred baggage animal was a cross between a horse
and a donkey, which gave a combination of the best characteristics of each.
That hybrid was the mule, produced when a male donkey was mated with a
female horse. Mules show the greater steadiness and tolerance for poorer food
and water of a donkey, have greater endurance than a horse, and better size
than a donkey. They are also said to be more intelligent than either animal,
which is a possible cause for their reputation for stubbornness. The other possible cross between a horse and a donkey, when a stallion breeds with a jenny, a
female donkey, is called a “hinny.” It is never created deliberately, for it yields
a hybrid that is generally inferior to both natural species.
While the evidence from the earlier Roman Empire was somewhat unhelpful, the next earliest group of sources, a cluster of manuscripts from the enduring Roman Empire in the East (the so-called “Byzantine Empire”), provides an
outstanding insight into practices there. In historical re-enactment and living
history activities, one of the most prevalent distortions of medieval history is the
amount of furniture that gets carted around the countryside, pandering to modern expectations of comfort, and unthinkingly exploiting our enormous transport
capabilities. In that context, a picture of Joseph sitting disconsolately outside the
stable at the Nativity caught my attention (Fig. 3.1).3 What he is sitting on is
clearly not a familiar piece of furniture. Its identity as a packsaddle is clarified
by another manuscript in the Esphigmenou Monastery on Mount Athos showing
the journey of the Levite and his wife to Gibeah. The multiple scenes are wonderfully helpful in showing the saddles both packed and unladen (Fig. 3.2).4 In the
laden example it is not entirely clear, but the texture represented suggests baskets or wicker panniers (Fig. 3.3).5 The presence of both breast and rump straps
is distinctive. The presence of both in use at the same time is rarely seen in association with riding saddles, but is visible in the context of baggage animals in a
greater proportion of the much more limited number of sources.
Initially aiming for nothing more than camp furniture, I set out to replicate
one such saddle, basing its underlying shape on my prior experience making
medieval riding saddles. I interpreted the pieces projecting from below the
arches as being what is referred to as the “side bars,” which are the loadbearing members common to earlier riding saddles and packsaddles. For many
years, this piece of furniture went nowhere near any four-legged creature, until
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Fig. 3.1: Joseph seated outside the manger awaiting the birth of Jesus. Eleventh century.
Dionysiou Monastery, Mt. Athos, ms. 587m, f. 13.

the generous indulgence of the folk at Meanwood Valley Urban Farm allowed me
to try it on one of their donkeys. It was very gratifying to find that it fitted Pedro as
though it had been made for him, and I have encountered horses that it would fit
very well also. (Fig. 3.4) Finding mules nowadays, on the other hand, has been
less easy. Tenth-century Byzantine military manuals are remarkably specific on
the ideal equipage of an infantry kontouvernion.6 Tents, bedding, and cooking and
eating utensils for the nine men were to be carried on two mules, if wagons were
not available. Hence, the experiment of loading the replica saddle with almost half
of the kit specified for a basic infantry unit, including a tent and poles, bedding,
and cookware, was made (Fig. 3.5). This design of packsaddle certainly offers
ample provision for fixing points for the load.
Familiarity with these later Roman examples has facilitated the recognition of
some unidentified wooden pieces from a well at a late Roman site in West
Yorkshire as being almost half of a disassembled packsaddle. Those in the manuscripts give the impression of being made of well-finished timber, as is my replica,
but the pieces from the Roman well employ wood found in natural forms and only
roughly dressed, an approach we can see to be in long use. An article on that find
is currently in preparation.
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Fig. 3.2: Unladen Byzantine pack saddles. Esphigmenou Monastery, Mt. Athos, ms. 14, f.414r.

Coming to western Europe, once figural art resumes on a larger scale from
the later twelfth century onward, we begin to see some diverse practices. A very
common method is where the load is simply draped, unsecured, across the back
of a beast who trails along after its human handler (Fig. 3.6).7 This can often be
seen even without the constraint of a head collar or lead.8 We can be sure that
scenes like this are much more likely to depict donkeys, because, while that degree of docility is rare in a horse, I assert from first-hand experience that the
docility of a fully domesticated donkey is such that they do behave that way.
This practice emphasizes one essential factor – that a load must be balanced,
whether loose or secured. The effect of an unbalanced load carried in this manner is obvious – it would fall off. The result of an unbalanced secured load is
more insidious, causing the animal to become more rapidly fatigued and possibly in the longer term causing it injury. The lack of a binding may not simply be
due to relying on the animal’s docility. In the event of some mishap, it could
mean that, while the beast might be lost, the baggage might be recovered, as it
would have fallen away during the crisis.
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Fig. 3.3: Byzantine pack saddles equipped with panniers. Esphigmenou Monastery,
Mt. Athos, ms. 14, f.416r.

More substantial loads require more substantial arrangements, of course.
The Hortus Deliciarum manuscript of ca. 1185 shows a man leading a mule and
a horse (the distinction is unmistakably represented in the ears) with
headstalls.9 The horse in the foreground has a very well-made packsaddle with
large sidebars joined by arches fixed by nails or rivets, whose smoothness and
compactness could well suggest that they are made of metal. The clear span
between the arches would allow tying, but the load of a large sack is draped
unsecured, despite being tied with a trellis of rope over its entire surface. A century later, the mule carrying Moorish tentage in one image in the late thirteenth-century Cantigas de Santa Maria (Fig. 3.7) must have some sort of
saddle, as is shown by the girth and rump strap, although we suffer the endemic problem with this sort of picture, namely that the load commonly obscures the structure to which it is fastened.
The fifteenth century provides some excellent depictions. A satirical, marginal illustration shows a man carrying a pack animal (it is white, and therefore
almost certainly a horse, as such a color is exceedingly rare in donkeys or
mules).10 The quadruped has a very well-represented packsaddle with vertical
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Fig. 3.4: Replica Byzantine pack saddle assessed for fit on Pedro at Meanwood Valley Urban
Farm, Leeds.

arches with smoothly rounded profiles joined by a barrel which runs continuously over the beast’s spine and is held in place by a broad, braided girth.
Another manuscript in the same library shows a saddle with a very similar
structure but for sidebars separated over the spine.11 The load is a large rectangular basket with two ropes running over the saddle, without being tied, presumably to another such basket on the other side.12
Those examples are manifestly well-fabricated constructions. In contrast, a
German manual on the equipment and techniques of warfare from 1502 provides a
fine example of what must be an ancient method for making a rustic, yet entirely
effective packsaddle. It is constructed simply with four evidently flat planks fixed
to wooden arches whose well-depicted grain structure shows are made of naturally
occurring elbows in tree branches. This picture is of further value in showing the
pad is tied to the frame, while the girth is entirely separate – what for a riding saddle today would be called a “surcingle.” It is notable that in most of these examples there is little that would easily serve as tie-off points for fixing the load.
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Fig. 3.5: Replica Byzantine pack saddle loaded with half the impedimenta of a Roman army
kontouvernion – tent, bedding and cookware.

Fig. 3.6: A sack draped unsecured on the beast. Cornice carving, Rievault Abbey Museum,
Yorkshire, twelfth century.
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Fig. 3.7: Detail of Cantiga 99 of the Cantigas de Santa Maria manuscript, Spain, late thirteenth
century.

This rustic method of construction has never disappeared, as may be seen
from a more recent example from the Indian subcontinent now in the British
Museum.13 In terms of loading potential, the British Museum specimen, having
longitudinal rails above the side boards, offers a median position between the
draped or over-tied loading of the Western sources and the copious tie-off potential of the eleventh-century Byzantine form.
Ubiquitous as such basic and rustic packsaddles must have been, and as perfectly adequate as they were for many loads, there are more specialized items in
evidence in medieval Europe. A token fourteenth-century source, the Blessed
Humility Altarpiece in the Uffizi Gallery, shows a highly specialized packsaddle
constructed with integral wooden panniers designed to accommodate materials as
hard and heavy as bricks or tiles.14 Like the man-carrying-horse picture discussed
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above, it represents the alternative paradigm to those where the weight is carried
on sidebars. In this form, the burden is spread over a half cylinder, with the irregularities of the biological structure within once again evened out by thick padding.
It looks very much like examples that have been in use up to recent times.15 At the
beginning of the fifteenth century, the hunting treatise of Gaston Phebus depicts
an example with wide, curved, wooden racks projecting outward from the upper
part of a structure that is concealed by a sack, with two large hooks projecting
downward below. It is not entirely clear, but it seems likely that the artist was trying to depict something like the crook packsaddles that were still in use in nineteenth-century England.
Finally, leaping forward again to the eve of the early modern era, the
British Museum gives us further evidence of the long-term survival of an evidently very functional piece of equipment. A woodcut of 1581 depicts a packsaddle of very distinctive form in use by the Tartars in the southern regions of
the Russian Empire.16 Elsewhere in the British Museum’s collection, the identical form exists, evidently newly made, collected in the second half of last century on the island of Corfu.17 These are constructed in a manner much more like
the Byzantine model, with jointed arches projecting appreciably above the
structure and multiple longitudinal bars. Heavy padding is tied to the structure,
as in the German example from the turn of the sixteenth century, while the
straps for the girth are in this case fastened to longitudinal bars with nails.
In our relatively virgin field, the subject of baggage animals and their practice
will benefit from more study. It is to be hoped that, in time, better sources will be
found to shed more substantial light upon it.
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4 Medieval Horse Harness – The Evidence
of the Images
Introduction
Most books on the Middle Ages will tell you that the horse collar was an important medieval invention that revolutionized transport by replacing inefficient ancient harness, which had choked the horses. Some will say that it was introduced
from China. Very few will give the source of this claim for such an amazing technological advance. In fact, it was a French cavalry officer, Commandant Lefebvre
des Noëttes, who published two books, one in 1924 and the other seven years
later, which came to the attention of the establishment partly due to the prestige
of the man who wrote the preface for the second work – Jérôme Carcopino, a
leading classical scholar.1 For well over half a century, his hypothesis was taken
as fact, and can still be found in modern books and on reference websites such
as Wikipedia.2 It always seemed strange to me that nobody appeared to question
this statement, or to wonder why people apparently continued using equipment
that was said to strangle their draft animals if they pulled hard, for some two
thousand years.
In fact, neither statement is true. The ancient harness did not throttle the
horses when it was used for the purpose for which it was designed – drawing
light, fast chariots at speed. Nor am I convinced by the argument that the horse
collar was invented in China and transmitted thousands of miles across Central
Asia, where mounted horsemen reigned supreme. The “evidence” cited for the latter is twofold: one is based on linguistic analysis suggesting that the word for
“hames,” which form an integral part of the modern horse collar, might have derived from an old Central Asian (Turkic) term for a camel’s packsaddle; the second
is based on the interpretation of ninth-century frescoes from Dunhuang, published
by Needham in his comprehensive work on Chinese technology, and in which a
single horse is shown between shafts drawing a two-wheeled vehicle with what he
claimed was harness consisting of a stuffed collar.3 This looks more like a single
yoke attached directly to the shafts of the vehicle, with no traces.
I would propose that the important medieval innovation in Europe was the
introduction of traces allowing the tractive function of the harness to be separated from its role in supporting the shafts, rather than the collar itself. As far
as vehicle design goes, it is certainly true that the first evidence for a single
draft animal harnessed between shafts is from the Western Han period in China
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-005
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(206 B.C. – A.D. 24).4 Traction is by means of a broad breast-collar attached at
the mid-point of the double-curved shafts, which are supported on a crossbar
held by a yoke fork placed high on the neck. However, there are so many differences between both the vehicle construction and the harness that it seems unlikely that there was any direct connection between East and West.

Ancient Harness
Before the time of the Han dynasty in China and the Roman Empire in the West,
all animal traction was by means of animals harnessed in pairs under a yoke attached to the central draft pole of the vehicle, whether two-wheeled, four-wheeled,
or an implement, such as a plow or a seed drill. With oxen, the yoke might be attached to the horns, be placed on the forehead, or lie in front of the withers. For
equid anatomy, with a higher head carriage and sensitive withers, the yoke was
first adapted by the addition of yoke forks shaped like an inverted “Y” (Fig. 4.1b),
which transferred the pull to the upper part of the shoulder blades, and later by a
two- or four-horse yoke shaped into bays to lie on the neck just in front of the withers, but still functioning as a form of shoulder traction by putting the pressure on
the scapulae.
This was demonstrated by another French cavalry officer, Jean Spruytte, who
reconstructed ancient chariots and their harness and published his conclusions in
a small book that deserves to be better known: Études experimentales sur l’attelage
(1977), translated by Mary Littauer as Early Harness Systems. Experimental Studies
(1983). Spruytte showed that the strap under each horse’s neck served principally
to keep the yoke and yoke forks in place and prevent the team from backing out
from underneath. A long strap from the outside “leg” of the yoke fork, passing behind the elbows to the central pole, acted as a brake and backing element. Balance
of a two-wheeled vehicle such as a chariot was assured by a curved yoke lying in
front of the withers. Finds from Tutankhamun’s tomb have shown that the neckstrap was, in fact, crescent-shaped,5 to fit across the lower part of the neck and
shoulders. It exerted minimum pressure and certainly did not choke the horses
(Fig 4.1b).
Spruytte also experimented with a different type of ancient harness – the
Greek racing chariot of the eighth century B.C. Unlike other chariots in the ancient
world, which had wheels at the rear of the box so that some weight was transferred
to the yoke, the Greek chariot of this period had a central axle. The yoke lay on the
horses’ backs, held firmly in place and prevented from lifting by a surcingle under
the belly (Fig. 4.1c).6 Traction was by means of a broad strap across the breast and
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Fig. 4.1: (a) Erroneous “Throat and girth” harness postulated by Lefebvre des Noëttes,
(b) Position of neck yoke with yoke forks (shoulder traction), (c) Position of dorsal yoke (breast
tracton), (d) Collar harness (modern shoulder traction). After Spruytte 1983, figs. on pp.14–16.

shoulders, attached on either side to the yoke – functioning exactly like the modern breast-collar harness to which the traces are buckled, the latter generally fastened to a whippletree.7 This swings with the movement of the horse’s shoulders,
preventing their being rubbed when pulling a heavier vehicle. Most images on
Greek vase paintings are anachronistic, illustrating Homeric heroes of the thirteenth century B.C. riding in chariots of a type the eighth-century artist would see
regularly, but in fact used on the racetrack, not the battlefield. Mounted cavalry
had largely displaced chariotry by this time, but chariot racing continued to be a
popular sport in Europe and the Near East well into the Middle Ages.
Lefebvre des Noëttes had confused the two types of harnessing – shoulder
traction and breast traction – and as a result, his reconstruction of so-called
“throat and girth harness” consisted of a strap pressing on the underside of the
neck with the yoke lying almost on the sensitive withers (Fig. 4.1a). He thus concluded that the “modern” form of harnessing, with a collar and traces, was a
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major technological breakthrough evidenced in medieval manuscripts, replacing
“inefficient” ancient harness and leading to improvements in transport, economic
development, and the abolition of slavery.

Gallo-Roman Harness
Early chariots had been developed as a swift conveyance for personal transport, taking advantage of the speed and agility of the horse. Oxen were used for heavy draft,
slow but strong and steady. Horses were too expensive to be used for such mundane
tasks. Although they were occasionally depicted pulling wagons carrying passengers, equids were not generally shown as draft animals for goods vehicles until the
time of the Roman Empire. Then, in northern Europe across to Thrace, and occasionally in France and Italy itself, we see the appearance of a new method of harnessing.
Gallo-Roman reliefs in particular depict a single draft animal between the shafts of a
two-wheeled vehicle (Fig. 4.2a).8

Fig. 4.2: (a) Gallo-Roman harness as depicted on a stone monument from Arlon (Belgium).
After Brownrigg and Crouwel 2017 fig. 3. (b) U-shaped element still hinged on its wooden
sidepieces: Gallo-Roman harness fitting, excavated at Le Rondet, Switzerland. After Brownrigg
and Crouwel 2017 fig. 9.

I reconstructed the harness, based on these images and archaeological finds.9 It
consisted of a single yoke placed high on the animal’s neck. Suspended from the
yoke ends and grasping the neck muscles on either side was a pair of wooden sidepieces held in place by a U-shaped metal bow, just as a pair of earphones is held by
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a springy headpiece (Fig. 4.2b). Finds from Le Rondet in Switzerland and Pforzheim
in Germany show that these are concave on the inside, carefully shaped to fit over
the bulging neck muscles, while the hinges by which they are attached to the bow
allow them to be altered to fit an individual animal. My experiments have shown
that they function efficiently, just as they are depicted on the reliefs, and a New
Forest pony was able to pull a laden cart across fields as well as up and down hill.10
An extra animal (outrigger) could be attached alongside by means of a long trace to
the single yoke. This combination is frequently depicted on the Gallo-Roman reliefs,
assisting the horse or mule in the shafts or harnessed beside a pair yoked to a fourwheeled wagon.11

Medieval Harness
I propose that these wooden sidepieces developed into the rigid hames forming the
principal part of the horse collar, which is first depicted in manuscripts of the early
Middle Ages. Padded with a soft lining and lying just in front of the shoulder, the
collar must be fitted to the individual animal. Today, each cart- or carriage horse has
its own collar, fitted and shaped in order to avoid chafing. What is generally considered to be the earliest image showing collar harness is an illustrated manuscript
from Trier, known as the Trier Apocalypse, dating from ca. 800 A.D. A pair of horses
are harnessed to a four-wheeled vehicle by means of collars and traces, instead of
the ancient pole and yoke system (Fig. 4.3).

Fig. 4.3: Collars and traces depicted in the “Trier Apocalyse” ca. 800 A.D. After Norbert
Benecke, Der Mensch und Seine Haustiere. Die Geschichte einer jahrtusendealten Beziehung.
Stuttgart: Konrad Theiss Verlag, 1994, fig. 66.
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Early European manuscripts generally relate allegorical or biblical stories, such
as Elijah being carried up to heaven in a fiery chariot, rather than scenes from everyday life. If the text refers to a biga (a two-horse chariot), the artist may depict a pair of
horses, but details of the harness and the way the team is attached to the vehicle are
often sketchy and difficult to interpret.12 A miniature from the seventh-century
“Pentateuch of Tours” shows a pair of ponies pulling a two-wheeled cart by means
of a yoke attached to a central pole, in the classical tradition,13 while the “Stuttgart
Psalter” has what looks like a racing chariot drawn at the gallop by two saddled
horses with breastbands and breeching.14
Though the vehicle depicted in the “Trier Apocalypse” may be intended to
represent a chariot, the collars and traces must reflect the type of harness actually known to the artist. It is not clear whether these collars are flexible, or reinforced by rigid hames, but it seems likely that by this time the padded collar
with its curved side bars, such as are clearly shown on later manuscripts, had
been developed. Nonetheless, an important innovation is the use of traces – initially made of rope or cord and later of leather – attached on either side, by
which the vehicle is pulled.
Traces are also clearly shown on a two-wheeled “chariot” drawn by three horses
abreast in a tenth-century manuscript in the Bibliothèque de Saint Gall
(Switzerland),15 and on a four-wheeler from Belgium of the eleventh century.16 When
the cart has shafts, however, these are attached directly to the collar, just as the upward-curving Gallo-Roman shafts had been lashed to the single yoke (Fig. 4.2a). A
tenth-century manuscript in the Biblothèque Nationale, Paris, depicts Vices and
Virtues in vehicles each drawn by two horses, one between the shafts and the other
harnessed as an outrigger alongside (Fig. 4.4).
Another type of harness, the breast-collar, is shown on a tapestry from the early
ninth-century Viking ship burial from Oseberg in Norway (Fig. 4.5). The outside trace
leads back to the end of the front axle of a four-wheeled wagon. Indeed, two-meterlong iron chains and metal fittings terminating in a ring to loop over the axle end
have been found in Scandinavia in a Viking context.17 Though only one horse is depicted, the double pole on the well-preserved wagon from the same grave indicates
that traction would have been by a pair, harnessed to the end of each pole on the
inside and by means of a flexible trace on the outside. During the Middle Ages, these
long chains were replaced by wooden outer shafts in southern Sweden, Poland, and
Denmark, where they represent an intermediate form between the Viking chains and
the rigid shafts with traces known from thirteenth- and fourteenth-century illustrations in the same regions. They are still used on traditional Scandinavian farm
wagons.18
A breast-collar used in combination with shafts is depicted on a twelfthcentury engraving of a horse pulling a cart on a copper cross in the Historical
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Fig. 4.4: Collar attached directly to the shafts, first half of the 10th century. Latin
ms. “Psychomania”: vices and virtues depicted as charioteers. Paris, Bibl. Nat. Ms 8085. After
Rommelaere 1995, 90.

Museum, Lund (Sweden).19 The realistic little margin figures on the eleventhcentury Bayeux tapestry show both types of harness used for single draft to
haul farm implements. The pony pulling a harrow wears a collar, while the ass
hauling a plow wears a breast harness – perhaps because it is difficult to put a
collar over a donkey’s large head and ears. In both cases, long traces lead back
to the implement (Fig. 4.6). A French manuscript of the twelfth century shows a
pony with collar and traces pulling a harrow and two cows, also wearing collars, harnessed to a plow.20 Cattle harnessed in pairs with collars and traces are
frequently illustrated in medieval manuscripts.
It was not until the thirteenth century that a collar, when used with shafts,
was linked to them by short, flexible traces instead of being directly attached
(Fig. 4.7).21 The horse thus had more freedom of movement within the shafts,
which were supported by a backband or a small saddle. East of the Rhine, long
traces were in general use for both paired and single draft by the fourteenth
century, though in France they do not appear in combination with shafts for
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Fig. 4.5: Breastcollar harness on the Oseberg tapestry, 9th c. AD. After Norbert Benecke, Der
Mensch und Seine Haustiere. Die Geschichte einer jahrtusendealten Beziehung. Stuttgart:
Konrad Theiss Verlag, 1994, fig. 66.

Fig. 4.6: Donkey ploughing and pony harrowing, Bayeux tapestry ca. 1077. Adapted from
Rommelaere 1995, 91.
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Fig. 4.7: Farmer with his cart, 1291–1300. Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale, Ms. 1175. fol.98v.
”Le veil rentier d'Audenarde” (Belgium). After Rommelaere 1995, 97.

another hundred years, coming into widespread use much later.22 Indeed in
certain areas, such as the Franche-Comté, the shafts are still traditionally attached directly to the collar,23 as they are in Portugal,24 while in Scandinavia
they continue to be linked by short traces.25
Paired draft was more common in eastern Europe than in the west, using both
collars and breast-collars. The latter is still the preferred type of harness for the
light carriages and the four-wheeled farm vehicles of Hungary, from where it has
been adopted for modern competition driving, since it is well adapted to the quick
turns with agile horses needed to negotiate the obstacles on the course. In contrast, the padded collar with wooden or metal hames is suitable for draft animals
pulling heavier loads at a steady speed, or for plowing. The light collar (known in
Europe as the “English collar”) is also considered appropriate for coaches or for
elegant private carriages, which are not required to gallop.
By the thirteenth century, all the elements of modern harnessing are evidenced by the images. Shafts (even when shown as rigidly attached to a fourwheeled wagon) are supported by a backband over a saddle, rather than by the
collar or yoke. Breeching round the hindquarters serves to hold back the vehicle
when going downhill, for stopping and for reversing. Draft is by collar or breastcollar, with traces attached on either side. For single draft, short traces are attached to the shafts, giving more freedom and flexibility, while for horses or cattle
harnessed in pairs, long traces attached to whippletrees distribute the pull between them and allow independent movement.
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Conclusion
The evidence of the images highlights the fact that there is not a simple linear development of harnessing from antiquity into the Middle Ages. It is not a case of
“inefficient ancient harness” being supplanted by “modern harness,” as supposed
by Lefebvre des Noëttes, nor even a dichotomy between the flexible breast-collar
and a padded collar with rigid hames, or single draft as opposed to paired draft.
In my opinion, the major medieval contribution to the development of horse harness was neither the “invention” of the horse collar nor its introduction from elsewhere. It was rather the widespread use of flexible traces attached to a breast strap or
at a suitable point on the hames (approximately the mid-point for cattle, somewhat
lower for horses with their more sloping shoulders), producing a more efficient line
of draft. I have suggested that hames were developed from the wooden sidepieces
holding the Gallo-Roman single yoke in place. They provide the rigid frame placed
against the padded lining of the collar, which lies in front of the shoulders, allowing
the horse to lean into it to use its weight to move the vehicle (Fig. 4.8).

Fig. 4.8: Laden harvest cart going uphill. Luttrell Psalter, ca. 1338.

Using traces, the traction element could be separated from the support function,
which had been combined in the ancient yoke harnessing and continued in the
early system of attaching the shafts to the collar of a two-wheeled vehicle. A backband over a saddle ensured its balance. Traces also gave flexibility of movement,
enabling a single horse to be harnessed between fixed shafts of a four-wheeled
wagon. Long traces attached to a whippletree to balance out the pull gave more
freedom of movement than the rigid yoke for horses or cattle harnessed in pairs to
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a wagon or a plow. They are indispensable for pulling agricultural implements
such as a harrow. Traces allowed one or more extra horses to be harnessed in single file. The Luttrell Psalter shows five horses in line pulling a traveling wagon full
of passengers, and three horses haul a heavily laden wagon up a hill, the carter
standing on the shaft to help keep the vehicle balanced (Fig. 4.8).
Larger horses, imported for the Roman cavalry and then bred to carry the armored knights, became available for everyday use, particularly in the regions of
northern Europe where fodder crops were grown. Whereas in antiquity horses had
been chosen to draw a light vehicle designed for swift personal transport, in the
Middle Ages they were appreciated for their strength, which innovations in harnessing enabled them to use to maximum effect.
In combination with better roads and improvements in the transport network
such as the building of bridges, the ancestors of our modern carthorses made a
major contribution to medieval transport and economy. This was due in part to the
development of appropriate harness for the task. Not only the collar, used for both
cattle and horses, but especially the introduction and widespread use of traces,
played an important role in harnessing horsepower.
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5 Mounted Combat in Transition:
The Transformation of the Eleventh
Century
Early Medieval Cavalry Battlefield Tactics

Introduction
This study considers medieval cavalry’s tactics on the battlefields of northwestern Europe during the transition from the early to the High Middle Ages, in
other words, from approximately 900 to 1100. Historically, the primary and arguably most important uses for cavalry were not field battle, but reconnaissance, raids on logistics and infrastructure, foraging, and escort. Field battles
were comparatively rare; the main military event was the siege. There as well,
cavalry had an important function in interdicting supplies or messengers, but
these tactical applications all involve small unit actions.1 They do not allow us
to see the sophistication of medieval cavalry tactics and riding.
In battlefield combat, cavalry could be used for essentially three jobs: attacking infantry in close formation, attacking dispersed infantry, and attacking
other cavalry. In all battlefield actions, disciplined formations were crucial to
success.2 This study details early medieval cavalry’s battlefield tactics and then
considers the warhorse, its breeding, and training before looking at the transition to the couched-lance technique.

Early Medieval Tactics
Early medieval cavalry tactics and weapons had not significantly changed
since late antiquity; the mounted fighter’s main weapon was the lance, wielded
over- or underhand, or, in a pinch, thrown.3 The infantry also depended primarily on a pole arm, the spear, and there is no categorical difference between the
mounted man’s lance and the infantry’s spear. Simple geometry means that in
a frontal confrontation, the infantryman’s spear could impale the cavalryman’s
horse before the cavalryman’s lance tip threatened the infantryman.
Cavalry had no problem attacking a dispersed enemy or one that could not
bring the effective superior reach of its pole weapons to bear. Other cavalry could
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-006
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always be attacked, since it is not realistically possible to pack cavalry densely
enough to prevent other horses from inserting themselves,4 and if it could be
achieved, the advantages of cavalry would be lost. Dispersed infantry or the infantry’s flanks or rear were the cavalry’s other preferred targets. Medieval infantry apparently found it difficult to maintain sufficient cohesion while moving, thus
making itself vulnerable to cavalry attack.5 Once the cavalry was able to get into
the middle of the infantry, the infantry were at a disadvantage to the lances and
swords of the fast, agile, and elevated cavalry.
From battle descriptions and comments, it is evident that early medieval cavalry did not practice a “shock charge” into static infantry formations. Instead,
cavalry would ride up to, but not into, the infantry formation. They would look
for openings in the formation or seek to create openings using spears or javelins
by either killing or wounding infantrymen, or by tempting the infantry to abandon formation in a rash counterattack. A popular technique for provoking such a
counterattack was the “feigned retreat” stratagem.
For this stratagem to work, the attacking cavalry had to be alert to their
commander’s order to initiate the feigned retreat and execute that order promptly.
Their “retreat” had to be convincing enough (i.e., fast and apparently disorganized) to persuade the defenders to abandon the safety of their formation and hasten pell-mell after the supposedly fleeing cavalry. Once the defending battle line
had dissolved and the pursuers were spread out, the “fleeing” cavalry again had
to be alert to their commandant’s signal. On that signal, they had to turn around,
re-form, and counterattack, accomplishing it before the pursuers themselves were
able to re-form. All this takes considerable organization and practice.6
In my 2018 article, “Combat Training for Horse and Rider in the Early Middle
Ages,” I proposed that the necessary sophisticated training was a centrally organized activity, with a specialized training staff drawing on a tradition of expertise, and training large bodies of men and horses, certainly in the region of one
hundred and more. The locus of this training I proposed to reside with the lay
and ecclesiastical magnates.7

Early Medieval Sources on Tactics and Training
Sources dealing with pre-1100 cavalry are not abundant, but they do exist.
Mostly, we have to rely on battle descriptions and reports of individual exploits.
For training, we have one intriguing source: Hrabanus Maurus, who compiled
excerpts from the Roman military writer Vegetius’s epitoma rei militaris for his
sovereign. In what has been preserved of Hrabanus’s text, we find interspersed
passages from both the cavalry and the infantry training instructions contained
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in Vegetius’s text. The clearest message is that training is important, but it is
not evident whether Hrabanus was describing existing training approaches or
recommending something that did not yet exist, and, if the latter, whether the
recommended training was introduced.8
Another often-quoted source is Nithard, a grandson of Charlemagne and
himself a key Carolingian intellectual. He eventually was made lay abbot of
Saint-Riquier and was junior to Hrabanus Maurus at the Frankish court. Nithard
relates cavalry maneuvers of the kind described by the second-century Roman
general Arrian.9 Even if the event described by Nithard is idealized in its execution, it still indicates sophisticated riding skills.
The pre-1100 battlefield tactics required intensive training of both horse
and rider. For the corpus of sources to make sense, riders had to be able to
maintain disciplined formation in a controlled canter over broken ground; to
bring their horses into collection, on the same lead, in preparation for the approach to the infantry formation being attacked; to launch their javelins into
the infantry while executing a coordinated wheel to the same side; and, still in
formation, to circle back to try again.10

The Medieval Warhorse
The Warhorse of the Early Middle Ages
Thanks to the practice of horse burials stemming from pre-Christian traditions,
we have a reliable picture of the warhorse used in the early Middle Ages: it was
14–14½ hands (142–148 cm) high, of medium, probably square build, and already had fairly well-sloped shoulders.11 These types of horses appear, at least in
northwestern Europe, with the Romans.12 After the demise of the Roman Empire
of the West, the archeological evidence argues that horse breeding skills were
preserved in the former Roman provinces of Europe and the Frankish realm –
horses in Scandinavia and the Baltic were considerably shorter, and the horses of
the peoples to the east of the Franks, while of similar size, did not have the same
agility-enabling conformation.13
Horses of this size and build are perfectly suited for the type of battle maneuvers practiced by early medieval horsemen – or indeed by their later colleagues,
as illustrated in the Rossfechten sections of the late medieval Fechtbücher.14
Lesions that would have resulted from overburdening are only rarely evident in
pathological studies of horse skeletons.15
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The Northwestern European Warhorse in the Sources
At least into the High Middle Ages, western Europeans considered their warhorses superior military technology: Carolingian capitularies forbade the sale of
horses to the Viking raiders,16 and later Papal bulls enforced the same restrictions toward the Saracens;17 the Teutonic Order took care not to lose breeding
stock to its Baltic adversaries;18 and during the Crusades, despite the ready availability of horses locally and the cost and logistics involved, the military leaders
of the Latin East made sure they had a steady supply of European horses.19
Sources and archeology show that there were no “breeds” in the modern
sense. Horse breeding was certainly conducted in a targeted fashion, but we are
not told what the target or targets were. If our medieval forebears had a concept
of bloodline or stud book, we do not know about it. Horses were classified by
type – a gaited horse (a palfrey) would be destined for a wealthy person: a noble
lady, a prelate, or as a knight’s traveling horse. Other types include the destrier
(a warhorse for armored combat), the courser (a warhorse for mobile combat),
and the rouncey (an all-round run-of-the-mill riding horse),20 but how, at what
age, and based on which criteria they were selected is not explained in the
sources.
Sources and literature praise the Spanish horse. The Visigothic prelate
Isidore of Seville, in his early seventh-century laus Spaniae, sings a panegyric on
the Spanish horse (although one has to make allowance for his origins).21 In the
mid-eighth century, Arbeo of Freisingen wrote the story of St. Corbinian and his
Iberian stallion.22 Among other things, Charlemagne sent his colleague-in-office,
the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, a gift of Iberian horses.23 William the Conqueror
supposedly rode an Iberian horse,24 as did Richard the Lion-Hearted in the
Third Crusade.25 In 1235, ambassadors of the Queen of Spain brought Emperor
Frederick II “exceedingly beautiful chargers and magnificent gifts.”26 Iberian
horses also feature in literature: in his 1170 Érec et Énide, Chrétien de Troyes has
Érec presented with a Spanish destrier,27 and in Heinrich von dem Türlin’s early
thirteenth-century Arthurian romance, Sir Kay travels to “Alab” to obtain Iberian
horses.28
One of the key features of the “Spanish” type horse is its short back and
square build. This allows it to carry heavier loads than a long-backed horse. It
also comes into collection more easily, and collection is the horse’s “fighting
stance.”29 Both history and DNA studies show that medieval Spanish, or rather,
Iberian, horses were not influenced by Arabian DNA.30 Western North African
“Barb” DNA is present within the complex of Iberian horses, but that is not surprising since horses, and cavalry, were moved back and forth across the Straits
of Gibraltar at least since the third century BCE, when both Carthaginians and
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Romans hired Celtiberian cavalry mercenaries.31 Iberian equine DNA shows such
a bewildering diversity that it is not possible to define one single “Spanish”
horse, but the type of horse preferred for the warhorse is certainly among them.

The Warhorse of the High and Late Middle Ages
Horse inhumations peter out by the tenth century, meaning that we do not
have the same clarity for the High Middle Ages. Still, the assumption is reasonable that horse types did not change in the interim, at least not significantly.
There is also no evidence that the Crusades brought any changes to the equine
stock bred in Europe. After 1100, written sources become more abundant, including sources on husbandry and manorial organization or royal accounts.
We have more reliable information about breeding – the Anglo-Norman monarchs were especially concerned about improving their mounts, encouraging
the import of Spanish stock.32

Training and Breeding
The Horse in a Changing Economy
Given the relative abundance of sources for the High Middle Ages, the lack of
mention of organized training is more relevant than the same lack in the early
Middle Ages. On the other hand, other factors too have changed. In the early
Middle Ages, the horse was not yet in widespread agricultural use. Horses
were used primarily for riding and fast coach travel, not for plowing and general hauling – that was the preserve of the ox. After about 900, the use of the
horse in agriculture, for all manner of tasks, expanded rapidly, supplementing
and in some instances supplanting the ox. Thus, in the early Middle Ages,
horse breeding and training was necessarily focused on a narrow market, on
individual riding and warfare for an upper-class clientele. In the High Middle
Ages, horses were ubiquitous.33
The political organization changed as well. In the Merovingian and
Carolingian realms, the entourages of the magnates, both lay and ecclesiastical, were the main pillar of military power. The magnates were beholden to a
central authority – magnate-on-magnate warfare seems to have been limited.
With the demise of Frankish kingship, that changed. Authority devolved into
smaller entities and their principals. Correspondingly, military organization
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became smaller in scope and warfare – or feuding – between these smaller entities became endemic.34
In the early Middle Ages, the bulk of the cavalry consisted of the magnates’ retinues, who had responsibility not just for training, but also for
equipment.35 As organization changed, the responsibility for equipment and
training devolved on the individual. Tournament rolls track this transition: in
the early years of tournaments, individual participating knights are listed
under the heading of their patron; in the later tournaments, they are listed
under their own name.36

The Role of the Ecclesiastical Establishments in Training
and Breeding
At the latest by Carolingian times, large ecclesiastical establishments were important centers of horse breeding,37 and our sources suggest their bishops and
abbots were quite “horse-wise.” In 878, Bishop Solomon II of Constance wrote
a letter to his colleague in Brixen, acceding to the latter’s request for a topquality horse, explaining the horse’s needs if it were to achieve best performance on the battlefield and off, and giving some insight into its frame of
mind. One of its traits was described as follows: “It is able to understand with
human discernment how it needs to conduct itself under a given rider: under
young and undisciplined riders, it holds back, but under experienced and serious ones, it knows to move obediently and properly.”38
The ecclesiastical establishments were centers of cavalry as well. Bachrach
describes the seventh- and eighth-century town of Centula, outside the great
monastery of Saint-Riquier, where Nithard was lay abbot. One of the quarters of
the town was reserved for the monastery’s (mounted) milites, numbering about
110.39 The Indiculus Loricatorum, a 981 Imperial chancery memo listing the reenforcements to be mobilized by Emperor Otto II’s magnates for his Italian campaign, raises 2,030 loricati from forty-nine magnates. The lay magnates
contributed 25 percent (556), the ecclesiastical magnates the rest (1,474, or
75 percent).40 The only Carolingian marching orders extant, from the early
ninth century, are addressed to Fulrad, lay abbot of Saint-Quentin.41 It seemed
a policy that monasteries with a strong cavalry role were given lay abbots.42
The size of the cavalry contingents strongly suggests concomitant training establishments for horses and riders.
In the High Middle Ages, the importance of the monasteries as trainers and
providers of cavalry is no longer apparent, but their role as breeders of quality
riding and warhorses still is. The great Abbey of Einsiedeln provided prized
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horses to the knights and nobility of much of present-day central Switzerland,
and enfeoffed the nearby Lords of Alt-Rapperswil with the marshalcy over its
stables.43

The Couched-Lance Technique
Origins of the Couched-Lance Technique
The couched-lance technique appears in northwestern France in the mideleventh century, and by the end of the century has established itself as the
predominant cavalry technique. The Bayeux Tapestry, for which a date of about
1080 is now accepted, marks this transition.44 If we look for the possible reasons for the change, one factor that can be eliminated up front is interaction
with other cultures. Thus, it cannot have come from the Arabs; the Crusaders’
couched-lance technique came as a surprise to the Saracens. Muslim cavalry
subsequently focused more on an improved bow than on the heavy lance, and
eventually overcame the initial successes the Crusaders had achieved with the
couched lance.45 On the other hand, it cannot have come from the Byzantines
either. There were numerous encounters between Byzantines and “Franks” before the eleventh century, but no mention of the couched-lance technique.
Given the abundance of Byzantine military literature, one would expect a clear
mention if the Byzantines had used it. Moreover, it cannot have come from the
steppe-based peoples pressing western Europe from the East. Their weapon
was the bow, and their fighting style a ranged, mobile, light-cavalry type – far
from the heavily armored and concentrated attack associated with the couchedlance charge, and a tactic against which (as with the later Arab tactics) the
couched-lance charge had little merit.
An interesting factor in this review is the Normans;46 the Normans between
1040 and 1130 managed to conquer the Saracen-held Sicily. Few details are available on how exactly they accomplished that, but what is evident from the sources
is that very small numbers of Norman knights repeatedly beat cavalry-heavy
Saracen forces.47 William the Conqueror famously won the Battle of Hastings in
1066. Robert “Guiscard,” Duke of Apulia and Calabria, destroyed the remnants of
the Byzantine Army at Dyrrhachium in 1081; we do not positively know that the
couched-lance charge played a role in that victory, but Anna Komnene certainly
had admiring words about the cavalry prowess of the Franks, who had defeated
her father, Emperor Alexius I Comnenus, at Dyrrhachium.48
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What Prompted the Introduction of the Couched-Lance
Technique?
Before the mid-eleventh century, the couched style does not seem to have
been used, at least not in warfare. The reasons are unclear. It is not credible
that, in over 2,000 years of mounted combat with the lance, it would not have
occurred to anyone to come up with this very intuitive technique. Once it was
introduced, around the mid-eleventh century, it spread very quickly and was
firmly established by the end of that century. In hunting, couching the lance
also seems to have been common.49 The stirrup, often hypothesized as the catalyst for “knightly” combat, was already introduced in the seventh or eighth
century; its adoption had been slow, but by the eleventh century, stirrups were
standard.50 Therefore, the reason must be elsewhere.
For the rigging and tack, there were, with the exception of the saddle, no
significant changes.51 With the saddle, both arçon (pommel) and cantle rose; it
is reasonable to assume that this feature was a response to the spread of the
couched-lance technique and did not precede it.52 The main mounted weapons
were still javelins or the lance. There were different types of lances, from lighter lances that could have been thrown, to heavier lances – in the Bayeux
Tapestry, these heavier lances are typically depicted with a pennant, and probably denoted unit commanders.53
The mounted man’s armor did change during the period. In the early Middle
Ages, a short-sleeved mail hauberk and the iconic conical helmet with a nose
guard were widespread. Over time, additional mail accouterments were added, including full-length sleeves, coifs, chausses, mittens, etc., until by the twelfth century the entire body was covered in mail, and the nasal helmet was replaced with
the pail-shaped great helm. Plate armor appeared only gradually, first as local reenforcements over the mail, and only by the fifteenth century as full plate suits.54

The Relevance of the Sword
One corollary of couching the lance is that the rider is at a high risk of losing
it – it may well shatter on impact or embed itself so solidly in the target that the
rider has to let go to avoid injury or being hoisted out of his saddle. For this
reason, the rider must have a reliable secondary weapon to use.55
The pattern-welded sword was the main secondary weapon of the early medieval mounted fighter. Its thin blade, parallel edges, and rounded tip make it a
formidable slashing tool, but the blade is not sufficiently stiff or solid to make
much of an impression on mail, which by this time began to cover the whole
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body. Indeed, for the period between the ninth century and the twelfth century,
metallurgical techniques branch out into new areas, and we see new types of
blades and swords emerging. Scramasaxes – long seaxes – appear instead of,
or in addition to, swords. Scramasaxes are shorter than swords, but the blade is
stiffer and features an acute point. Seeing both types side by side suggests that
neither was the ideal weapon.56
But there is no new standard until the “Norman-style” arming sword establishes itself as the feared “business” tool of the mounted knight.57 In shape, its
edges taper to an acute point, and the cross-guard and disc-shaped pommel are
distinctive. Importantly, it is made of steel – in the eleventh century not yet from
a single ingot, but welded strips.58 William of Malmesbury, describing an action
during the 1141 battle of Lincoln between King Stephen’s cavalry and that of
Empress Matilda, wrote that “the royal [cavalry] attempted to conduct a prelude
to the fight, which they call ‘Joust,’ because they were experienced in this art; but
when they saw that [the attackers] . . . did not intend to conduct the matter from
afar with lances, but up close with swords, and made to break into the royal battle line with hostile force and standards, the earls as one counseled flight.”59
We cannot at this point confirm the theory that the couched-lance charge
was made possible by the advances in sword blade technology. There is plenty of
literature dealing with the typical pattern-welded sword, but the focus here is
limited to the period before about 900. Literature picks up again for the full steel
arming sword in the twelfth century.60 The interim period is not well covered.

Tactical Implications of the Couched-Lance Technique
The new couched-lance technique was particularly powerful against other cavalry: a well-executed attack could unhorse the other rider, an effect that is difficult to achieve when the lance is wielded under- or overhand. At the same
time, a new training concept came into being: the tournament, supposedly invented by the northern French knight Geoffroi de Preuilly shortly before his
death in combat in 1066.61
The one-on-one joust, iconic for the late medieval tournaments, is focused
training for the couched-lance technique. In the early forms of tournament,
jousts and jousting-like events are held alongside the main event, the mêlée, a
mock battle in the open countryside between two more or less evenly matched
teams.62 Managing a warhorse was still a skill to be learned – Gilbert Marshal,
William Marshal’s son and originally trained as a cleric, was killed in a riding
accident at a tournament because he was not able to control his horse.63 But
unlike the early medieval cavalry tactics, where formation discipline was key,
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combat in the High Middle Ages emphasized individual skills, and they could
more easily be practiced in isolation. In his rise to tournament stardom, William
Marshal depended on himself and at best one or two other knights.64 No doubt
he also owed a great debt to the fact that he was able to spend his squire years
in the entourage of William of Tancarville, an important Norman magnate who
obviously was able to offer his fighting retainers an expert education.65
Against infantry, as I review the evidence, I do not see a change in cavalry
tactics: even with the couched-lance technique, there is still no such thing as a
“shock” attack into a solid infantry formation, at least not as the concept was
understood for eighteenth- and nineteenth-century heavy cavalry.66 As before,
a large, dense, static infantry formation equipped with pole arms was practically impervious to cavalry. Neither the cavalry’s speed, elevation, nor bulk offered any advantage, and as before, cavalry was strongly advised not to charge
such formations.67
The couched-lance charges of William the Conqueror’s Norman cavalry
failed to break Harold’s infantry.68 In the battle of Arques (1303), the French
cavalry, though strong, failed to break the Flemish foot formation.69 The terrain
was favorable for a mounted charge and the Flemings had no cavalry to disrupt
it, but the French did not attempt one. The battle description says the French
horse probed the unimpressionable Flemish for gaps and weaknesses, ultimately unsuccessfully. The battle of Laupen (1339) similarly had a disciplined,
purely infantry Bernese and Swiss force discomfiting and defeating a strong attacker fielding both infantry and mounted knights.70
Where the couched lance did prove decisively superior to the over- or underhand techniques was in its effectiveness once the infantry had been caught or
rendered vulnerable. But the criteria for when infantry was vulnerable, or the
techniques for rendering the infantry vulnerable, did not change. As before, success was premised on skill and technique, not speed, size, or bulk. Contemporary
writers like Dom Duarte and Jean de Bueil expressly advise fighters not to opt for
the heaviest lance, but for the one they can handle.71

Summary and Conclusions
Success on the battlefield depends on many factors, not the least of which is
the interaction of the different arms; the cavalry cannot be seen in isolation. In
addition, timing is often crucial; infantry may be strong statically, but events
on the battlefield may force the infantry into movements or formation changes
that render it temporarily vulnerable.
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Northwestern Europe inherited a highly effective warhorse from the Roman
Empire. Archeology and to some extent DNA studies show that the Empire’s
successor realms understood to preserve and possibly even improve on that legacy. In terms of tactics, we can recognize late antiquity Roman tactics in the
early medieval battle descriptions, but it is not clear whether this was a conscious continuation or an accidental parallel.
The eleventh century evidently saw developments in different areas combine to change mounted warfare. Initially, formations had to leverage training
and discipline in order to achieve an impact with the light weapons (javelins
and lance) of the time. Later, the focus shifted to the individual rider, expertly
trained in the management of his horse and of the heavy lance. Of course, the
shift is more one of emphasis than of a binary switch.
In those developments, the introduction of the couched-lance technique
does not seem to have been the decisive or determining factor. The new technique did make cavalry more effective, both against other cavalry and against
infantry, in the proper tactical context. However, the technique did not change
the tactical context: as before, cavalry was ineffective against large bodies of
reasonably well-equipped, dense formations of static infantry; as before, the
cavalry relied more on subtle maneuvering and technique than on brute force
in order to generate tactically favorable situations.
Subtle maneuvering and technique imply sustained, sophisticated training
by experienced specialists for both horse and rider. So far, we have only glimpses of what that training might have consisted of. The details of the training are
still lacking: when was it provided, where, by whom, to whom, and for how
long? At least some of the answers may lie hidden in the sources and the archeology, waiting to be teased out when reviewed anew with different eyes.
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6 The Use of the Crossbow in Medieval
Cavalry
Introduction
Despite mounted crossbowmen making up at least a quarter of most northern
European cavalry units by the fifteenth century, their role in warfare is little understood. Mounted crossbowmen have taken on an almost mythic role, some
disputing their role as cavalry and some even doubting their existence. This
study systematically explores the evidence we have for the mounted crossbowman’s prevalence, capabilities, and purpose in central European cavalry forces
between 1200 and 1500. The study reviews the different source materials individually and examines them in the round in order to obtain a more solid and
holistic view of the subject.

Sources for the Use of the Mounted Crossbow
Muster Roles
The idea of including a ranged component in cavalry forces was not unknown in
western Europe; Carolingian cavalry were already required to carry bows.1 We
know about the existence of mounted crossbowmen mainly from references to
them in pay rolls and lists of troops as well as descriptions of forces as early as
the thirteenth century.2 The Annales Parmenses maiores describe the imperial
forces as including “crossbowmen, riders as well as infantry” at the siege of
Parma in 1248.3 The common cavalry unit of the late Middle Ages, the lance, usually included at least one mounted crossbowman. The regulations of the
Burgundian Compagnie d’Ordonnance mandated that of the six members, two be
either crossbowmen or archers.4 The German lances of the fifteenth century were
usually comprised of four members, one of whom was a mounted crossbowman.5
Thus, it is obvious that they were more than figments of an artist’s overzealous
imagination.
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Training Literature
Although they are scarce, we do have several mentions of the crossbow in training literature. The first textual reference we have to it as a weapon in a cavalryman’s arsenal is the Speculum Regale, a thirteenth-century text giving advice to
young courtiers. After detailed advice on the armament and tack a rider should
use, it lists both a hornbow and a light crossbow as weapons with which a cavalryman should be proficient, explicitly mentioning that it should be a type light
enough to draw on horseback.6 Evidently, the crossbow was considered a cavalry
weapon already as early as the thirteenth century and, moreover, one that is
drawn on horseback, making the hypothesis that only mounted infantry existed
unlikely. The next mention in training literature is a revealing passage from the
mounted combat section of Martin Huntfelz’s fifteenth-century German fencing
manual, Codex 44.A.8:
jtem merck wen dw vechtn sold zu ross mit einem armprust vnd mit einem swert vnd
wolczt dy gern paide behaldenn also das dw sy nicht vonn dir liest wann dw mit einem
arbatest das dw das an der behielczt.
merck wenn dw verslossenn hast vnd nit hand chanst chomen zw dem spannen
vnnd muest ye verdruckenn so slach [127r] Dein armbrost ann dem rechtennte[n]chtenn
arm[en] vnnd greyff zw dem swert oder pegreyff das arm brost vnderhalb der nuss mit der
tennckenn hanndt vnd halt den zaum auch mit der tennckenn hand.
(Item, note when you are to fight on horseback with a crossbow and a sword and
would like to keep both so you do not lose one as you work with the other.
Note when you have shot and cannot come to spanning and must defend yourself so
throw the crossbow on your right and grab for your sword or grip the crossbow under the
nut with the left hand and also the reins with the left hand.) 7

First, it is noteworthy that the text implicitly refers to shooting the crossbow
on horseback in a combat scenario. Secondly, and more interestingly, it also
implies that you would normally be looking to immediately span the crossbow
and shoot again, rather than dropping the crossbow and turning to a secondary weapon:
vnd magstu wider zu dem spannenn chumen
so slach dein swertt vnden dein tenncks pain vnder das steyckleder vnd druck das
pain also an das pain ross oder sterck [sic] das swert durch denn gern deins rocks vnd
also magstu spannen vnd dye paide behaldenn an schadenn.8
(And should you be able to come to spanning again.
So you should place your sword under your left leg underneath the stirrup leather
und press it against the leg of the horse or thrust the sword through the wool of your
[coat’s] skirt and so may you span the crossbow and keep both hands without damage.)
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From the second part, it is absolutely clear that the crossbow is to be both shot
and reloaded when mounted. The instructions to keep the sword under the leg
or through the skirt of your coat, combined with the nature of the previous passage, allow us to glean a further detail of the kind of combat crossbowmen
were expected to be dealing with. At least in some roles, it was obviously considered plausible to be forced to switch between hand-to-hand combat and
using the crossbow at very short notice. This would suggest that the crossbow
would have been used at extremely close range. The other Fechtbuch reference
we have, that of the fencing manuscripts attributed to Hans Talhoffer, confirms
this. Talhoffer shows a similar position to that of Huntfelz,9 viz., the illustrations of how a lancer should use his lance to give him cover against a mounted
crossbowman shooting at him; how a crossbowman should parry a lance thrust
with his crossbow; or how a crossbowman can hold his crossbow in a way enabling him to shoot backwards at pursuers. The second and third illustrations
show the crossbow being shot from a slow-moving horse against pursuers at
full gallop (see Fig. 6.1). It seems that a mounted crossbowman was expected to
be able to both shoot and reload his crossbow on horseback and to be able to
fluidly switch between it and secondary weapons.

Fig. 6.1: Above one of three illustrations from a Fightbook by Hans Talhoffer; Fechtbuch von
1467 – Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 394a, 145r.
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The method of reloading naturally presents itself as the next question. In
the cavalry units (lances) of the Burgundian Compagnies d’Ordonnance, mounted
crossbowmen were required to carry steel crossbows with cranequins.10 Most depictions of crossbowmen, including the ones in fencing manuscripts, do not
show a cranequin or goat’s foot, and the Speculum Regale predates the common
use of such devices. An Islamic source suggests that a belt hook, a single or double pronged claw attached to the crossbowman’s belt, could be used for spanning on horseback. The exact method, however, is not specified, and we must
depend on other source material for the precise mechanics. The chronicle of Don
Pero Niño (The Unconquered Knight: A Chronicle of the Deeds of Don Pero Niño,
Count of Buelna) constantly refers to the ability to span a crossbow purely from
the belt as an important attribute of skilled crossbowmen, possibly referring to
using just the strength of the leg, something with obvious mounted application.11
Such technical literature provides a solid and practical idea of the actual capabilities and expectations of mounted crossbowmen. Armed with that knowledge,
we can again review the less explicit literature in a new light. If properly trained,
mounted crossbowmen had the capability of using their weapons on horseback
for repeated shots, reloading in combat, and were expected to do just that at close
range. As such, it is hard to picture the mounted crossbowman purely as a
mounted infantryman or the crossbow as a one-shot weapon.

Kriegsbücher (War Books)
Direct information on the use and purpose of mounted crossbowmen is again
frustratingly scarce. The Kriegsbuch von Seldeneck, a fifteenth-century military
manual, differentiates between field battle and skirmishing. The main difference
is the organization. In field battles, the mounted lances would be split off into
separate elements: heavy lancers, light cavalry, mounted crossbowmen, etc.
Each element had a distinct role, and the mounted crossbowmen were placed on
the flanks. For skirmishing, the lances would be left intact. Seldeneck, however,
gives little information as to purpose and use. For that, we are forced to consult
other sources. Since the number of narrative sources we can find on their use
and purpose is limited, we are obliged to look at others.12 Some sources, such as
the military manual of Philip Mönch,13 depict large field battle formations and
show the crossbowmen in separate divisions on the flanks. An offhand comment
by Pietro Monte in his work Collectanea reveals that mounted crossbowmen are
particularly effective against the German or Swiss pike blocks of the Italian Wars,
provided that no bombards are present.14 Monte’s is a useful observation, more
for its origin than the wealth of the actual information provided, since Pietro
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Monte was an experienced soldier of the Italian Wars and was given deference
by the likes of Baldesar Castiglione and Leonardo da Vinci.15

Art
There are many more illustrations of mounted crossbowmen than can be included
here; the ones provided merely constitute a representative sample. Depictions of
mounted crossbowmen in combat consistently fall into two types. The first type
shows them mixed into the ranks of a cavalry formation, next to lance-armed riders,
attacking either a defended infantry position, such as a castle or barricade, or another group of cavalry. The illustration in Diebold Schilling’s Spiezer Chronik (see
Fig. 6.2) created between 1480 and 1485 in Bern16 is a case in point. An almost
identical depiction can be found in a fifteenth-century Kriegsbuch, showing cavalry

Fig. 6.2: Note the use of crossbows while attacking a defended position: Diebold Schilling,
Spiezer Chronik, 1484/85. Bern, Bürgerbibliothek, Mss.h.h.I.16, f°764v.
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charging a Hussite Wagenburg from behind a hill. The crossbows again are mixed
into the attacking formation and are shooting in movement.17 The consistency between the contemporary illustrations and literary sources make it unlikely that this
was an imagined artistic topos.
The second type shows the formation loose, the opposing cavalry lines
mixed, and mounted crossbowmen and riders equipped with melee weapons
jumbled together, such as is seen in the illustration from the Chronica
Hungarorum (see Fig. 6.3) from 1488. Such depictions are also consistent and
common across the German-speaking areas.18

Fig. 6.3: Two depictions of cavalry groups meeting, once in the initial contact and afterwards
skirmishing, note the use of crossbows in both phases: Janos Bryn Mawr College Library,
Thuróczy, János, Chronica Hungariae. Augsburg : Erhard Ratdolt, 1488.
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Fig. 6.4: Depiction of battle between Hussites and imperials, note the frequent and varied use
of crossbow by cavalry: Bataille des Hussites contre le imperiaux 78LR. Van Clee Jaas (vers
1485-vers 1540), Paris, Louvre Museum, Rothschild collection, Photo (C) RMN-Grand Palais
(Musee de Louvre) / Philippe Fuzeau.

A depiction of a battle between Hussites and Imperials (see Fig. 6.4) shows
slightly more variety. At the top right, a crossbowman has dismounted and is
presumably ambushing another group of crossbowmen riding at him in formation, crossbows aimed at him. Bottom right, a mounted crossbowman shoots
his weapon at a group of infantry, as he wheels his mount away. Center left, a
mounted archer flees from a lancer pursuing him. The exact origin is unclear,
but the painting is thought to be by an unknown master from the Low
Countries active in Germany between 1430 and 1440.19
Depictions of mounted crossbowmen on the march are also not uncommon,
the most detailed of which comes from the Wolfegg Hausbuch (see Fig. 6.5). In it,
the cavalry is bringing up the front and rear, and is in its typical lance organization, the lancers lightly armored for the journey. The illustration is dated to the
second half of the fifteenth century and is most likely from southern Germany.20
Artwork can also help us fill in the blanks left by our other sources. This specific painting answers our question as to how earlier crossbows, or indeed also
later crossbows, were spanned without the use of a specialized spanning device
(see Fig. 6.6). The illustration is taken from Rudolf von Ems’s Weltchronik, most
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Fig. 6.5: A column on the march, note the abundance of crossbows and strong evidence of
typical Lance structure: Anonymous, Venus und Mars. Das mittelalterliche Hausbuch aus der
Sammlung der Fürsten von Waldburg Wolfegg, 1480. Ed. (facismile) Waldburg Wolfegg,
Christoph (1997). New York: Prestel, f° 51v-52r.

Fig. 6.6: Note the crossbowman loading the crossbow on horseback, Weltchronik - HB XIII 6,
Württembergische Landesbibliothek Stuttgart.
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likely produced in Austria or Franconia in the early thirteenth century.21 Fifteenthcentury woodcuts also show further evidence of cranequin use on horseback.22
The woodcut from the Chronica Hungarorum (Fig. 6.3) is an interesting example, as it shows both typical depictions of mounted crossbowmen right next to
each other. It appears to show a charge and its aftermath, which would match
what we know about medieval cavalry in small unit warfare. Formations would
meet and break through in some places, the riders turning around to attack
again, and the entire fight becoming akin to a WWI aerial dogfight.23 What can
we make of these depictions of mounted crossbowmen?
While one must be careful in using artwork as a historical resource, it also
should not be ignored, especially when it matches with the rest of the evidence, as
is the case with mounted crossbowmen. The depictions of mounted crossbowmen
mixed with other cavalry are congruent with Seldeneck’s comment that lances are
left in their original organization for small unit warfare. As small unit actions were
the daily bread of medieval cavalry warfare, it would not be odd if that was what
artists and their audiences were most familiar with.24 The idea of crossbowmen firing directly at other riders in a free-for-all melee is also supported by the technical
literature of the time. Period depictions of the mounted use of crossbows cannot
simply be discounted.

Accounts of Combined Arms Actions in Chronicles
and Memoirs
The greatest barrier to the understanding of mounted crossbowmen is the absence of descriptions of their use in chronicle or narrative accounts, which tend
to focus on the actions of the nobility. Although we lack explicit information on
the use of mounted crossbows, we can still uncover hints as to how they might
have been used from descriptions of combined arms applications between
ranged and melee components in chronicles. The best and clearest examples
come from the 1344 campaign in Aquitaine of Henry of Grossmont, then known
as the Earl of Derby, where the accounts shed light on what effect the properly
coordinated use of ranged fire and cavalry could have.
At Bergerac, Grossmont was confronted with a superior French force outside
the town. He tempted them to cross a bridge to face him, and then used his longbowmen to force the vanguard of local levies into a panicked retreat. The fleeing
militia stampeded straight through the French men at arms advancing across the
bridge and destroyed their cohesion. The English cavalry then charged the disorganized mass, decisively winning the engagement.
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Not long after, Grossmont again used combined arms to great effect at
Auberroche. The French were besieging the castle of Auberroche, camped in a
low valley, cutting off both entrance to and exit from the castle. Grossmont infiltrated his archers into the woods overlooking the French encampment, which lay
at the bottom of the small valley. The archers unleashed a withering hail of arrows on the unsuspecting French, throwing them into chaos and forcing them to
take cover. Once this happened, Grossmont again ordered a cavalry charge down
the mouth of the valley, and the disorganized French, lacking the ability to resist,
were again defeated.25
While not about mounted crossbowmen, these accounts do give an idea of
how ranged and melee forces could mutually support each other within medieval warfare. Successful resistance to cavalry relied on cohesion; concentrated
ranged fire managed to destroy that cohesion, in both cases allowing for the
cavalry to operate to full advantage.26
The memoirs of Usamah ibn Munquidh, an Arab cavalryman who fought the
Franks in the twelfth century, provide an interesting vignette. He and a companion
encounter and drive off eight Frankish knights, whom they pursue only to come
under fire from a lone Frankish archer shooting down at them from atop a cliff.
Narrowly escaping damage, they flee.27 This sounds very much like a feigned retreat into a prepared ambush, and recalls the dismounted crossbowman hiding behind the hill in the painting of the Imperials vs. the Hussites mentioned above.
This tactic used the mobility of riders to draw the enemy into a situation where
they were vulnerable to ranged troops.
Such examples demonstrate that ranged elements could be used for tactical
advantage in combination with cavalry in order to affect the enemy in certain
ways. While it is unclear to what degree such combined arms tactics were understood and consciously employed, such accounts do show that their effects
on the medieval battlefield were quite real.

Analysis
With the evidence examined, we leave what we can demonstrate to venture into
what can be inferred, and what Alfred H. Burne would refer to as “inherent military logic.”28 First, however, we must examine what we know about the basic
mechanisms of cavalry warfare of the period, in order to understand how mounted
crossbowmen fit into the greater ecosystem of medieval warfare.
Cavalry would charge in tight formation, trying to concentrate its striking
power as much as possible. When fighting cavalry, often one or both lines would
break in places, one attacker forcing the other apart and pushing through.29 As
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the riders would wheel to attack the enemy’s rear, lines mixed, and combat devolved into a more open, dynamic style.30
When fighting infantry, the process seems to have been similar, the objective being either to ride through the infantry, pushing them out of the way and
riding through the other side of the formation, or to panic them and force them
into a retreat. Military manuals advise cavalry not to attack unless there is a
clear exit path through or past the infantry line, and the infantry have sufficient
room to flee.31 In either case, decisive to the success of the charge was how
thickly packed the enemy formation was, the ability and psychological readiness of the enemy to face the charge, and how well the attacking cavalry maintained their own formation before contact. Throughout accounts of cavalry
combat, it is this question of cohesion that is harped on by commanders.32
How did crossbows fit into this? The two most direct sources of evidence we
have are the Fechtbücher and artwork. The latter gives us a clue as to how the
crossbow may have figured in this dynamic. The crossbows are usually shown
as part of an attacking force, and the example of Henry of Grossmont demonstrates that ranged fire could be crucial to the cavalry’s success. At the same
time, hand-propelled missile fire was one of the greatest threats to a cavalry assault, as is obvious from battles like Agincourt.33 Incoming missile fire injured
and panicked horses and riders, and a panicking horse wreaks havoc in a formation. Alternatively, missile fire created gaps by causing casualties. By the fourteenth century, most wounds to horses in the German Teutonic Order were
suffered from crossbow bolts.34
One potential advantage of including mounted crossbowmen in a charging
unit would be the effect of “covering” fire or “suppressive” fire. A US military
study defines suppressive fire as follows:
a process which causes temporary changes in performance capabilities of the suppressee
from those expected when functioning in an environment which he knows to be passive.
These changes are caused by signals from delivered fire or the threat of delivered fire,
and they result from behaviors that are intended to lessen risk to the suppressee.35

An enemy himself under fire is forced to make use of cover and is reluctant to
expose himself for long, which compromises his aim and makes him more prone
to mistakes.36 Put simply, a soldier is discomfited even by the mere threat of returned fire, meaning that even the presence of mounted crossbowmen could negatively affect the enemy’s performance. Although most examinations agree that
the effect of suppression fire is highly dependent on several intangibles, another
US military study in the context of military simulations makes use of a simple
rough calculation for the exact time a target might be combat ineffective:
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Huggins reported on a CDEC study in which a target was said to be suppressed if two projectiles passed within two meters of the target within an .04 minute time interval. The
duration of suppression was .06 minutes, but could be extended for .01 minute for each
projectile that passed within two meters of the target while it was suppressed. Translating
this into seconds, the minimum suppression time appears to be 3.6 seconds which is incremented by .6 seconds for each additional round.37

Putting this into a simple calculation, a group of four lances averaging around
sixteen men would include a minimum of four mounted crossbowmen. It should
be able to lay suppressive fire on a 4 m by 2 m area of infantry, since the infantry
are likely to be densely packed to resist the charge. This could be anywhere from
five to twenty men for a minimum suppression window of 3.6 seconds. A fast
horse can easily cover 90 m in under twelve seconds, so provided good use of
terrain to minimize distance over open country, and the attacking cavalry could
reduce their vulnerability to enemy fire by almost a quarter. Alternatively, the
four could fire at the same target in sets of two in quick succession, for a combined total of 7.2 seconds of suppression on a single target and therefore a possible reduction of incoming fire by 60 percent. Such a calculation does not factor
in the accuracy of fire, surprise, and the ability to penetrate personal protection,
all of which can increase the effectiveness of suppressive fire.38
Again, it is important to stress that it is the threat of potential harm, not the
harm itself that causes a defensive reaction or stress response in the opposing
force; the benefit is not necessarily in the harm itself. In this respect, crossbows
have a clear advantage over bows in that they can remain cocked almost indefinitely and thereby hold the threat for longer. The vast amount of “whistling bolts”
used by the Teutonic Order,39 crossbow bolts specifically designed to make a loud
whistling noise and cause panic in the enemy, shows that there was an understanding of the psychological effect that missile fire could have.
Suppressive fire would certainly explain why mounted crossbowmen are so
often depicted with cavalry assaulting prepared infantry positions, as shown in
the earlier Diebold Schilling illustration (see Fig. 6.1). When assaulting such positions, it would be necessary to minimize the effect of any infantry gunners or
crossbowmen firing down at the charging cavalry. Depictions of archers mixed
into cavalry formations in such context go back to the Carolingian period.40
The other problem faced by medieval cavalry is that, if the enemy cohesion
is too solid, they will not be able to ride through the enemy formation and would
instead get bogged down fighting a standing battle, which is extremely dangerous to cavalry.41
It would be an unwise commander who based success on consistent incompetence of the enemy. It is completely imaginable that the job of the crossbowmen was to create gaps and disruption in the enemy ranks to enable the lancers
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to effectively penetrate the enemy formation. Recent military theory considers
comparative firepower and the ability to lay down suppressive fire as a more relevant criterion of success than raw troop strength.42
Suppressive fire would have been a completely natural side effect of including mounted crossbowmen in charges, in the manner depicted in the artwork.
The accounts of Henry of Grossmont’s campaigns in Aquitaine show us quite
clearly that the concept of using missile troops to soften an enemy for a cavalry
charge was within the realm of comprehension for the medieval mind. Such elements are unlikely to be picked up by chroniclers, as it would force their noble
patrons to share the limelight with lowly crossbowmen.
The depictions of crossbowmen firing at close range in a loose group of skirmishing cavalry are not hard to interpret either. If crossbowmen are part of a
charging group of cavalry, barring horrendous casualties, they are unlikely to
disappear afterwards in the skirmishing phase, when the lines have broken. The
effectiveness of mounted crossbowmen weaving in and out of a group of cavalry
already broken up and skirmishing is obvious, because at such close range the
crossbowmen would have easily been able to pick targets and shoot their weapons point blank into enemy men-at-arms before counting on their horses to carry
them to safety. This would match well with what we know from the fencing
manuals.
Use of mounted crossbowmen similar to how Henry of Grossmont used his
archers is also far from inconceivable – i.e., dismounting them and using them
to lay down fire on enemy formations to disorganize the enemy or, alternatively, prevent the enemy from forming up.
Upon inspecting the variety of options that mounted crossbowmen in combination with lancers make available to cavalry commanders of the era, I would
argue that crossbowmen present a dilemma to any isolated group of infantry
caught by even a meagre cavalry force. It is likely that the cavalry would generally be able to pick the ground due to superior maneuverability. The infantry, if
not caught in an initial ambush, would have to choose between maintaining
close formation and preventing a cavalry charge, thereby becoming a slowmoving and attractive target for the crossbowmen, or alternatively breaking and
making a run for it to avoid the crossbows, thus becoming a ripe target for the
lancers. Explicit descriptions of mounted crossbowmen used in such manners
are lacking; however, it is easy to see how they might have been used in such a
manner. Whether the commanders could have articulated it the same way or not
is another question.
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Conclusion
Our examination of the evidence shows us that, while no specific source material
gives a clear picture of the place of the mounted crossbowman in medieval warfare, a cross-disciplinary approach nonetheless aids in answering our questions.
It is clear that by the fifteenth century, mounted crossbowmen had become an
integral part of central European cavalry forces. They were expected to shoot
their weapons on horseback in movement in a variety of scenarios. The proliferation of these specialists and the frequency of their depiction in art begs the question as to why. The few relevant accounts show us that ranged weapons could
be, tactically, extremely useful, but still do not tell us much about mounted
crossbows in particular.
The fact that they were integrated with the other forms of cavalry suggests
they had a support function that required close contact with the other elements.
The point of combined arms is to use the strengths of one arm to cover for the
weakness or to prevent the enemy from nullifying the strengths of another arm.
As a tool, mounted crossbowmen would have been ideally suited to laying down
cover or suppressive fire for cavalry attacking infantry positions, preserving their
own morale and cohesion and damaging the enemy’s. In terms of fighting other
cavalry, mounted crossbowmen would have again been able to open up weak
spots in the enemy formation with concentrated fire, thereby allowing their own
lancers to more effectively pierce the enemy formation. It would have furthermore created a dangerous dilemma for infantry groups caught on patrol or en
route, forcing them to choose between becoming a tempting target either for the
crossbows or for the cavalry. Such simple yet effective tactics were obviously conceivable to medieval commanders. These capabilities would have been invaluable in combat and would explain their popularity in period armies. Such
tactical sophistication forces us to reconsider our view on medieval warfare and
begs the question of what else may be hiding in plain sight.
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7 Reading Horses and Writing Chivalry
I am a horse reader, not a whisperer. It does not matter if I am reading the news, a
popular science fiction or fantasy novel, a romance, or any type of scholarly research or medieval primary source histories. If any word related to horse or equine
appears, whether mare, gelding, stallion, steed, charger, courser, stot, affer, ambler, destrier, palfrey, baroque, draft, or cow pony, any horse word at all, I pull out
my highlighter and start marking. This horse-centeredness is a symptom of being a
horse-crazy young girl who happens to have grown into a horse-crazy woman who
reads many books about horses. I am as crazy about the idea of what a horse
means and is to us culturally as I am about the physical horses I own and see
daily. To some degree, I think it takes this type of person with this type of interest
in and personal experience with horses to write this type of study.
When it came time to write this piece, I considered a more objective, less personal approach to start, but it is quite hard for me to write about something that
is so personal without sharing it in this way. Instead, I would like to adopt a voice
similar to Donna Haraway,1 who also personally works with the dogs she philosophizes about in agility training, or Vicki Hearne,2 who rides the horses who inspire
her theory. Like Haraway and Hearne, I naturally get excited about the philosophical possibilities of posthumanism, which often explores those connections, animal
and technological, that we exploit, anthropomorphize, and seek meaning from.
Within posthumanism, we are likely to read one of two types of studies, which
Sarah Kay also recognizes: one that focuses on our exploitation and abuse of our
animal and technology neighbors or one that focuses on interaction and connection and how we build meaning together. As Kay highlights, “It is common to distinguish two directions in animal studies: one, animal activism and the promotion
of animal rights, the other, posthumanism in the sense of reconsidering human
specificity in relation to (other) animals.”3 Haraway’s and Hearne’s studies are of
the latter type, as is this one.
The other idea about posthumanism that naturally excites me, besides this
focus on connection, is its desire to recognize the contributions of animals and
technology as equivalent partners in creating meaning within a multivalent network of these same actors, as Bruno Latour4 would say, or as participants who all
have equal access to a social system, as Niklas Luhmann5 might. Posthumanism
even agrees with certain medieval ideas. Aristotle, whose works were so important
in the Middle Ages that he was simply dubbed “The Philosopher,” contended that
life lay along a continuum and not across a divide.6 Temple Grandin, the modernday animal scientist and a particularly posthuman person, talks of this same
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-008
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continuum, or spectrum, especially concerning reason or language; she points out
that “[t]he difference [between humans and nonhumans] is quantitative, not
qualitative.”7 In addition, Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan remind us that “all extant species are equally evolved.”8 At the end of the day, most major posthuman
theorists present the same idea, that meaning and communication consist of a
web of interrelated beings, and when we recognize every party’s contributions as
equal, whether human, technological, or animal, we are more likely to be responsible and compassionate parts of that web ourselves.
I would like to take this idea of interaction and connection with animals and
technology as a means of building meaning as a starting point to discuss the ways
that particular animals, in this case horses, particular people, in this case knights,
and particular technologies, in this case riding equipment, built a particular kind
of meaning, in this case the social ethos we call chivalry, through a constructive
and recursive form of reading. At the end of the day, there are many horse readers,
and in the Middle Ages, there were many more than there are now.

Reading and Writing Bodies
Within literary studies and theory of the past decades, especially with technology
changing the forms, materiality, and methods of reading, it has become quite popular to refer to anything as a text to be read and analyzed. In keeping with this
recent trend, which is increasingly becoming tradition, let us consider the horse’s
body and the human body as texts we can both read and write on and about,
texts that can be analyzed and from which meaning can be derived. Of course, it
works quite nicely that, in the Middle Ages, texts were bodies, the bodies and
skins of animals, particularly sheep and calves. Interestingly, there is some possibility that horse skin, ligaments, and glue may have been used to produce books
in London in addition to saddles and shoes.9 This is a fact, which many posthuman and animal studies scholars like to point out as it is. Sarah Kay, mentioned
earlier, has a wonderful study on how skins and reading create meaning, but I
would like to start deeper than the skin, because humans and horses, over centuries of reading each other, have left corresponding marks, or writing, on each
other’s bodies that, if we know what to look for, clearly show mutual influence.
Indeed, we have mutually written on each other’s spines. Ancient and medieval archaeological remains reveal that a common arthropathy among equine skeletal remains is an ankylosed spine, often referred to as a “kissing spine” in modern
equestrian terminology,10 created by the pressure of a rider. Other arthritic changes
include calluses on the pelvis and coxal bones from serving as draft animals, both
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for plowing and packing heavy loads.11 One of the most common injuries and complaints among modern equestrians are of spinal disorders caused by the shifting
pressures and rhythms of riding. Monty Roberts talks about the experience of the
major spinal surgery he underwent for ruptured discs in his back in The Man Who
Listens to Horses.12 I have numerous friends who ride and who share this complaint. Perhaps it is for this reason that we began to selectively breed amblers or
pacers whose gait is not “bouncy”; after all, the origin of the ambling allele of
DMRT3 can be traced back to medieval England in the late ninth century,13 a few
centuries before Chaucer’s Wife of Bath so easily sat upon just such a horse on her
way to Canterbury.14 Perhaps her back hurt and she needed a more comfortable
ride. Indeed our selective breeding has altered domestic horses and other species
so much that their brains weigh less than their ancient wilder cousins,15 and they
have a chromosome count of sixty-four, while the last remaining wild horses, the
Pzerwalski’s horses, have a chromosome count of sixty-six.16 Even domestic dogs
still share the same number of chromosomes (seventy-eight) with wolves, though
their phenotypes differ so widely.17 In a more positive light, horses are often used
as part of a physical therapy regimen for people with certain physical disabilities,
while we conversely offer those same horses physical therapy and pain management through modern pharmaceuticals and medical procedures. We have bowed
their backs and they have bowed our legs (a common condition among nomadic
Mongolian steppe riders).18 We have read and written on and ridden upon their
bodies, our texts, while they have done the same with us. Between two such connected beings, how can deeper meanings not be created?
Yet so many of us, scholars especially and animal studies and posthuman
scholars included, have lost track of how to read what horses are saying and writing. The oft-heard and valid complaint is that we must be limited to only human
voices in our analyses, as Erica Fudge, Andrew Well, and Sarah Cockram point
out: “A real history of animals must remain beyond our reach as long as we are
only able to use sources created by humans.”19 Some scholars attempt to include
the voices of animals by bringing in the narrative of trainers, archaeological records, medieval romances, wills and contracts, and veterinary or hippiatric manuals. Susan Crane differentiates herself in her book Animal Encounters by trying to
“emphasize the living animal by connecting written representations to perspectives from natural science, animal training, husbandry, and historical studies”
along with mentioning modern trainer Vincianne Despret and the idea of
isopraxis.20 However, we must go farther even than this. We have forgotten that
the horse is always speaking; his voice and his body have always been there and
informed these texts. Authors and trainers have written about what they read, and
artists have drawn what they saw. They read the horses. They watched them, saw
them, and yes, anthropomorphized some of them too. However, if we know what
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to look for, the horse’s voice remains. Even more, it is still here today. We just
need to find a local stable or pasture, stop, and watch.
Just because many of us have lost that physical connection to and knowledge
of horses does not mean we are incapable of reading the horses’ voices and reading their needs between the lines of our texts. We have modern horsemen andwomen who can provide this insight for us. We also have modern horses,
and while most of them are taller and better fed than their medieval counterparts,
they still read, write, and whisper the same things they always have. These modern horsemen and women even call it reading. Grammy-nominated spoken word
artist, cowboy poet, and horse trainer Joel Nelson, in his album The Breaker in the
Pen, says it thus: “So he reads what’s there before him, tryin’ hard to catch the
signs; / instinct or intuition gives him what’s between the lines. / His psychocybernetic work has often saved his hide, / but a moment comes with every horse
when he has to mount and ride.”21 Monty Roberts says we have to learn the “vocabulary” of the horse.22 Natural horseman and trainer Ray Hunt says: “It’s like
reading a book, just skipping through and outlining it or knowing the book word
by word. If anyone asked you a question about the book you could really answer
it. This is what we do with our horses, we really know them so we’ll know how to
help them understand us.”23 Alan of Lille called all animals the text, the picture,
and the mirror of man in his work De Incarnatione Christi, 24 and in the sixteenth
century, Joseph Hall stated that “[A]nimals are like the ‘capitall letters of Gods
greate booke,’ and it is the duty of humans to learn to ‘spell,’ to make sense with
these ‘letters’ that God has provided.”25 Furthermore, in 1438, Dom Duarte compared reading his riding manual to reading horses:
Those who want to learn the right way should start reading small sections, slowly and
with great concentration, going back a couple of times to what they have already read to
better learn it. If they read for long periods and very fast as if it were a storybook, they
will lose the pleasure and become bored, because their level of understanding and recollection will not be that great; as a general rule this is the way to read a book of science or
instruction.26

Duarte also describes the act of riding as similar to that of reading. For instance,
he states that if riders do not practice their art and do not ride difficult horses
(“going back a couple of times to what they have already read to better learn it”),
they will lose their skills and become fearful. According to Duarte, the horse itself
is a manual of instruction for how to ride it. If we read them correctly and then
write back, their responses to us are an ultimate measure of how well we read in
the first place. The horse himself must be the final measure of our understanding.
They teach us new ways of being and new forms of behavior. We know it now and
people knew it in the Middle Ages. It is how we developed the code of chivalry.
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All we ever have had to do to know that horses and humans wrote the stories
of chivalry and the code of chivalry together is to look, look at the horses and
read them. Yet to do that we must look at a physical horse. We have to climb into
a pen with them, watch them in their herds, mount up, and go ride. Then we are
reading horses. Moreover, once we have physically read our horses, we will read
our ancient and medieval texts with new eyes. Modern horse whisperers demonstrate the importance of reading the behaviors of horses correctly and using
these observations to interact with them in positive ways. Monty Roberts, the
most notable of modern-day horse whisperers, has observed, “in the equine universe, every degree of a horse’s movement has a reason. Nothing is trivial, nothing is to be dismissed.”27 Horses’ behaviors impart important information about
the environment and social interactions. Roberts tells of his time among a herd
of wild horses:
I remember, especially, a dun mare with a dark stripe along her back and zebra stripes
above her knees. Clearly the matriarch of the herd, she was disciplining an unruly young
colt who had been roughing up foals and mares. I vividly recall how she squared up to
him, her eyes on his eyes, her spine rigid, her head pointed arrowlike at the adolescent.
No longer full of himself, he knew exactly what she meant. Three hundred yards from the
herd, the outcast would know by her body position when he could return to the fold. If
she faced him, he could not. If she showed him part of her body’s long axis, he could
begin to consider it. Before her act of forgiveness had to come signs of his penitence. The
signals he gave back to her – the seeking of forgiveness – would later be fundamental to
a technique I would develop to introduce young horses gently to saddle and rider.28

Roberts reads in the natural dominance displays of horses the healthy ways in
which to train them, ways that involve him using his own body in a similar fashion to the horse in order to relay similar messages. The horses have clearly written
themselves into Roberts’s mind, and he has ridden them and written back to them
based on this acquired knowledge. Chivalry developed in the same way.
We can see a very similar type of horse reading passage echoing the theme
of Roberts’s words in Aristotle’s Historia Animalium, a text which Michael Scot
translated into Latin around 1217 from a ninth-century Arabic copy, making it
available to Europe.29 Aristotle describes the herd behaviors of horses similarly
to Roberts:
Wild mares fight among themselves. They jealously guard their own foals and kick
away the foals of other mares. They keep their foals away from the stallion and the
stallion acts coldly towards the foals. He behaves in the same way towards the
mares, except in the mating season; but fiercely guards them and the foals against
any danger. In each group there is a leading mare, ranking second to the stallion.
Mares with foals take precedence. They are the first to feed and drink; only after
they have done so, do mares without a foal or the young take their turn. The stallion
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comes last. If he is impatient and drives them away, they cannot return until he has
finished.30

Another instance of such an observation involves horses’ habitats and their preference for muddy water: “The horse delights in meadows and marshes, and likes to
drink muddy water; in fact, if water be clear, the horse will trample in it to make it
turbid, will then drink it, and afterwards will wallow in it.”31 Aristotle observes correctly. Horses do well in marshland, the horses of Frisia and the feral horses in the
south of France living on the Camargue being good examples. Charles Gladitz, a
modern horse theorist describing horse-breeding methods in the Middle Ages,
points to Aristotle’s observations as correct: “Horses are better adapted to moorland life than sheep or cattle because they feed for part of the year not so much on
soft grasses as on various dry plants.”32 As for horses stirring up their water,
Gladitz observes: “Salt is only one of the mineral elements required in the horse’s
diet. Others are magnesium and iron, and compounds of lime, soda and
potash. . . . In muddy water these are readily assimilable.”33 Gladitz makes the
point that “A great deal for which we now have scientific or technical explanations
was known by observation or intuitively.”34 Ancient scientists and philosophers
like Aristotle were adept at reading and understanding some of the most basic behaviors of horses just as Roberts does today.
Nor did the medieval period lose this respect for accurate observations of
horses’ behaviors. In the fifteenth-century Boke of Marchalsi, the author accurately
describes how horses guard themselves against predators by bunching up:
For þei haue a//geyn hem non defene. And þerfor þei / herden hem to-gedere, and þe
holde kep / þe Ʒonge, so þat he may nowt come to / hem. For wanne þat þei ben in
harde / to-gedre þe gryffoun der not prochen // hem, so mekyl he dowtyth þe bytyng / of
hem. And also of þe bere ne of þe lyon / ne haue he non reward, for ber ne is / none of
hem þat dar abydyn þe stroke / of an hors.35
For they [the foals] have no defense against them [predators]. And therefore they
herd themselves together, and the old keep the young, that that they [predators] may not
approach them [the young]. For when that they are in a herd together the griffon dares
not approach them, so much he fears the biting of them. And also the bear and the lion
cannot have their reward of them for none of them that dare abide the kick of a horse. 36

Granted, no such creature as a griffin exists, but against the other predators described, a lion and a bear, this herd tactic remains valid. These texts often blend
correct observation with myth, legend, and misinformation. In cases of misinformation, we should apply the advice of Chaucer’s Nun’s Priest to “take the wheat
and let the chaff be still.”37 It is important to this study to understand that writers
were observing animals’ behaviors, reading meaning from them, and using these
lessons to construct a communication code among horses and people called
chivalry.
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Yet there was more going on in the period than just accurate descriptions of
herd behaviors. Like Roberts, there are stories of people changing or altering their
behaviors based on what they learn and observe from horses. Returning to the fifteenth-century Boke of Marchalsi, we see the hagiographical account of St. Ipolyte,
a medieval Monty Roberts, who learns from the horses he reads. In the story, he
goes to live among them for fourteen and a half years. He drinks of the mare’s
milk, and they protect him. He then prays to God to have better knowledge of the
horses, so he can treat them when they are ill. Later, when Herod is persecuting
him for his belief, he condemns Ipolyte to be pulled apart by four wild horses. Due
to their love and connection with Ipolyte, they refuse to budge, despite the fact
that their riders spur them until their sides run red with blood. At the end of the
tale, when an event of martyrdom typically occurs, the horses take the beatings of
Herod’s men – typologically, in the same manner that Christ suffered flogging before his crucifixion – refusing to move and kill the saint. The horses teach medieval
readers about the chivalric values of sacrifice and faith. Their own sacrifice influences the saint’s behavior as he then prays that their spur wounds heal and that
“bleeding” them will remain a method of healing for all horses in the future.38
Yet this is not just another hagiographical miracle describing unrealistic possibilities. Real horses can and will act in a similarly sacrificial, courageous, and
loyal manner; they can teach us about the courage so prized in chivalric texts.
Horses will sacrifice for us when we are willing to read and write with them; they
will do their utmost for us if treated well. Ray Hunt observes: “You have let him
learn it because you’ve gone with him when he was discouraged, disappointed,
worried, and bothered. You’ve accepted it and you’ve shown him a softer way. He
didn’t have to do anything in particular other than just not worry. So the horse
learns that ‘Boy, you’re all right.’ Horses get to where they’ll do anything they can
for you, but they know that you will for them too.” 39 We can see how horses will
try to do extraordinary things when we watch the video of Stacy Westfall’s inspiring and flawless 2006 World Championship reining run without bridle, saddle, or
any equipment.40
In an even more stirring sense, we can read the story of pony-sized mare Sgt.
Reckless during the Korean War who, during an intense round of fire and counter
fire called Operation Vegas, packed ammunition weighing 192 lbs. up a steep hill,
including a section with a forty-five-degree incline, by herself to the waiting marines returning fire on the North Korean armies. On her way back down, after having her ammunition pack unloaded, she would be loaded with wounded soldiers
being carried to safety. Shrapnel wounded her twice, once above the eye and
again on the ribcage. As Hutton reflects, “Reckless and her gun crew were so effective, and she kept them so well stocked, that as night fell, the intense heat of nonstop firing had melted Lively’s gun barrel; the gun was inoperable, and his crew
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had to head back to camp.”41 The final narrative of what she accomplished is truly
impressive:
In a single day, Reckless had made fifty-one round-trips to the various gun sites, moving
solo through the combat zone ninety-five percent of the time. She carried 386 rounds of
ammunition – nearly five tons of explosives – on her back, up and down treacherous terrain as the hellish battle raged all around her. Overall, Pedersen estimated she covered
more than thirty-five miles that day, through open rice paddies and up steep mountain
terrain, where the final climb was always a forty-five-degree angle. She safely delivered
all fifty-one loads of the powerful shells amid “an inferno of explosives,” with the buzzing
and screaming of enemy fire coming in at a rate of five hundred rounds per minute. No
horse – before or since – has come close to such selfless acts of bravery. She was a horse
truly worthy of the United States Marines.42

We see the same trend in racehorses, when we talk about the thirty-one-length victory of Secretariat in the 1973 Belmont Stakes, a horse who had so much heart it
literally weighed twenty-two pounds. We see that same kind of legendary horse in
Bevis of Hampton’s Arondel. Bevis whispers in Arondel’s ear as they race that, if
he wins, he will build him a castle.43 The achievement of the horse ties in directly
to chivalric architecture as an explanation for one of the oldest dukedoms in
Britain. And so Ray Hunt’s horses will do anything for him, Stacy Westfall’s for
her, Sgt. Reckless for her Marines, Secretariat for Ron Turcotte, Arondel for Bevis,
and Ipolyte’s horses too, simply because the humans read them well and allowed
them to write back, to alter their behaviors. These horses teach us the traits of
courage and determination.
Still, to understand the horse, we must not only read his body, but we must
also let him write himself into our behaviors. Hunt suggests that people must adjust their behaviors 90 percent to get a 10 percent adjustment from the horse.44
Some of the greatest qualities in chivalry are the ideas of justice and mercy.
Modern horse trainers state that in order to connect with the horse, we must alter
our own behaviors to be empathetic to each horse as an individual. Bill Dorrance
says that, when training the horse, “it’s real important to invest time in those
horses. Give yourself and your horse the time it takes to get right.”45 Jordanus
Ruffus, the “manager and head trainer at the imperial stables of Frederick II of
Hohenstaufe,” emphasizes the importance of making sure we adapt our timing to
the individual horse: “puis que le poulein (individual) receit voulentiers le fraig et
sanz nule force . . . . par aucuns jours” (then when the foal willingly receives
the bridle and without any force. . . . over a period of days), which is to say, for
some days or as soon as each horse masters the task.46 Ray Hunt also stresses that
we should be kind by petting the horse and rubbing them all over.47 Elizabeth
S. Leet states that Jordanus Rufus encourages similar behavior and that such rubbing mimics the behaviors of horses in herds to cement social bonds called
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allogrooming.48 The Boke of Marchalsi also encourages its readers to rub the horse
all over until they are accustomed to men and the various equipment used around
them.49
In keeping with this idea of altering our behaviors to be kind, Hunt, Rufus,
and The Boke all stress the importance of a light or kind bridle as well, the bridle
being one of the key ways that men write upon horses to affect their behavior.
Rufus and The Boke encourage using honey to make a young horse more willingly
accept the bit.50 Hunt encourages his students to lighten their bridles and improve
their communication through “feel” instead of force.51 Our earliest writing on
horse bodies in this way marks the beginning of domestication, since the earliest
evidence of such use is from roughly 3700–3000 BCE in Kazakhstan, as evidenced
by equine dental remains showing bit wear.52 We have written ourselves onto the
horses through equipment like this, but they have written back and let us know
that what they will accept and may protest or “wexe euele entecchid be mys-ke
/pyng” [will obtain bad habits by poor handling] if we make the wrong choice of
bridle or choose a harsh bit.53
Indeed, the bit is often associated directly with teaching chivalric behavior.
In his chivalric manual, Ramon Lull contends that the bridle and the horse can
teach the knight how to restrain his behavior by not speaking falsely or being
overgenerous: “And by the reins is signified to the knight that he ought to be
led overall where the order of chivalry will lead or send him. And when it shall
be time of necessity to make largesse, his hands must give and dispense after
that which pertains to honor, and that he be hardy, and doubt nothing of his
enemies, for doubt enfeebles strength of courage.”54 The behaviors Lull describes – restraining speech, restraining charity, submission, largesse, and
courage – are important ways of understanding how medieval authors saw and
understood the equipment of the horse. Lull observes that the bridle and reins
are used to guide the horse but can also inspire courage in the horse so that the
rider could practice similar values as well. Xenophon, whose works were present in Italy as early as the thirteenth and fourteenth century, and whose ideas
on gentle handling were present in Varro’s De Re Rustica throughout most of
the Middle Ages,55 makes a similar observation:
If you desire to handle a good war-horse so as to make his action the more magnificent
and striking, you must refrain from pulling at his mouth with the bit as well as from spurring and whipping him. Most people think that this is the way to make him look fine; but
they only produce an effect contrary to what they desire, – they positively blind their
horses by jerking their mouth up instead of letting them look forward, and by spurring
and striking scare them into disorder and danger.56
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The use of the bit and bridle encourages proper behavior in both horses and people according to both Lull and Xenophon. Again, reading horses and reading
about horses allowed the chivalric classes to know how to modify their own behaviors with horses and with each other. One can see that Lull, who was a knight and
cleric, sees the bridle as important for guiding a knight’s own communication with
his fellow humans and with horses. The whole serves as a guide for behaving
chivalrously.
Lull also covers the allegorical significance of the horse as well and its ability
to produce meaning for the furthering of chivalric communication. He says: “To a
knight is given a horse, and also a courser to signify noblesse of courage. And because he is well horsed and high is why he may be seen to be free from fear. And
that is the significance that he ought to be made ready to do all that which behooves the order of chivalry more than another man would.”57 The knight’s identity and chivalry itself parallel the horse’s traits and service. The knight can be free
from fear since the horse allows him to sit above others literally and metaphorically in terms of social status. Duarte points out: “Do not forget that, above everything, you must have a good horse; without it, all the knowledge you have and the
preparations you have done are of very small value.”58 Service and status are central to chivalry, and horses are central to both in a chivalric society. As such, the
best knights and horses live chivalrously. Technology helps begin the story of chivalry and continue it, but it is the horse that provides the essence of chivalry and its
ideals.
Let us pull this all together to demonstrate how this type of observation of
horses most closely tied to chivalric behavior. A superb example, both of the reading of a horse’s body and of a text that influenced late fourteenth- and fifteenthcentury chivalry – particularly Iberian chivalry around fifty years before Duarte’s
training manual, with the first manuscript appearing in Catalan prior to 1377 – can
be seen in Plutarch’s Life of Alexander.59
There came a day when Philoneicus the Thessalian brought Philip a horse named
Bucephalas, which he offered to sell for thirteen talents. The king and his friends went down
to the plain to watch the horse’s trials, and came to the conclusion that he was wild and
quite unmanageable, for he would allow no one to mount him, nor would he endure the
shouts of Philip’s grooms, but reared up against anyone who approached him. The king became angry at being offered such a vicious animal unbroken, and ordered it to be led away.
But Alexander, who was standing close by, remarked, “What a horse they are losing, and all
because they don’t know how to handle him, or dare not try!” Philip kept quiet at first, but
when he heard Alexander repeat these words several times and saw that he was upset, he
asked him, “Are you finding fault with your elders because you think you know more than
they do, or can manage a horse better?” “At least I could manage this one better”, retorted
Alexander. “And if you cannot?” “I will pay the price of the horse”, answered the boy. At this
the whole company burst out laughing, and then as soon as the father and son had settled
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the terms of the bet, Alexander went quickly to Bucephalas, took hold of his bridle, and
turned him towards the sun, for he had noticed that the horse was shying at the sight of his
own shadow, as it fell in front of him and constantly moved whenever he did. He ran alongside the animal for a little way, calming him down by stroking him, and then, when he saw
he was full of spirit and courage, he quietly threw aside the cloak and with a light spring
vaulted safely on to his back. For a little while he kept feeling the bit with his rein, without
jarring or tearing his mouth, and got him collected. Finally, when he saw the horse was free
of his fears and impatient to show his speed, he gave him his head and urged him forward,
using a commanding voice and a touch of the foot.
At first Philip and his friends held their breath and looked on in an agony of suspense, until they saw Alexander reach the end of his gallop, turn in full control, and ride
back triumphant and exalting in his success. Thereupon the rest of the company broke
intoloud applause, while his father, we are told, actually wept for joy, and when
Alexander had dismounted he kissed him and said, “My boy, you must find a kingdom
big enough for your ambitions, Macedonia is too small for you.”60

Alexander displays superb horsemanship and the ability to observe/read the
horse and his fears. He sees how Bucephalus is scared of his own shadow and
then takes the necessary action to help the horse settle down. He responds
to the horse, adjusts to the horse; he does not force him. What stands out most
is the way he runs beside the horse in a metonymic way. He is then able to read
the horse by being beside it. This side-by-side state results in service; the horse
allows Alexander to ride him. What is the result? The perception of Alexander’s
father of his son’s ability to ride the unrideable. His chivalric ability, as it were,
results in the father’s belief that if Alexander can read/ride a horse so well, he
can rule a large country. The ability to inspire service in others, even animal
others, makes a good ruler. Good riders are good rulers; they display chivalry
as horsemanship and in those behaviors important to chivalry – loyalty, largesse, and courage.
Even today, we continue to allow horses to impact and write themselves
onto our social behaviors when we read them. Equine-assisted psychotherapy is
a field where horses are used as a means of teaching those with mental and
social disorders how to get along and communicate with others more effectively.
Horses are still teaching us how to be better social creatures. Carol Caddes, a
licensed therapist, reflects on the benefits of this therapeutic method:
“Some clients have deep attachment issues,” Caddes says. “They don’t know how to fit
with a group or how to really bond with another human being. Or maybe they do bond
but it’s in an ambivalent way.”
When horses begin responding to a person, it can help a patient identify and confront these issues, Caddes explains. . .. “Horses react and want to connect with a person
or another horse that is authentic, grounded, present and has a coherent heart rate,”
Caddes says. . . .
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Shelly May, born in Columbus, Ohio, believes the sessions have equipped her with
an emotional resilience. Being asked to observe, groom and interact with highly sensitive
creatures like horses has also taught her to become more aware of herself and her surroundings. “You see how horses interact with each other and it’s similar to how people
interact with each other. They’re non-judgmental and don’t take things personally. It
taught me to be that way with other people and not feel uptight.”61

Horses continue to impact our lives deeply, to impress us with their nobility
and social skills, skills that we can adapt and adopt to be better people.
More than anything, horses teach us about respect, empathy, and kindness
towards others, how to serve and be served (after all, the word “knight” means
“servant”).62 In the end, I hope we all see that reading, especially the creatures
themselves, is a means of communication, connection, and altering our behaviors. Reading horses and reading about horses leads to improved social behaviors like chivalry. Chivalry is a story written by horses and humans in concert,
not only in literature, but also in reality. Chivalry is a story that we read and
that we ride, and a concept that we need to rewrite. Chivalry “is an animal of
reading and rewriting.”63
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8 How to Ride before a Prince:
The Rise of Riding as a Performance Art
During the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance, riding evolved from its
martial origins into an art form practiced by noblemen and kings. Instead of
jousts and melees, horsemen began to display their skills in carousels, ballets,
and individual performances. In fact, Federico Grisone, a sixteenth-century Italian
riding master and author of Gli Ordini Calvalcare, and Gervase Markham, the late
sixteenth-century author of The Compleat Horseman, both included chapters devoted to how to perform before a prince. Grisone’s instructions to the rider are as
follows:
Ride first faire and softlye toward the Prince, and dooe youre reverence: that done, depart
wyth a good round trotte towarde the farthest ende of the Carere pathe, bearynge youre
rodde with the pointe upwarde, towardes your right shoulder, accordinge as I have taught
you heretofore, and beynge come to the ende, lette the poynte of youre rodde fall toward
the leafte shoulder of youre horse, and make hym to tourne an haulfe tourne on the
ryghte hande.1

The purpose of such a performance was to show a horse that was “just in pace,
just in trot, in gallop, in carrier, in stop, in manage, in bounding, and finally,
just of head, and just when he stands still, and to unite himself just with the
will of his Rider that sits upon him”2 and of course to demonstrate the ultimate
goal of horsemen everywhere, “so as these two several bodies may seem in all
their actions and motions to be as it were only one body.”3
This study explores the history of riding as a performance art and its rise in
the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance, delves into what would have been
considered “comely” for both the horse and rider, and demonstrates some of
the manèges or exercises that riders might have used when performing before a
prince. We deconstruct the instructions on how to ride before a prince in an
effort to understand exactly what spectators would have seen during such a
performance.

A History of Equestrian Performances
The sixteenth-century Italian, French, and English treatises on horsemanship are
the first known European accounts of how to perform a specific set of maneuvers
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-009
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for an audience. However, we can trace the importance of a well-trained, showy
horse exhibiting feats of skill back to Xenophon, in the third century BC. He explains how to train a horse for a parade and recommends using a horse that is “a
high-stepper and of showy action”4 for these exhibitions. The idea was to capture
the type of flashy movements a horse does naturally and perform them under
saddle to the delight of an audience: “in his joy thereat he will bound along
with proud gait and prancing legs, imitating exactly the airs that he puts on
before other horses. Everybody that sees such a horse cries out that he is free,
willing, fit to ride, high-mettled, brilliant, and at once beautiful and fiery in
appearance.”5
Xenophon explained how to teach horses to perform a controlled rear, because this movement especially would impress spectators:
Now when he has gathered them well in, if you take him up with the bit, he falls back on
his hocks and raises his forehand so that his belly and sheath can be seen from the
front. . . it will look to the spectators as if he were doing all of his own accord the prettiest
feat that a horse can do. . . . The horse rearing thus is such a thing of wonder as to fix the
eyes of all beholders, young and old. Nobody. . . gets tired of watching him as long as he
presents the brilliant spectacle.6

Showmanship was an aspect of the cavalry drills of the mounted Roman legions
as well. In Arrian’s first-century Ars Tactica, we find descriptions of the riders
who are “outstanding in horsemanship” wearing gilded armor “so that they
draw the gaze of the spectators upon themselves,” and plumes, “not for any
practical purpose but to make a fine show.”7 When the legions performed maneuvers in front of the tribunal, “their first charge . . . is well rehearsed to produce the most brilliant and dramatic effect possible.”8 The individual riders
who were “most skilled in doubling back and wheeling” were given standards,
and made a dramatic sight when “they chose to make continually new circles
and one direct charge after another.”9 The rest of the company performed various spear and javelin-throwing exercises, each carefully choreographed to best
demonstrate riding skills to the assembled tribunal.
Aelian’s Tactics,10 another Roman military treatise from the first century CE,
describes a great number of cavalry formations and maneuvers. These detailed descriptions allow us to infer some of the horsemanship and training required based
on the maneuvers being executed,11 but solid evidence is lacking. Unfortunately,
after the fall of the Roman Empire, horsemanship-related books or even references
are few and far between until the fifteenth century. There are a few Byzantine war
manuals, such as Emperor Maurice’s Strategikon, dated to the fifth or sixth century, but these focus on specific cavalry attacks and retreats rather than training
or performances.
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There are several furusiyya12 texts from the Golden Age of Islam (from approximately the tenth to the fifteenth century). There is a partial translation of
Nihāyat al-suʾl wa-ʾl-ʾumniya fī taʿlīm ʾaʿmāl al-furūsīya13 from the mid-fourteenth
century (likely based on a much earlier text) that mentions feats that “show your
agility” and talks about “presenting your horse.”14 This phrasing seems to indicate that certain exercises might be performed for an audience. There are also
mentions of parades and performances of various games of skill, including polo,
birjas, archery, the gourds, and lance games and maneuvers. These were both
practiced in the numerous hippodromes in Cairo and enjoyed as a spectacle by
such august persons as the sultan.15 It is even possible that some of the maneuvers shown in the sixteenth-century European horsemanship manuals originated
from the furusiyya texts, but more research is needed to determine any connections definitively.
In the medieval European literature, most accounts are of jousts and melees,
and most focus on the prowess of the combatants and the pageantry that surrounded such events.16 But we do find a few sparse accounts of notable feats of
horsemanship from chroniclers like Petrarch. In his 1364 account of the celebration
of Venice’s triumph over Crete, there is a description of several equestrian games:
“the first is unarmed, except that the riders with spears and shields and silk banners fluttering in the wind reflect a certain warlike image, while the second is
armed, a kind of duel.” Petrarch focuses on the opulence of the games and the
skills of the horsemen: “the performance was so skillfully staged and completed
that you would conclude you were not seeing men riding, but angels flying – a
marvelous spectacle.”17 One can easily imagine that the “flying” horse might actually be performing leaps into the air, which are referred to more definitively in
later texts.
Although Dom Duarte, the King of Portugal, does not specifically mention
performances in his 1438 treatise Bem Cavalgar, he acknowledges many times
how important it is for knights and squires to look good while riding. Duarte says
that horsemen should “be elegant in the saddle and when riding,” and that the
best horsemen would not only show no fear if their horse were acting up, but
work to “disguis[e] difficulties whenever necessary.”18 Duarte reminds his readers
that looking good at all times was important, because “everybody is paying attention, you should also look directly at them, even if the beast gets really wild.”19
He was thus well aware that the horseman provided a spectacle, whether it was
intentional or not. Interestingly, although it was published nearly a hundred
years later, Castiglione’s The Book of the Courtier echoes several of Duarte’s
points: “I would have our Courtier a perfect horseman in every kind of seat” and
that, “those who tame horses do not keep them from running and leaping, but
would have them do so seasonably and in obedience to the rider.”20
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Although Pietro Monte’s Collectanea21 was not published until his death in
1509, he is presumed to have written the treatise (and three others) in the 1480s.
In his instructions on riding, wrestling, vaulting, and fighting, he notes that the
Spanish style of riding, known as a la jineta, “is only good for doing a career,” that
is, riding a carrera, or exercise,22 and “not for battle or skirmishing.”23 Although
the different styles of riding were also mentioned by Duarte, this is the first reference to a la jineta being used specifically for the carrera, which implies that the
term carrera that we see in the mid-sixteenth-century riding manuals was actually
in use much earlier, and therefore that the exercises may have been as well.
Castiglione also mentions the manège, or exercises: “and it is the peculiar excellence of the Italians to . . . practice manege skillfully, especially with challenging
horses,”24 yet another reference to the riding exercises that are discussed in detail
in the mid-sixteenth-century manuals.
Being an excellent horseman seems to have been a special pastime of the
nobility. Passaro, recounting the Napoli jousts of 1477, mentioned that the
Duke of Calabria “broke four gilded lances very worthily” and “went in the air
with jumps.”25 King Henry VIII of England enjoyed a reputation as a superb
horseman and may well have brought the Italian style of manège riding to
England.26 Sebastian Giustinian provides many accounts of King Henry VIII’s
riding skills, including several that specifically mention the King performing
fantastic feats upon horseback. In a letter dated May 3, 1515, he says that “We
next met his Majesty the King on a bay Frieslander . . . and directly when we
came in sight, he commenced making his horse curvet, and performed such
feats, that I fancied myself looking at Mars.”27 Another example of the King’s
prowess on horseback, from a copy of a letter dated July 11, 1517, reads as follows: “Between the courses, the King and the pages, and other cavaliers, performed marvellous feats, mounted on magnificent horses, which they made
jump and execute other acts of horsemanship . . . the King performed supernatural feats, changing his horses, and making them fly rather than leap, to the
delight and extasy of everybody.”28
In 1518, Lorenzo II de Medici, Duke of Urbino, performed a series of jumps
“which caused admiration of the audience” during a joust in celebration of his
marriage.29 In his telling of King Henri of France’s entrance into the city of Lyon
in 1548, Sceve describes how “everyone could see the Captain, Lieutenant,
Portenseigne, and others who were dexterous on horseback . . . make leaps,
bounds, voltes, and double leaps in the air, which did not fail to give much pleasure to the King, Princes, and other gentlemen.”30 Shortly thereafter, Federico
Grisone published his Gli Ordini Cavalcare in 1550.31 The popularity of books on
the art of horsemanship exploded, the result of which has been that the modern
scholar is inundated with information about the marvelous feats and spectacles
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performed on horseback. Indeed, although our most detailed references to
training both horses and riders, as well as performing, only appear after
Grisone, performing the art of horsemanship apparently was in practice at
least since antiquity.

Comportment of the Rider
Even as far back as ancient Rome, it was of utmost importance that a person be
“comely,” or “look good,” or even look “like Mars” when riding. Perhaps the
most eloquent definition of the rider’s goal is set forth by John Astley32 in his
book, The Art of Riding: “so as these two several bodies may seem in all their
actions and motions to be as it were only one body.”33
In fact, if a rider did not meet the criteria of a good horseman, and his horse
was not obedient to his will, then the rider was “suspected as one unskillful in
the art, and he knows not what he doeth.”34 A rider who could not sit a horse
properly and have the horse perform obediently was essentially no rider at all.
But what exactly did it mean to sit a horse properly? While there are hints
about what this meant in antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages, the midsixteenth-century writers provide more precise descriptions. Claudio Corte35 says
that “You must also carry your body straight and firm, with your face upward, and
your legs comely,”36 and Cesare Fiaschi37 extorts riders to “endeavor to follow with
rhythm, with the waist and the limbs, and as much with head and arms as with
legs and feet; always doing everything to appear as graceful as they can on
horseback.”38 Similarly, Grisone tells riders to “accompany him with your body in
any moving that he makes, always beholding his head right between his ears, so
as your nose may be directly [above] his foretop,” because doing so “shall be a
sign unto you to know thereby, whither you sit right in your saddle or not.”39 This
gives us a general description of what the rider should look like on a horse, but for
a clearer picture, we must consider the parts of the rider’s body separately.
On a fully trained horse, riders were instructed to hold the reins in the left
hand: “as touching the reins, you must hold them in your left hand, so as the
little finger, and ring finger too (if you will) may always be placed between the
two reins and the thumb close upon the reins, with the brawn thereof turned toward the pommel of the saddle, and being thus closed together in your fist.”40
That said, there are many medieval drawings of the reins being held in the right
hand.41 Young horses were often started in a cavesson (a metal or rope noseband), and were taught to stop, turn, back, and steer using two reins attached to
the cavesson. In this case, a rein was held in each hand, “for then having the
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right rein in the right hand, and the left rein in the left hand, they may be drawn
on either side in a reasonable manner.”42
In addition to holding the reins properly, it was important for the rider to
hold his arm in the correct position, and to use it in the proper manner.
Unfortunately, the earliest reference providing any kind of detail only mentions
that the rider should “Firstly place our left hand on the horse’s neck, particularly
if the horse is afraid, since he will work worse when we use the reins on him
more.”43 The sixteenth-century manuals provide more guidance, suggesting that
“You must also use your hand and arm with a certain just and comely motion,
and chiefly your right arm ought to be a little bowing.”44 Grisone instructs his
audience thus: “For who so wil haue his horse reane well: let him beare his
hande rather lowe than highe, so shall he be able to keepe it alwayes at one stay,
which is one of the chiefest pointes of horsemanship. . . . And remember alwayes
when you tourne your horse, to drawe neyther your arme nor hande more of one
side then of another, but to keepe it even with the horse’s creast, and onlye by
tourning your fist a little inwarde, or outwarde, to signifie unto him to tourne.”45
Note that unlike modern, one-handed “neck reining,” where the rider often
moves the rein hand several inches to one side of the horse’s crest or the other,
thereby laying the rein upon the neck to turn the horse, Grisone recommends
using a much smaller motion – just a twist of the wrist – to turn the horse.
The role of the hands and body was especially important when stopping the
horse, and the sixteenth-century riding masters, like modern riders in many disciplines, were aware that using just the reins was not the best way to achieve a
precise stop. Instead, they recommended using the entire body to help the horse
stop with his weight balanced back on his haunches, thereby allowing the forehand to be light and facilitating any maneuvers that occurred immediately after
the stop: “even to stop, at that which you must not draw your hand hastily to
you, but even with a little sway of your body back, and your hand together . . .
and let your hand with your body go to their place again.”46
There was also instruction on how the rider should sit in the saddle, and
what the legs and feet should do:
settle yourself just in the midst of the saddle, letting your legs fall in due order, neither
putting them too much forward, nor too much backward, nor too near, nor too far from
the horse’s belly, staying your feet upon the stirrups, as they ought to be, turning your
toes somewhat towards the horse’s shoulder, and settling yourself upon the stirrups, yet
not so hard as though your feet were grown out of them. . . . The surest hold and stay you
must have on horseback shall consist not in the stirrups, but in your knees and thighs,
which ought to be as ever as it were made fast or nailed to in the saddle: but from the
knees downward let your legs be loose and at free liberty.47
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When compared to Monte’s late fifteenth-century description of two different
riding styles (or Duarte’s early fifteenth-century description48), it is clear that
the sixteenth-century style of riding is an evolution of the a la jineta style:
Therefore riders in the Spanish manner a la jineta sit in the middle of the saddle, with their
weight supported by their buttocks, so that their feet remain free to move independently.
But this style of riding is only good for doing a career, not for battle or skirmishing. . . For
this reason in the common or best riding our buttocks should adhere to the rear arcon, but
in a lifted position so that we are supported by our feet and not our buttocks. And to do
this our forehead must tend forward, although not sinking but directing the shoulders upward as we tend forward.49

Such a seated position allows the leg to be further underneath the rider – that is,
“not too far forward” – allowing the rider to use his leg in a variety of ways and
with more subtlety than simply “touch[ing] him with the spurs,” as Monte suggests when riding in a war saddle.50 We see this more refined use of leg aids in
the sixteenth-century descriptions of how to train the horse to do various turns,
voltes, and other maneuvers.
When it came to showing riding skill, Corte thought that an accomplished
rider showed his skills best at the gallop (nowadays called the canter or lope):
“And there is nothing that makes a man sit so comely on horseback as the gallop:
for in galloping he may take time to settle his feet in the stirrups, to hold his legs
in their due place with his thighs and knees closely, and his whole body straight
and disposed, with either hand bestowed in their places.”51 The entire purpose of
perfecting the comportment of both horse and rider was to demonstrate the elegance of the unity between the horse and rider, “so as these two several bodies
may seem in all their actions and motions to be as it were only one body.”52

Comportment of the Horse
We have seen from multiple medieval and early Renaissance horsemen that the
horse’s behavior and comportment should be directly attributed to the rider’s skill.
But what exactly was considered “comely” for the horses of this time, especially
when performing for an audience? We can certainly look to sculptures and paintings of this era, as well as descriptions that the sixteenth-century horsemanship
manuals provide.
In fact, head and neck carriage are often discussed. Astley states “that all
his doings should be upon a steady hand, a just, placed, and settled head, with
a pleasant mouth upon the bit, which he [Grisone] accomplished to be a chief
point and whole substance of horsemanship.”53 Moving the head from side to
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side, or even bending the neck, was considered a fault, indicating that the
horse was weak.54 The images in Fiaschi’s book depict horses performing various manège55 exercises with an arched neck, and the front of horse’s face perpendicular to the ground.56
Many of the sixteenth-century exercises required a horse who was collected –
that is, who could carry much of his weight on his hindquarters, ready to pivot his
forequarters one way or another at a moment’s notice.57 There were several exercises recommended by the Italian masters to assist the horse in achieving this: for
example, when stopping the horse, Corte recommends that “when the horse
comes to stop, the rider shall greatly help him, by casting his body backwards,
which will cause him to stop low behind, even as were upon his buttocks.”58
Fiaschi emphasized that the horse should keep a constant rhythm in all his
gaits, and much of his book is dedicated to this concept. He writes, moreover,
that “In this second part of the treatise I intend [to show] some acts of riders on
horseback and their horse tracks and the time in Music of some exercises so
that no one can be blamed every time that he performs them if following these
instructions.”59 Several of the manèges shown in his book are accompanied by
woodcuts with musical notes that define the rhythm of the movement.
The sixteenth-century masters thought that surprisingly little time was
needed to school a horse to be perfect, “four months sufficient to make a horse
serviceable and perfect upon the ground . . . chiefly in Italy, where [the horses]
are commonly of great spirit and aptness to be taught.”60 However, most of the
masters caution not to push the horse too far too fast and not to progress from
one lesson to the next unless the first lessons can be done flawlessly: “But let
him not gallop, until he be fully perfect upon the trot.”61
In addition, there are warnings about the rigors of doing airs above the
ground (that is, leaps) – they should not be done too soon, nor should they be
done with a horse who is not strong: “no horse should be learned to make the
Corvette when he is over young, nor till such time as he be perfect in all the lessons aforesaid.”62 Contrary to the modern myth that most leaps were trained as
battle maneuvers, it seems that such leaps, though greatly appreciated by spectators in parades and exhibitions, were in fact discouraged in a warhorse. In the
late fifteenth century, Monte mentions that in battle, “those who go leaping with
their horses always lose control” and recommends that a warhorse should “not
be given to rearing up.”63 The sixteenth-century masters specifically cautioned
against teaching such maneuvers to a warhorse.64 For example, Fiaschi cautions
that, “if you want to make some pesades [low rears], they should not be very
high, because . . . he could be easily knocked to the ground. This is what I dislike
of so many pesades, especially in a war-horse.”65 Furthermore, Caracciolo warns
that “the one who would train a very fast horse, or one particularly suited to war,
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to these jumps and exercises, would be a fool, because in military operations
they would rather produce hindrance and damage instead of any benefit to the
Rider.”66
Indeed, Christopher Clifford67 felt that teaching any horse such maneuvers was a waste of time and refused to teach any riders who wished to teach
their horses to “dance upon a carpet.”68 But Clifford was in the minority, as
Caracciolo69 puts it most succinctly: “Maybe someone will consider useless
and vain that a man toils to teach these jumps to his horse; but he is wrong,
because in addition to the fact that a horse that goes swaying from jump to
jump is beautiful to see, certainly, by lightening his arms and legs through
these exercises, he becomes more agile and more ready for all the other virtues that are required.”70

Manège Exercises
The sixteenth-century manuals on horsemanship include specific manèges, or
exercises, that riders were to use to train the horse for basic stopping, steering,
and turning. The manuals also provide instruction on training more advanced
lateral movements and leaps and provide help for common problems.

Rings or Turns
A horse’s early training began with “treading the rings” or “tourni,” which were
circles of various sizes, done in different orders. The circles generally ranged
from two to three elnes (meters) in diameter up to twelve, fifteen, or twenty
elnes.71 The horse’s body was to remain straight when turning, and cross one
foreleg over the other if the circle was small enough: “you shall there turn in that
sort we have heretofore prescribed, ever taking heed, that in turning, the contrary leg of the horse do come over the other: as for example. If you turn on the
right hand, see that his left leg may go before and cover the right leg: and turning
on the left hand, the right leg of the horse must do the like.”72 Many of the sixteenth-century horsemanship manuals present exercises that are variations on
this theme. For example, Grisone’s tourni73 is a variation of a simple figure-eight
pattern. The horse makes two circles (voltes) to the right, then two to the left,
after which the horse proceeds in a straight line at either the trot or canter. At the
end of the line, the horse performs a raddoppio74 (also called doubling, or in
modern times, a pirouette).
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Corte’s rote, which is two cloverleaf patterns connected by a straight line,
includes text within the pattern instructing the rider on how to do the exercise:
“And first do one volte on the right hand. And from here enter on the left. And
from here another turn on the right hand and you will go . . . to the right hand
the first and last time.”75 In practice, the rider does a circle to the right, then a
circle to the left at the top of the cloverleaf, and then another circle to the right,
adjacent to the first circle. This pattern is similar to a modern-day barrel racing
pattern, although the order in which the circles are done is slightly different.
Clifford provides a diagram of a large ring with somewhat cryptic instructions
written on it about “changing hands” (that is, changing direction), both inside the
ring (that is, across the middle of the ring) and outside of the ring.76 It shows
making two half-circles, each half the diameter of the circle, to change hands
inside the circle, and a half-circle on the outside of the circle to change hands on
the outside of the circle.
Markham provides a nearly identical (but much more detailed) description
of changing hands within the rings:
trot out one single ring of not aboue thirtie paces in compasse, which hauing trotted about
upon your right hand three or foure times (so that you may descerne the ring perfitely) you
shall then by drawing your left reynes little more firme: and laying it somwhat close to the
horses necke, and holding your left reyne no more but straite, and laying the calfe of your
left legge close to the horses side, drawe him into the middest of the ring, making a semicircle from the verge of the ring to the center of the same, according to the proportion of
this figure. Then changing your hande (that is to say) drawing your right reyne a little
fyrmer, and laying it closer to your horses necke, and keeping your left reyne stiffe, and
laying the calfe of your right legge to the horses side, you shall make another semi-circle
on the left hand from the center of the ring, to the opposite verge of the other side of the
ring: which two semi-circles will make within the ring a perfite Roman S.77

In addition to simple turns, there are several more advanced turning movements
described by several authors. For example, Corte shows a figure eight with a
volte at the top of each loop of the eight, and calls this exercise an esse serrato. It
should be performed with the parts of the eight gradually becoming straighter,
until the horse is able to go in a straight line and turn at either end. Another
movement is performed in a zigzag or S pattern, where the rider weaves back
and forth in a series of semicircles. Grisone refers to this as a “Serpent”;78 Corte
calls it the serpeggiare.79 This exercise was purported to be useful when the
horseman was trying to avoid arrows or musket fire.
Perhaps the most complicated movement with turns we see is the caragolo,
or snail. The rider starts on a large circle, then spirals into a very small circle
where the horse pivots or performs a volte. The exercise can be done both ways,
so that the horse can gain strength and ease of turning on both hands.80
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Furrow Turns and Voltes
Several sixteenth-century riding masters mention “furrow turnes” as another of
the basics of horse training:
when the horse is brought to the place where he must be taught this furrow turne (that is
in a new deepe ploughted ground, into a troden path, betweene two furrowes) . . . mooveth him gentlie to go forward, and in the verie motion turne him first on the right hand
thus: Drawe the right reine faire and softlie unto you, . . . helpe him gentlie with your left
leg, but let not your hand stirre. If this will not serve, let his keeper . . . faire and quietlie
come on his left side to his foreshoulder, and thrust him by little and little to cause him
move the fore part of his bodie . . . until he come into the path againe, so that his head
stand where his hinder part stood, and there setting all his foure feet right in the said
path, let him stand with his head and bodie, as strait as you can devise, and so let him
rest and make much of him, & see that both the reines be of equall length.81

Fiaschi describes several different versions of this “straight line and turn” exercise. In the maneggi di mezzo tempo (exercise at half tempo), the horse goes in a
straight line, and at the end of the line, performs a half-turn on the hind legs,
thereby changing directions. The first time he might turn to the right, then to
the left, and continue to alternate directions to ensure that the horse does an
equal number of turns each way. In the volta d’anche (volte of the haunches),
the horse goes in a straight line and at the end of the line performs a half-turn
on the front legs, or forehand. And in the maneggio di una volta e mezza (exercise of a volte and a half), the horse goes in a straight line and at the end performs a volte and a half on the haunches, ensuring that he will face the same
way as he did when he came in.82
Some of the masters referred to these full turns as “doublings,” that is, a
double half-circle, which is equal to a whole circle. For example, “after that you
have stopt your horse, in whych soever these places it may be, make hym to
double on eche hande once or twise together.”83

Lateral Movements
Lateral movements involve sideways motion, sometimes in addition to forward
motion. For example, Markham describes going straight sideways, with no forward motion, as “going sidelong”:
if you would haue him to goe sidelong to your right hand, you shall turne your brydle
hand a little ouer to his right shoulder, and lay your left legge close to his side, so that
hee may not onelie feele your legge but your spurre also, yet in such sorte that your
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spurre doe not pricke him, and if at the first hee will not remooue his legges, you shall
continue still to holde your legge close, and let him feele the spurre more and more; if
then he remoue contrarie to your minde, that is, rather to the left hand then to the right,
you shall not respect it but still keep your legge close, and increase your correction till in
the end hee begin to remoue his legges right: which as soone as euer you perceiue, immediatelye take away your leg, cherish him, & make him a while stand still.84

De la Broue suggests using a wall to help train this completely sideways movement. In one of his diagrams, he depicts the wall with a solid line, then shows
the tracks of the front and hind feet as they are moving, with the description:
“A is the line of the wall, B is the line of track of the front feet, and C is the line
of the track of the back feet.”85 In another lateral movement, which he calls
“the bias,” he shows the horse moving sideways and forwards at the same
time, at a forty-five-degree angle. The accompanying description reads: “By the
line of the letter A, one can judge what is straight, and this must be maintained
without the horse bending the body or the neck. Track B represents the track
that must be taken first by the right front foot. And the line of C shows the track
of the hind foot.”86
It is interesting to note the emphasis on keeping the horse straight in both
the neck and body, which is similar to other sixteenth-century authors who believed the head and neck should be steady and not writhe from side to side, as
it was seen as a weakness.
De la Broue also provides a great variety of diagrams of lateral movements,
explaining in detail how to execute each part of the movement. One of the most
challenging patterns is in the shape of a square, where the horse goes fully aside
on each straight line, and then does either a turn on the forehand or turn on the
haunches in each corner. A similar exercise shows a diamond, where each side is
a forty-five-degree bias, with a turn on the haunches at each corner.87

Leaps and Other Movements
Descriptions of many other movements can be found in sixteenth-century riding manuals: what follows is a small sample.88

Retiring
In modern parlance, this is called “backing up.” The horse moves backwards,
with feet in lateral pairs. Most sixteenth-century authors approach this movement
in a very similar manner; for example, Markham suggests that “you shall by
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drawing in your bridle hand, make him retire backe: then easing your hand, let
him stand still, & cherish him.”89 Several authors also suggest employing a footman or groom to strike the horse’s forelegs or chest to encourage him to retire.

Advance
According to Grisone, an advance is a movement done when the horse stops,
and is essentially a low, controlled rear: “that which the horse doth when at
the stop he lifteth uppe bothe his forefete even together somwhat above ground
and letteth them fal again twise or thrise together.”90 Markham provides a similar description, writing that “you shall obserue that your horse aduaunce not
too hie or reare vpright, or that raising vp his foreleggs, he cast them not out ill
fauouredlie, as if he wold spraule or strike with them.”91 The horse may perform several advances in a row. Grisone notes that the Italians call this motion
“far le posate,” or what in modern times is referred to as the pesade.

Jerking or Yarking
The “jerk” or “yark” is a movement where the horse kicks out with both hind
feet at the same time. We see this movement being trained in the marginalia of
the thirteenth-century French manuscript Arras BM MS.863 Chronicle Badouin
d’Avesnes, and also being performed by the chestnut horse in Paolo Ucello’s
mid-fifteenth-century painting The Battle of San Romano. Markham suggests
teaching a horse to jerk out as follows: “you shal labor him againe, euer obseruing in the verie instant of his aduauncing to jert him vnder the flanke with your
rod, til in the end you make him yarke out both his hinder legges, iust and
euen together: which when hee doth, you shall cherish him, light from his
backe, and giue him somewhat to eate.”92

Ciambetta, Gambetta
This movement is nowadays called the jambette, where the horse holds up one
front leg or the other, stretched out in front of him. To teach the Ciambetta,
Caracciolo recommends that you “go in the barn on the right side of the Manger
to which the horse is tied up and then beat him with a stick in his right arm, . . .
and so beating him this way you will incite him with the sound of the tongue to
lift that arm. . . . you will make him do the Ciambetta with his left arm: then
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when he will be able to raise well each arm to your liking.”93 Then, once the
horse has been trained to do the Ciambetta, the rider can cue him to do so from
the saddle by “striking him with a rod upon the inside of that leg, which you
would have him lift or put forward, adding thereunto your voice, as; Up, up:
which you must continue till the horse lifts his leg.”94

Corvetta, Corvetti, Corvete, Corvet
The late medieval and early Renaissance corvet is a two-time canter with very
little forward motion. It looks like the horse is rocking, or performing a series
of small, low jumps. Bedingfield provides an interesting description of the
root of the word, namely that the “Corvetta is that motion, which the crowe
maketh, when without flieng she leapeth and jumpeth upon the ground: for
Corvo in the Italian toong signefieth a crowe, and a leape in that forme is
called Corvetta.”95 The corvet should not be confused with the modern “courbette” that is performed at the Spanish, Portuguese, German, and other historical riding schools, where the horse jumps on its hind legs.

Capriole
A capriole is where the horse leaps into the air and at the top of his arc, kicks out
with his hind feet. This may be one of the jumps referred to by Passaro and Monte
in their accounts of various spectacles they saw in the late fifteenth century.

Riding Before a Prince
Grisone instructs: “Ride first faire and softlye toward the Prince, and dooe
youre reverence: that done, depart wyth a good round trotte towarde the farthest ende of the Carere pathe.”96 So what exactly was the late medieval or
early Renaissance horseman to do when showing off a horse to the nobility?
The first thing was to find a place for the prince to stand for the performance.
In the woodcut image introducing the second part of Fiaschi’s book, we see the
master riding in an enclosed hall, facing a group of nobles who are standing
behind a low railing. Grisone notes that the best place for the prince is in some
window or scaffold, because other places might be dangerous “if the horse bee
headstronge and shoulde chaunce to breake the bridle, the raynes or porthe
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mowthes of this bridle, he might runne headlonge upon the lookers on.”97
Markham has no such qualms, and suggests putting the prince in the middle of
the riding area, “so as he may well behold both the passage of the horse to him
and from him.”98
To start the performance, both Grisone and Markham have the horseman
trot toward the prince, stop, and “dooe youre reverence”99 or “with an humble
bowing downe of your bodie towards the Crest of your horse; doe him solemne
reverence.”100 The rider should then trot off, either “towarde the farthest ende
of the Carere pathe”101 or “you shall passe to the end of your short furrowe.”102
From there, the accounts differ dramatically.
Grisone recommends that “you shall turne him on the right hande, and so
goe back agayne in the selfe same pathe, the lenghte of a manegynge course,
and there stop him, and turne him on the leafte hande,” doing whatever kind
of manège103 the horse can do best. He notes that it is important that the rider
is “observiynge always one tyme and measure,”104 which echoes Fiaschi’s emphasis on rhythm and tempo. Grisone suggests that the “first and last turn
shall be on the right hand, and the last stoppe also before the Prince.”105 In
the event that the person of importance is standing in the area where you are
riding, Grisone recommends that, after the initial reverence, the rider should
stop the horse, “even right against the Prince, or else ii or iii yardes beyonde
him, and so without puttinge him anie further forwarde, in his advauncinge,
to turn him on the right hand, and then to folow on with that kinde of manege, that he canne most redelye make.” Once the rider has completed the
manèges, he should stop with the prince on his left hand, and then double
(i.e., do complete turns) once or twice, and then, “intertaigne him [the prince]
with the Capriole and Corvetti.” Grisone also suggests several options for the
manèges, to make the horse “seme to have more strengthe, than he hath in
dede.”106
Markham, on the other hand, suggests starting with a turn terra terra, and
then to put the horse “into the Capryole bring him in those hie faults downe
the straight furrowe again” until you stop facing the prince. Next, the rider
should “put your Horse into the Corvette, and so as it were in slowe motions
daunce before him a little space.” If the horse is quite strong, perform the
“gallop galliard” (a step and a leap) to the end of the furrow, then do another
turn terra terra and perform a capriole, ending facing the prince. Then the
rider should “beate the Carogolo or snaile turn,” first to the right and then to
the left, finishing by making the horse capriole and end facing the prince.
Next, the horse should “retire back very swiftly, then you shall trot him forward again, even close to the great person, then you shall make him goe verie
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swiftlie sidelong from him, then you shall make him come sidelong almost to
him again.” If the horse still has strength, the rider should manage him up
and down, with double turns at each end of the furrow. Finally, the rider
should end facing the prince, show his reverence, and depart.107

Conclusion
As far back as antiquity, horsemen showed off their horses and equitation
skills, and spectators loved it. Unfortunately, until the late medieval period, we
only have a handful of Roman, Byzantine, and Arabic military treatises with
sections on cavalry that give us clues as to the type of training horses must
have had to fulfill their duties, both in war and as spectacle. Even in the late
medieval period, the only references are vague hints about the importance of
riders “looking good,” or of horses doing “leaps” or “flying” in the air as they
showed off during certain festivities. It is not until the 1550s and the rise of the
Italian, French, and English books on horsemanship that we have extensive
and detailed descriptions of exactly what it is the riders did, not only to train
their horses, but also to perform before a prince.
Grisone and Markham, two of the sixteenth-century authors of books on
horsemanship, instructed riders to first show off their horse’s strength by riding
the manège exercises – usually a variation on going in a straight line, turning,
and returning on the straight line (an exercise that traces back to some of the
Roman cavalry maneuvers). But they also suggested that riders entertain the
audience with leaps or “airs,” such as the corvet, terre-a-terre, capriole, advance, or gallop galliard. Since we know that many sixteenth-century riding
masters actively discouraged warhorses being trained to do these maneuvers
because it was dangerous, their primary purpose was serving as a spectacle.
Indeed, some of these movements (and derivatives thereof) are still performed
today, both in modern competition dressage and in the “classical” riding
schools in Vienna, Saumur, Lisbon, Bückeburg, and Jerez.
Many questions remain, though. Aspects of the manège exercises appear to
stem from Roman cavalry maneuvers, and similar exercises may even have been
practiced in the medieval Arabic world, but this connection remains a hypothesis. In addition, according to Xenophon, riders were performing “controlled
rears” in ancient Greece, but how did the leaps described in the late Middle Ages
and Early Renaissance evolve? More research is needed, and it seems likely that
the answers may be found outside medieval European literature.
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9 How to Make a White Mark on a Black
Horse: Middle English Hippiatric
Medicine, Common Diseases, and Their
Remedies
It is easy to imagine the number of people whose lives required practical
horsemanship skills in medieval England. Ranging from the basic staying on and
steering to hunting on horseback, from everyday horse management to training,
breeding, farriery, and veterinary knowledge, the range of skills needed was
vast. Very little is written down on these skills and how they were learned, but a
small number of treatises on equine medicine survive. These practical texts cover
aspects of horse management and care beyond medicine, giving insight into
practical horse keeping. The vernacularization of practical texts began early in
England, but Middle English equine medicine treatises developed later than their
Continental equivalents.1 The oldest surviving Middle English treatise, the Horse
Leechynge, can be dated to the early fifteenth century, while Continental treatises, such as Jordano Ruffo’s Marescalcia equorum, date from the mid-thirteenth
century onwards.2 The English and Continental texts share connections, although the depths of these have not been fully explored. The surviving Middle
English texts, while similar to each other, are also very different in their content.
They all share material in the form of the common ailments they cover and what
common remedies they offer. The connections between these treatises reveal
much about the texts and their audiences.
Previous scholarly research into the surviving texts has focused on separate
strands of textual content and context. On the one hand, linguistic studies have
covered equine medicine in the wider context of Middle English scientific writings, especially medicine. For example, Ruth Carroll focuses on the vernacularization of the text type, examining the Horse Leechynge alongside culinary
treatises.3 On the other hand, research into practical use of manuscripts has concentrated on the compilers and readers of the manuscripts containing equine
medicine. George Keiser has concluded that the readers of equine medicine treatises were interested in other practical books, especially those of hawking, hunting, planting, and crafting.4 Medical manuscripts co-existed with early print
versions, and the later print versions have been explored at length by Louise Hill
Curth in her overview of early modern equine medicine.5 A similar study into
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medieval horse medicine has not yet been published, but in her doctoral thesis,
Bryony Louise Aitchison examines medicine for horses at length and compares it
with that for hawks, hounds, and cattle. She concludes that the medicine for
hawks and horses was much more developed than that for cattle.6 Overall, while
there is a good understanding of the practical use of manuscript collection, the
text type, and how the medicine was used and reproduced at later periods, how
the texts are related, and what their practical content, especially medical remedies, is in relation to each other has not been explored.
For a better understanding of how these treatises, their recipes, and ailments are connected, I begin by identifying a group of common diseases,
from which I move onto common remedies. Just like today, horses were
treated for a multitude of ailments in a variety of different ways. By establishing common ailments and common remedies, we can identify trends in
how different treatises present common material and how this creates a
sense of audience. The author’s choices with respect to diseases, their remedies, and the instructional content creates a distinct identity for each of the
treatises, and with it, a clearly implied audience. I review what content is
presented, what is repeated, and what type of material the text contains,
from charms and remedies to horsemanship instruction. As a final reference
point, I will briefly examine other content associated with the equine medicine manuscripts to consider whether the assumptions regarding the audience are reflected in material other than that included in the treatises.
In an overview of Middle English works on science and information,
Keiser identifies nine texts on equine medicine. Two are verse pieces linked to
prose treatises, one is a set of horse-dealing lore, another a popular list of the
properties of a good horse, one an introduction to medical remedy found inscribed on a slate discovered in Ireland, and four are treatises of equine remedies and hippiatric material.7 The four treatises can be divided into two text
types: those interested in the academic or scientific, or in the case of equine
medicine, hippiatric, which contain scientific and instructional material besides medical remedies, and remedy books that contain formulaic remedies.8
Two hippiatric treatises, the Horse Leechynge and the Boke of Marchalsi, and
two remedy books, the Sloane Treatise and the Medicines for Horse, form the
core of this study.
The first of these treatises, the Horse Leechynge, is only extant in one incomplete manuscript.9 The treatise begins with the properties of a good horse, followed
by causes, prevention, and remedies organized by disease. C. A. Svinhufvud, the
text’s editor, connects the treatise with European works, including the Practica
equorum, the Spanish El Libro de los caballos and Laurentius Rusius’s Liber
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marescalcie, noting that the connection is not that of a direct translation, nor is it
simply a question of “occasional parallel.”10 In addition to the texts identified
by Svinhufvud, the properties of the ideal horse, described at the beginning of
the treatise, follow closely the description of the horse as found in the bestiary
tradition.11 Overall, the text contains only fifteen ailments, with multiple remedies for most of them.
The later of the two hippiatric treatises, the Boke of Marchalsi, is one of the
better-known Middle English treatises on horse management and medicine. It
is extant in ten manuscripts, which date from the fifteenth to the early sixteenth
century.12 The treatise is comprised of a verse introduction, hippiatric material
on horse management partially set in question-and-answer format, followed by
sixty-one ailments and remedies.13 Due to its format, Bengt Odenstedt, who
edited parts of the text in the early 1970s, suggests that it may have had educational purposes. Indeed, the text refers to training, including “hors of arms or
palfray” and describes young horses as “stedfolys,” which Odenstedt connects
with higher class aspirations for the text.14
The more popular of the remedy books is known by multiple names, such
as Medicines for Horses and the Sotherbe Treatise – the last line of the treatise
is per explicit Sotherbe in one of the manuscripts. According to Keiser, this
treatise exists in at least nine manuscripts, some of which are incomplete or
excerpts, and two early prints, including two by Wynkyn the Worde.15 The
text was widely circulated and reprinted in the sixteenth century.16 While
parts of the text have been edited by W. L. Braekman in his Of Hawks and
Horses, the selection is limited to material contained in Cambridge University
Library MS Ll. I 18 and consists of thirty-two remedies.17 There is no full edition of the treatise; the copy of Medicines found in Bodleian Library MS Wood
empt 18 includes over fifty remedies. The treatise includes instructional remedies covering horse keeping and training; it differs from the others with its
consistent single remedy per disease format. The final remedy book, the
Sloane Treatise, exists in two manuscripts, the British Library MS Sloane 962
and, as a shorter and older extract, the British Library MS Arundel 272. In the
Sloane manuscript, the treatise follows directly from a copy of Medicines. The
contents show very little interest in diagnosis, recognition of diseases, or
horse management. The material is not organized or arranged in a particular
order, and remedies are scattered and clustered throughout the text. An edition forms the second half of the “Horses” section in Braekman’s Of Hawks
and Horses, which consists of sixty-four recipes, including a large number of
charms. Braekman suggests that the treatise may have French origins, based
on remedy titles such as “pur les farcines” and “for malt de lange.” He also
observes that the shorter copy of the Sloane contains no charms.18
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Overall, these treatises cover over a hundred ailments. Some are common
and found in several of the treatises, while others are only found in one.
However, to establish what common diseases for horses were, a wider view is
required. Beyond these treatises, remedies and ailments can also be found
among types of human medicine, in manuscript margins, as clusters of remedies filling space between texts. References to illnesses and cures are also
located in household accounts as purchases for materials or medicine. In her
review of animal ailments across a wide range of sources, Aitchison notes that
“the commonest types of ailments suffered varied from animal to animal.
For instance, horses suffered from many foot ailments, and also swellings,
eye complaints, and mouth complaints.”19 A comparison of the four treatises
with Aitchison’s sources identifies ten common ailments: farcy (a lethal bacterial infection); trenchelouns (or “stomach pains,” perhaps modern colic);
vives and strangullion (glandular swellings and infections); mange and
scabbe (both skin ailments); and malanders, paynes, ringbone, and sorews
(all leg ailments).20 An additional two ailments, founder and glanders, are
also common outside of the four treatises, though remedies for these are only
found in two of the treatises.
The dissemination of these ten common ailments is not even across the
treatises. Only one can be found in all four texts: farcy. However, a distinct pattern of distribution can be found: most of the omissions are from Leechynge.
Firstly, the number of ailments in Leechynge is generally lower than in the
other treatises. While the treatise contains multiple remedies, the small number
of ailments reduces the likelihood for crossover. Secondly, the treatise is incomplete. The last remedy, paynes, indicates that further leg ailments, such as ringbone or sorews, might have followed. However, this can only be conjectured.
The surviving contents are notably focused on visual ailments, diseases such as
tortes and fyke – described as a type of abscess and sarcoids, mange and
scabbe – ugly rashes, and farcy with a symptom of skin lesions. While some of
the exclusions may be due to incompleteness, it is more likely that at least
some of these omissions were intentional. One of the reasons for the omissions
may be that because of its Continental sources, the treatise refers to a slightly
different set of common ailments. What is clear is that the smaller selection of
common diseases changes the focus of the treatise, and that practical material
is inherently tied to the overall perspective of the text.
With several diseases shared by these treatises, it could be assumed that
remedies to these ailments are also shared. However, for most of the common
ailments, while the remedies are similar, they are not the same. Remedies are,
however, repeated throughout the texts. Some remedies are offered as suitable
for multiple ailments or repeated as treatment for different ailments within a
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treatise, and, occasionally, the same remedy is shared across the treatises. The
first two types of sharing occur primarily within two of the remedy books.
The single remedy suitable for multiple ailments is a method of repetition that
can be found in Sloane. For example, a remedy of vinegar, verdegris, and arnement boiled together into plaster is described: “ye same medicine is gode for ye
ryngbon and spaweyn.”21 Similarly, another remedy is titled “for to done a wey
þe ryngbone and þe splent bon.”22 The connections between these ailments are
not arbitrary. Ringbone, splints, and spavin appear as bony growths in different
places on the horse’s legs. Modern veterinary medicine identifies both bone
spavin and ringbone as exostosis commonly caused by trauma or osteoarthritis, whereas splints occur in horses when the splint bone – a prehistoric toe
remnant– fuses with the canon bone due to trauma or overworking. Even in
modern medicine, these conditions and their treatments are not very different
from each other.23
The second type of repetition can be found in Medicines. While most ailments have more than one remedy within a treatise, Medicines is an exception;
it creates a sense of authority by including only a single remedy per disease.
However, remedies are still repeated, but without acknowledgement. The remedy for sorews includes cutting the skin at the site of the ailment and applying
a hot onion poultice. The same remedy can be found, a few recipes later, for
ringbone: “þan take a good grete onyone & cute oute þe core & put þerin a sponefull of vnslekyd lyme & iij peny wyght of verdegrese & put yt in to þe hot
emerrys to þe onyone waxe soft & þan bray al þese togyder & lay ytt al hote to
þe sore & sowy yt wt a cloyth & serve hym þus iij times.”24 The same remedy is
also used with additional lavender for splints – the remedy for sorews uses additional honey.25 Again, it is not surprising that sorew also shares a remedy
with ringbone and splints. While the modern term for sorew is unclear, the medieval description provided is as follows: “a serew is in maner off a grystyll that
is as grete as an almond, and hit grovethe in þe fore legge, on the inne syde in
the myddyll of the legge off the horse.”26 Based on this description, a sorew
could be either a larger splint or a fractured splint bone; there is a logical connection to ringbone and splints. The text’s authority is reaffirmed by the
method of blind repetition. However, this also makes the treatise simpler to
navigate: information for a disease is only found in one place. This method is
the opposite of that of Sloane, where alternatives are identified in the title and
in the remedy, and where material is presented in no particular order. The resulting text is awkward to use, and the information appears arranged with very
little thought as to its user or audience.
There are some remedies that are repeated across the treatises. This is the
case with some of the remedies for farcy. As a disease, farcy stands out from all
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other equine ailments as a result of the sheer number of its remedies. Farcy,
which is caused by bacterial infection, is contagious, zoonotic, and lethal.27 Its
contagiousness is recognized in both Leechynge and the Marchalsi: “for þat it
comit to an hors litliche in ȝowþe whan they ben prowd of blod, or be smelling
þer an hors had ben beforn hym þat had þe malady, or be þe wynd of an hors þat
standit ny hym þat hath þe malady, or be the smellyng of a sowe that goth of
bremmyng, or by the savour of a bore.”28 When it came to treating farcy, various
options existed: these included drafts, surgical removals, plasters, bloodletting,
powders, and charms. Many of these remedies were performed together, and, indeed, in the single entry in Medicines, bloodletting is followed by a draft. Multiaction remedies were not uncommon, and Aitchison notes that, especially for
horses, most surgical interventions were followed by additional treatment.29
Plasters and charms were also common remedies for farcy. The high number of charms for an ailment can be seen as an indication of how severe the
condition was considered to be – there was not a single cure for the ailment.
Three of the treatises contain a St. Job charm for the disease, though the charms
are not identical. The charm and the disease are both linked to worms, perhaps
due to the worm hole-like lesions on the body.30 This link to worms is evident
in the description of the disease in Leechynge: “Farcyn is an euel of to muche
mosture of flesche. & to muche plente of humurus þe which euel sum men
clepeþ þe worme. And þe cause whi-forr þe forseide humours þat beþ in þe flesche makeþ rounde holes in þe flesche &in þe skyn as þe angeltweches doþ in
þe erþe.”31 Likewise, there is a clear link to worms in the St. Job charm. While
the charm refers to St. Job, it counts down – or in the case of Marchalsi, up –
the number of worms St. Job had. The charm is also used for canker and worms
in horses, though examples of this usage are not found in the four treatises. Its
other uses include worms in humans.32
The remedies for farcy show connections between the treatises beyond the
St. Job charm. Recipes in Leechynge are also found in Sloane. The first of the remedies, a simple plaster of poppy root, red nettle, mint, and flax, is followed by a
draft of betony and mercury. An additional two remedies for farcy follow a plaster for the wounds of farcy and the St. Job charm. The same remedies are found
in Sloane, with the same contents, and in the same order, showing a connection
between the two treatises. Three further charms for staunching blood can also be
found in both treatises. However, these three charms are clustered together halfway through the Sloane text, several folios away from the remedies for farcy. In
Leechynge, remedies for farcy and bloodletting are among the first medical items
in the treatise, although not directly following each other. The author of
Leechynge took great care to compile material per disease, whereas Sloane is a
disorganized compilation in which material was possibly collated from a number
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of different sources at different points. It can, therefore, be presumed that the
two texts are linked by one or more sources with shared material, which may
have been older than either of the texts. These connections are a clear indication
of the existence of a corpus of remedies outside the surviving treatises. The
choices made by the authors show not just practical preferences and opinions
oneffectiveness, but also textual choices based on the ideas of their audience.
The inclusion and exclusion of charms is a clear point for comparison between the treatises. Again, Medicines proves an exception as it does not contain
any charms. This is a clear choice by the author and sets the text apart from the
rest. Marchalsi and Leechynge straddle the middle line with a small number of
charms, with Sloane at the other end of the spectrum with a large quantity of
charms. Sloane includes charms for cloying, ‘wrauth’, worms and ‘stranglioun’,
blood staunching and foundering, but the number for farcy is the highest.
Overall, charms are also the most common points of textual connection between the treatises, connecting all but Medicines with each other. Yet together
with its disorganized arrangement, the excessive number of charms in Sloane
sets its audience further apart from others: the sheer number of charms makes
it appear the least scientific.
This lack of scientific focus can also be seen in the limited amount of instructional and horse training material in the Sloane text. Each of the treatises contains some material on the keeping and training of horses in different formats.
For the hippiatric treatises, this material constitutes a separate section. In the
remedy books, this material is included as individual remedies for specific behaviors and actions, such as “for horse that is restive,” “how to make old horse look
young,” “how to make horse not neigh,” and “how to make a white mark on a
black horse.” While at first glance this material appears to be the equivalent of
the more descriptive information laid out in the hippiatric treatises, and, indeed,
Medicines includes a remedy of “how to choose a horse and to know the best
properties of a horse,” this material is more complex than it initially appears.
Overall, these recipes focus on particular behaviors or outcomes, rather than the
“why” or the “when.” They are a collection of useful “how to” items, better described as tricks of the trade. The use of this non-medical material is what creates
the text type distinctions between the four treatises. The manner in which information and training is covered, and what material is included, separates the
hippiatric treatises from the remedy books. However, even within the text type
divisions there are clear distinctions between the texts, and these bring into
focus their audiences.
The instructional material is incorporated at the beginning of Leechynge.
Commencing with a clear description of the ideal horse, the treatise then provides a brief preliminary of causes of ailments in horses before moving on to
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diseases and remedies. The information focuses heavily on the horse’s appearance, and the treatise does not incorporate material on the training
or general management of horses. The focus is the conformation of the horse,
the disease and its causes, prevention, and available remedies. The connections to Continental texts create an educated setting, but the didactic
elements are limited to the medicine. The instructional material is very different in Marchalsi. The treatise begins with a verse introduction, followed by
advice on horse training from foal to five-or-so years of age, including notes
on what the horse should be taught at what age and a long piece on St.
Hippolytus, before moving on to medical instruction of ailments, their causes,
and remedies.33 Throughout, the text is set out in question and answer format,
highlighting topics and creating headlines. The treatise includes much more
practical information concerning horsemanship than any of the other four, or
any other comparable Middle English source. Simple practical advice, such as
having the feet of young horses picked up and knocked on to prepare them for
the sensation of shoeing, is not found in any of the other treatises. The text contains a warning against working horses too much too young; horses under five
were not ready in the author’s view. The format of the text creates a sense of
learning and education beyond the practical material, as does the inclusion of
the story of St. Hippolytus. The references to palfreys and horses of arms also
point towards a higher class of readership. Marchalsi covers practical matter relevant to the gentleman, while the audience of Leechynge is more academic.
Both Medicines and Sloane incorporate practical “how to” material in remedy
format. This format creates a sense of each treatise as a type of aide-mémoire or
quick reference guide instead of largely educational or theoretical in nature. For
example, Medicines includes a remedy for a restive horse – a horse that is refusing to move forwards: “Take a whipcord iij fould & make a sshakell & set it
betwe his coddis & his yerde & tye þerto a small corde & sett on him saddell & lat
þe cordis ende come vnde his bely to þe saddell bowe.”34 When a horse is then
ridden by a child with spurs on, whenever the horse “displays its bad manners,”
the cord will tug between its legs, which will startle the horse. Once used, the
remedy would be hard to forget; there are no special ingredients to remember.
The simple remedy describing “how to” offers strong practical instruction in contrast to the more theoretical guidance of Marchalsi and Leechynge. The didactic
aim favors practical application as opposed to an increase in theoretical knowledge. There is a division of material between the two remedy books: Sloane includes only a handful of practical remedies. Again, this emphasizes their
respective audiences. The contents of Medicines make it better suited for those in
charge of larger numbers of horses – or in charge of people looking after the
horses. Sloane’s intended audience seems to be its compiler; there is very little in
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the content or format of the text that would support the idea of an external
audience.
Additionally, there are practical remedies that do not seem educational to
modern eyes. Instructions for making a white mark on a black horse or making
an old horse appear young can be found in both Medicines and Sloane, as well as
in the pages preceding Medicines in the Wood empt 18 manuscript. The first
Sloane remedy uses a broth to anoint a hairless area created by a combination of
heated iron and plucking away hairs: “Wasche him wt hote water, and yan take
an hote go-bet of erne, and hold it before ye frounte, so yat it touche not ye here,
and after ward pluk a wey yat here, and take qyke molle, and sethe it in a new
erthen pot, and anoynt him wt ye brothe.”35 The second remedy applies heat
with a roasted “oak apple” after the hair has been removed. The Medicines remedy consists of a powder of burned tiles with lily, daisy, and white briar roots,
which is rubbed on the skin until it is sore. This is then followed by a wash of
water where “mollis haue be sedyed inne.”36 Likewise, remedies from the Wood
empt 18 manuscript include a broth containing a mole’s excrement. The use of
moles may be linked to the possibility that the saliva of the European mole has a
paralyzing effect, which may have numbed the area.37 Whether this also had
other effects is not clear; the underlying process relies on injury to the skin. As
those working with horses know, it is very common for the area affected by injury
to heal with white hairs rather than the original coat color, leaving a patchwork
of evidence of previous grievances.
The true intrigue of this remedy is its existence. Why the need to make a
white mark and document it? A few potential explanations exist. First, the
color and markings of a horse are, outside of branding and modern microchipping, still the main methods of officially documenting the identity and, with
it, the ownership of a horse. Second, the colors of a horse bear a certain
value, and some colors are preferred over others. As the remedy describing
the properties of a good horse in Medicines notes: “the best color is a blake
bay . . . have a whyte sterre in þe forhede.”38 Thus, amending markings of a
horse could have been done to improve its value. Tied to ownership and
value, this remedy, recorded alongside remedies such as “how to make old
horse look young” and “how to make wild horse tame,” appears to be connected to the less desirable side of horse dealing. The inclusion of these remedies has an impact on our assumptions about the intended audience of the
treatises. Was such guidance meant for the reader to use or simply to know?
This practical material works both as a caveat to a horse buyer and as guidance to a wily seller. What is certain is that the two remedy books not only
contain practical material for the care of horses, but also include information
on the tricks of the horse trade for the readers’ benefit.
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As a final observation, some information on the audiences can also be
gained from the material contained in the treatises. While what can be said of
the accompanying texts for Leechynge and Sloane is limited due to the small
number of manuscripts, it is worth mentioning that the sole copy of Leechynge
is contained in a manuscript incorporating medical matter in a number of languages, including German, Dutch, Latin, and French. However, the texts were
brought together at a later date, so while this may be linked to the text’s
Continental connections, no clear assumption can be made.39 However, some
observations can be made about manuscript content with respect to Marchalsi
and Medicines. Marchalsi is often found in manuscripts that contain some educational and guidance texts. These include texts such as Vegetius’s De rei militari, The Babees Boke, the ABC of Aristotle, and extracts from Confessio
Amantis. This echoes the didactic nature of Marchalsi. In contrast, manuscripts
with Medicines often include tracts covering practical matter, medicine, and
medical remedies in different forms. Keiser identifies these practical texts as
those of interest for the landed gentry and those responsible to them.40 While
few of the collections are pure medical miscellanies, most contain material related to different aspects of estate management. Additionally, some of the
manuscripts contain more than one piece on equine medicine. One already
mentioned is the Bodleian Library MS Wood empt 18 manuscript, which contains a copy of both Medicines and Marchalsi, alongside multiple pieces of
equine lore and small collections of remedies. A copy of Marchalsi is also found
bound on its own, while a copy of Medicines can be found in Yale University
Library Beinecke MS 163, which also contains Jordano Ruffo’s Marescalcia
equorum. Likewise, in the Sloane 962 manuscript, a copy of Medicines is followed by a copy of Sloane. Against the backdrop of these connections,
the Marchalsi appears more didactic – the reflationary nature is found both in
its contents and its general manuscript context. In contrast, the manuscripts
containing Medicines focus more on practical content, tying the treatise together with materials used for reference by landed gentry. Once again, this emphasizes the distinction found in the texts themselves: remedy books are
reference material, and hippiatric treatises are educational.41
Overall, these treatises were aimed at a practical audience: those who
wanted or needed to know about horse keeping. However, who the perceived
audience was is clearly different depending on the treatise: this can be seen
from the way in which the practical, medical, and instructional material is presented and chosen. Because of these choices, Leechynge, while a compilation of
multiple remedies with a potential for manifold sources, becomes a treatise for
scientific and academic interest, with emphasis on the medical material. Its author has taken great care to arrange the material in an organized manner,
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clearly directing the reader to all of the available information. In contrast, the
choices made by the author of Marchalsi are focused on education and aspiration. The material is arranged not for the convenience of a practical user treating
a horse with a specific ailment, but for the education of an interested reader. The
material is to be understood, reflected on, and then used rather than simply accessed in a moment of need. In comparison, the author of Medicines has created
a sense of authority by choosing to present only a single remedy per disease, to
exclude charms, and to include training material, however dubious. As a result
of these choices, the treatise is generally practical and useable, a valuable piece
for any horse keeper, and it is no surprise then that the treatise came to be incorporated into multiple print editions. Finally, least organized or educational, the
Sloane Treatise leaves its audience without a structure or direction to access the
information. The text gives no direct sense of an audience or a user beyond its
author and their interests. Although the division of the text is clear from the
start, the audience of each of the texts is discernible when one considers the contents. From practical material to instructional guidance, each treatise provides a
distinct idea of its intended audience. While one treatise may be meant for a gentleman, another may be intended for the horse merchant.
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10 Bread for My Horses
“Cheaper than oats and safer than corn.”1 This was the slogan that William
H. Danforth, founder of Purina Mills, used in 1894 to sell a brand-new product: a blend of corn, oats, and molasses that is now ubiquitous in barns
throughout much of the world. Danforth’s marketing ploy was wildly successful, as it fit the nutritional needs of horses while also meeting the economic concerns of their owners. Danforth’s sweet feed mix is considered the
first commercially formulated horse feed; however, from the mid-thirteenth
to the mid-seventeenth century in England, breads specifically for feeding
horses were commercially available and highly regulated. Horsebreads also
appear to have been common on the Continent, and may have remained in
regular use as late as the nineteenth century in some areas. While they would
be largely unrecognizable as livestock feed today, these breads likewise fulfilled
the particular nutritional needs of horses.
Horses were incredibly valuable for the work they could do, whether it was
plowing, transportation, or sport. While they may have also been admired for
their beauty, it was a rare animal that earned their keep on that alone. In order
to perform these services, of course, the horse must be fed. Racing, hunting,
and plowing are all quite different, and at least the last of these required a different sort of horse. Yet, all of these animals require an immense number of calories to perform their duties. Horses are somewhat inefficient and rather
delicate eaters. A modern horse in “heavy work,” such as racing or three-day
eventing, requires around thirty thousand calories per day.2 This calorie load
cannot be met by grazing or hay alone, and thus “concentrates” – i.e., concentrated sources of calories, are added to the animal’s diet. Gervase Markham,
whose oft-copied recipes I will discuss below, suggested starting with four to
six quarts of oats – around seven thousand calories of concentrate – per day
when a horse was just entering training, followed by regular increases every
two weeks. Today, Markham’s whole oats join a host of historically used grains,
along with sweet grain mixes like Danforth’s, and a multitude of new (though
still grain-based) pelleted products that provide required additional calories to
working horses. Large concentrate meals have been associated with a number
of medical ailments in horses. Horses are very efficient at digesting fiber but
have a limited capacity for simple starches. An overload, such as from a large
quantity of modern white bread, causes excessive fermentation in the gut. This
can lead to colic or laminitis, either of which can be fatal.3 Horsebreads, however,
were very unlike modern white bread and provided dense but safe nutrition.
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-011
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The nutritional failures of modern bread for equine diets may be why scholars have been loath to approach the subject. There are no books that deal with
the topic, despite a recent surge in equestrian histories. William Rubel’s article,
“English Horse-bread, 1590–1800,” has renewed interest in this early commercial feed and provides a hint about why bread, a substance today known to
cause colic in horses, was commonly fed for so long.4 While Rubel does not address this issue directly, he does detail several recipes, primarily from the seventeenth century. These recipes are very different from modern bread, and this
is due not only to coarser milling or older strains of grain. Markham specifically
advised against white bread for horses but provided several horsebread formulas.5
The primary difference is that horsebreads were made with some form of ground
legume, most often fava beans – commonly enough that favas were known as
horsebeans. These horsebreads would not only have been “a denser source of calories and protein,” as Rubel points out, but also well suited to horses’ unique and
sometimes fickle digestive system.6 While the use of bread for animal feed was no
doubt in part due to the massive bread-making industry in early modern England,
the nutritional value of horsebreads, particularly earlier forms, suggests that they
were not merely made from the leftover ingredients from the production of finer
breads meant for human tables.
Given that horsebreads seem to have become common by the middle of
the thirteenth century, it seems likely that this innovation in livestock feeding
occurred as a result of two factors. The first is the increased regulation on
breads in general, which become a major taxable item.7 The second is the recent proliferation of farm horses, due to the horse collar and the heavy plow.8
Related to their increased use on farms, horses were also more commonly
used for non-elite travel at this point. The first would make horsebread production valuable to anyone in position to collect taxes. The second means
horses were suddenly required to perform longer, harder work, which requires
more bioavailable nutrition. Horses remain healthiest when grazing continuously, something that is not possible for a horse working long hours in front
of a plow. Yet those same long hours meant increased caloric needs. Horsebreads
were not only “pre-mixed,” like today’s commercial feeds: cooking acts as predigestion. In addition, horsebreads can absorb more liquid than a regular grain
mash, which increases the safety of the calorie-dense meal.9
In addition to the simple calories, there are a few critical features any horse
feed must have to keep these delicate eaters in working condition. The most important is fiber. A horse must consume about 2 percent of its bodyweight each
day in hay or about four times that amount in grass.10 Concentrates are often
low in fiber. While other sources can be used to meet this need, a bulk low fiber
meal will cause digestive upset. This is one of the reasons oats, where available,
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are always a popular horse feed; their fibrous hull makes them safer to feed than
many other grains.11 Fava beans, the most common legume used in horsebreads,
are almost a quarter fiber by dry matter.12 Dried peas have a similar fiber
content.13 By comparison, whole oats are only about 11 percent fiber.14 If wheat
flour was used in early horsebreads, it was the bran or the chisel (a coarse,
mostly bran flour). These were effectively the by-products of bread making and,
as such, were very economical, as discussed by Rubel. However, bran and chisel
are both higher in fiber than whole wheat flour and much lower in non-structural
carbohydrates. Non-structural carbohydrates are usually the culprits when a
large meal causes colic or laminitis to a horse.15 Wheat bran mashes have long
been a staple in horse barns, despite nutritional deficiencies.16 The practice of
feeding wheat bran mashes to horses after a foxhunt may be an extension of earlier, more balanced horsebread mashes.
The primary problem with the aforementioned wheat bran mashes is the extreme excess of phosphorous in wheat bran. While we now know that much of
nutritional science involves the careful balancing of a myriad of vitamins and minerals, there is one particularly critical pair in equine nutrition: calcium and phosphorous. Horses require a 1.1:1 to 2:1 calcium-to-phosphorous ratio. This narrow
window, along with the fact that all grains are naturally higher in phosphorous
than calcium, means that these two minerals are of particular concern. Wheat
bran has roughly thirteen times as much phosphorous as it does calcium, and
what little calcium it does have is not easily absorbed. This extreme imbalance
causes hyperparathyroidism, which leads to lameness via calcification of the soft
tissue.17 While knowledge of the mechanism is modern, the connection with
wheat bran was known, as horses displaying symptoms were said to have “miller’s
disease” or “bran disease.” Despite the economy of wheat bran, only a small
amount was called for in early horsebreads. Whole rye was favored. 18 While
Thomas de Grey’s 1684 recipe recommends “a little course Rye-meal, to make it
stick together,” fava and pea flour hold a loaf quite well on their own.19 The addition of rye is likely a holdover from when horsebread ingredients were chosen for
economy, but stayed in use, because it is healthier for horses than wheat bread.
Whole rye flour has about two-thirds the phosphorous of wheat bran, and its calcium is more bioavailable. In addition to this preference for the least unbalanced
flour available, the feeding directions for horsebreads addressed this mineral imbalance by recommending the inclusion of chaff, the stalks and pieces left over
after threshing grain. Markham does not recommend chaff in his “three diets” for
racehorses, but regularly mentions the practice of chaff or chopped hay being
mixed with a horse’s feed. Both oat and rye chaff have nearly four times as much
calcium as they do phosphorous.20 Wheat chaff would be unlikely to be used, as
wheat stalks were used for thatching.21 Chaff is still added to feed to slow eating
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and add fiber, thus preventing digestive upset, but in this case the chaff would
also provide the necessary calcium to prevent hyperparathyroidism.
With a suitable amount of fiber and a calcium-to-phosphorous ratio within
safe limits, horsebreads were not dangerous to feed regularly. They could provide some of the required caloric density. However, calories alone cannot sustain a horse in heavy work. Protein is also needed in excess of what hay or
pasture alone can provide. Modern commercial concentrates are often defined
by their protein percentage. Peas, one of the possible horsebread ingredients,
are gaining popularity in modern commercial feed mixes because of their protein
content, which is of particularly good quality for horses.22 Horses require ten essential amino acids, of which the most limiting – and therefore most important –
is lysine. Without sufficient lysine, the horse cannot utilize dietary protein.23 Both
fava beans and peas are high not only in protein, but in lysine specifically. Both
are about a quarter protein by dry matter, of which a bit under 10 percent is
lysine; compare this to oats at around 10 percent protein, with less than 5 percent of it being lysine.24 There are some palatability issues with peas; fava
beans are larger and more sulfurous, and likely have more palatability issues.
Markham specifies the use of hot water in making horsebread to “take the savour from the beans.”25 This, along with the baking process, makes even the
intense fava very mild and thus more likely to be accepted by the horse.26
While the increase in calorie density between whole grains and horsebreads is
relatively small, the increase in usable protein is immense.
Below are a number of horsebread recipes, drawn primarily from horsemanship manuals. These are all from later in the period when horsebreads were
commonly used. Many of these manuals include multiple recipes, usually based
in some fashion on Gervase Markham’s feeding method. The third recipe in each
set often includes eggs, milk, and medicinal herbs, as well as instructions for
customization – i.e., not a large-scale commercial product, but rather a specialized one. Included with each recipe below is the author’s feeding instructions
and, if given, reasoning for using bread rather than whole grain or mashes.
These recipes show a gradual shift away from economical and healthful horsebreads to specialized products with class associations and pseudo-medicinal
properties.
Gervase Markham’s overlapping works, Cavalrice, Discourse on Horsemanship,
and Markham’s Masterpiece, like many equestrian manuals of the time (and,
truly, still today), consider a wide swatch of horse selection, care, and training.
However, his primary concern is with racehorses. He gives detailed training regimes, including particular feeding recommendations, for taking a horse from idle
(but presumably trained to ride) to race ready. In his Masterpiece, Markham recommends only oats and hay for the first two weeks. However, as mentioned
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above, even in this early stage the horse may be eating as much as six quarts.
Markham breaks this into four or five feedings, which is much safer for the horse
than eating one or two large meals. Even so, there is a limit to how much grain a
horse will consume (at least, without the modern addition of molasses).27 Adding
enough to meet the additional caloric demands of a drastically increased workload
presents some challenges. From the beginning, Markham gives advice on how to
keep the horse’s appetite up. In the second stage of training, he introduces horsebread. His “first diet” – truly, the second, but he seems to consider the first two
weeks a sort of pre-training – calls for bread made from between half a bushel
and three pecks of “the best horse-beans” to be ground together with one peck of
wheat and then “dressed fine” to remove all husks and the bulk of the bran.28
This is made into a dough using three quarts of the “best ale-yest” and as little
water as possible before being baked and then left to stale at least three days.29
His second recipe requires equal amounts of beans and wheat, while his third
requires more “fine” wheat. The third bread, if it was made in the same way as
the first two, would be extremely deficient in protein and calcium; however, for
this third bread, Markham insists on the addition of milk and egg whites. These
breads are to be fed, three or four slices at a time, well dried and crumbled into
oats. Interestingly, Markham’s earlier recipes (Discourse on Horsemanship, 1593;
and Cavalrice, 1607) include rye.30 In both of those works, he calls for a strike of
beans, two pecks of wheat, and one of rye. Markham seems to be trying to slowly
distance his recipes from common horsebreads by making them more like elite
table breads. Even so, he retains the use of beans.
Unfortunately, the term “strike,” as Rubel points out, is a “unit of measure
often used for beans that varied in size from half a bushel to four bushels.”31 This
is problematic when other measurements in the recipe are given in pecks, and,
in the case of Gervase Markham, when there is no mention of a bushel for
comparison.32 Rubel suggests that a strike of beans is equal to two bushels. This
seems entirely reasonable, considering the range of measurements a strike was
used for, from two pecks to four bushels. A “strike” is the tool used to level a
bushel, and a strike was also known as a “London bushel” at the time Markham
was writing.33 Markham spent a great deal of time in London and was buried
there. It is likely that Rubel chose the two-bushel measure in order to line
Markham’s recipes up with John Halfpenny’s (1696), whom he also discusses.
While a “London bushel” is possible for Markham’s use of a strike, Halfpenny
appears to have based his recipes on Markham’s. Thomas de Grey (1639), unlike
Halfpenny, clearly favors a large amount of grain compared to legumes, and in
general there appears to be a trend towards using more flour, more refined
flours, and more wheat specifically, all couched in class terms. Even Markham’s
recipes show a shift toward more, and finer, wheat flour, fed in smaller quantities;
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Rubel notes that, early on, Markham published a horsebread recipe in Charles
Estienne’s Maison Rustique that called for chisel rather than whole wheat flour.34
Eggs, milk, and appetite-stimulating herbs were added to ensure the horses’ needs
could still be met by these “elite” breads that used ever more wheat flour.
For Rubel’s purposes, the volume of a “strike” does not make a large difference. However, for questions regarding nutritional content, that is a critical difference. The first two recipes in Markham’s Masterpiece called for more than
twice as much, by volume, of beans than of grain, while his third called for
three times more grain than beans (if the measurement of a strike as two bushels were used). Surprisingly, high percentage bean flour loaves do hold up very
well, but few things will make a horse sick faster than a drastic change in diet.35
However, the drastic changes in Markham’s bread recipes would be mitigated
by the increasingly small quantities, fed along with a large quantity of whole
oats. In addition to bringing Markham’s recipes in line with Halfpenny, whose
work is largely derivative of Markham’s, this large percentage of legume flour,
especially paired with rye, likely reflects earlier horsebreads meant to feed
laboring horses. Markham’s use of three bread recipes in series shifts a prospective racehorse from a common diet to an elite one.
William Gibson’s 1726 The True Method of Dieting Horses is one of the latest
instances of published horsebread recipes. 36 Like the others, he regularly refers to
Markham; his recipes are quoted from Markham, but without any of the associated
training or grooming regime. Gibson suggests that bread is primarily an emergency ration while traveling and that horses must be “accustomed to eat” it.37 To
Gibson, then, horsebread is not regular fodder. Given the number of horsebread
regulations from the end of the fourteenth century on that were aimed at innkeepers, horsebread may have been more commonly used for travel than daily rations before its brief heyday as a racehorse feed; indeed, these very regulations
would make it safer for horses to eat than unknown grain.38 A century later, the
London Farmer’s Magazine notes that coarse ryebreads are still fed in Germany,
but the feeding of specialized breads such as Markham once used for racehorses
was well out of fashion. One story of a rye, oat, and potato bread – fed mixed with
chaff – being used by a French trainer to save money was deemed “nonsense,”
suggesting that the trainer did not have enough horses to go through the amount
of feed he claimed.39 The author states of feeding bread that “nothing of the kind
. . . is now used in this country.”40 Legumes, however, were well regarded in the
article; just not in bread form. Extensive instructions were given in how to teach
horses to eat them, given their palatability issues. Throughout the article, the author shows a great concern for the connection between feedstuff and colic and
laminitis; the connection between improper feed and these devastating ailments
has likely been known since horses were first fed concentrates.
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John Stewart’s 1854 Stable Economy, which appears to draw in no small part
on the article in the Farmer’s Magazine, likewise suggests that “black” bread was
still at that time fed to horses in Germany as well as Holland and Norway, but
seems to barely recall that local horsebreads were once made with legumes.41 In
one place, he suggests that horsebreads were made only of mixed grains, then
later he invokes Markham’s recommended bean bread. Regular grain breads, according to Stewart, might be occasionally used to tempt a sick horse’s appetite,
but he seems skeptical.42 He is also very concerned with the amount of wheat
bread bakers feed their horses; to them, he gives the nutritionally sound advice
that the bread be soaked in hot water and mixed with chaff.43
From Markham on, we see the shifting of horsebread from something
that might include mostly bean flour and even chaff to an elite product; but
in the process of doing so it becomes obsolete. Specialized semi-medicinal
treats, much like Markham’s “balls” of bread and herbs, are still in use, but
horsebreads went out of fashion within little over a century after achieving a
specialized status. Other breads did not fade out of use, and the taxation
and regulation of those breads well outlasted the common use of horsebread.
While some of the shift away from horsebreads can be explained by the simple expediency of whole grains, it is likely that the nutritional erosion
caused by the addition of ever finer flours played a role in their downfall.
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11 Curbing Horsepower: The Archaeology
of Curb Bits in Medieval England – and
Elsewhere
Introduction
In 1940, the London Museum, forerunner of the present Museum of London,
published a catalog of its medieval collection, largely the work of the museum’s
Assistant Keeper, John Ward Perkins. The London Museum’s medieval collection then comprised items, mostly chance finds from construction sites in the
London area or dredged from the River Thames, that were described as “a
cross-section of the things in everyday use in Medieval England” and differed
from the select, more valuable, or “art” objects to be found in the national
collections.1 In the course of an extensive chapter on “Horse-furniture,” Ward
Perkins commented – apparently confident that his readers needed no explanation of the distinction between “curb” and “snaffle”2 – that
Snaffle-bits and curb-bits were both used throughout the Middle Ages. Actual examples
of the latter are, however, extremely rare before the 15th century, although they are common in representations from the 11th century onwards. The discrepancy is due no doubt
to their exclusive use for riding in its more elaborate forms, which naturally bulks disproportionately large in contemporary illustration. The draught-horse, the pack-horse, and
the wayfarer’s nag used some simple form of snaffle, and it is to this class that nearly all
the surviving examples belong.3

Thus, while finding sufficient numbers of medieval snaffles in museum collections or in the archaeological literature to construct a useful typological classification of their cheekpieces and mouthpieces, Ward Perkins could not identify
an example of a curb bit in the London Museum’s own collection that was unquestionably medieval. A later study of medieval horse equipment found during archaeological excavations in London in the 1970s and 1980s (The Medieval
Horse and its Equipment) could add only five snaffles and a single (and

Note: since presenting a version of this paper at the International Medieval Congress in Leeds
in July 2017, I have benefited from advice and comments on the subject from a number of people, in particular Gail Brownrigg, Marina Viallon, and Robert Webley, to whom I am most grateful. The faults remain my own.
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-012
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anomalous) curb, and concluded, as Ward Perkins had, that many of the finds
were from horses used for haulage rather than riding.4
Medieval curb bits, however, are now seen to be less rare survivals than
Ward Perkins supposed, and include both items in museums and archaeological finds. This paper expands on the findings of the section on bits in The
Medieval Horse and its Equipment, which was restricted to discussion of material from the Museum of London excavations and some comparanda. In the
light of more recent research, and drawing on finds from elsewhere, we attempt
to provide an overview (chiefly from an English perspective) of the typological
and functional development of curb bits during the medieval period.

“Hinged” Curb Bits
Medieval England was certainly not in the forefront of technological innovation
in equestrian equipment. At the beginning of the eleventh century, new types
of technically advanced and ornate horse gear, including new forms of stirrups
and bits, had been introduced to Anglo-Saxon England by Scandinavian invaders and settlers.5 If we are to trust the depictions of horses on the Bayeux
Tapestry, a further development in harness was a consequence of the Norman
Conquest of 1066.6
Although the bits and harness on the horses ridden by the Normans shown
on the Tapestry vary in detail – and indeed their function is unclear, and they
were perhaps misunderstood by the artist – many of them share common features. A bar is shown apparently in front of the horse’s mouth, extending below
its jaw and turning forward at right angles in an L shape, at the end of which it
is attached to the reins (Fig. 11.1). The bit is presumably some form of curb, as
recognized for example by Ward Perkins (who described its shape as
“stepped”).7 Is it a coincidence that the “English” horses portrayed in the earliest scene on the Tapestry, when Earl Harold Godwinson and his companions
are riding to Bosham, do not show this feature, but are wearing what seem to
be simple snaffle bits?8
The L-shape becomes significant when one considers a number of archaeological finds from France. These can be dated archaeologically or by historical evidence to the eleventh century: respectively, ca.1034/1035 (Colletière,
Rhône-Alpes – site overwhelmed by rising lake waters); ca.1020–28 (Andone,
Villejoubert, Charente – castle site abandoned); and the late tenth/first half of
the eleventh century (La Chapelle-Saint-Luc, Aube).9
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These early curb bits consist of two elements (sometimes found detached):
first, an upper frame, comprising a complex mouthpiece with a single, long,
central rod ending in a knob that would have pressed against the roof of the
horse’s mouth, mounted solidly to side structures, the cheeks, to which the
head harness would be attached; and second, hinged to it below, a lower frame
consisting of a pair of L-shaped shanks, held rigidly by one or two crossbars,
which end in loops for the attachment of the reins. It is surely these L-shaped
shanks, seen in profile, which are portrayed on the Bayeux Tapestry.
These French bits seem to be the earliest well-dated examples of a type of curb
bit, with a hinged lower frame, that was to predominate in Europe for the next three
hundred years or more. Later examples do not have the L-shaped shanks seen on the
Bayeux Tapestry, and it may be coincidence that the earliest examples so far identified are from France. A detached lower frame with the typical early L-shaped profile
is recorded in England, in the second half of the eleventh century (“possibly just
post-Conquest”) at Sulgrave, Northamptonshire (Fig. 11.1), a late Anglo-Saxon and
Norman defensive ringwork – perhaps so far the only evidence of the immediate introduction of the “Bayeux Tapestry” bit to England by the Normans.10

Fig. 11.1: Left: Detail from the Bayeux Tapestry, a horse fitted with a curb bit. Right: Lower
frame of hinged curb bit from Sulgrave, Northamptonshire, second half of eleventh century.
Drawing © Ian Goodall.

The nature and dating of medieval “hinged” bits (“Kandaren mit gebrochenen
Baümen” and “mors de bride à branches articulées” in the German and French
literature) and their widespread occurrence throughout Europe seem first to
have been drawn to public attention by Wolfgang Gaitzsch.11 Gaitzsch identified
two types, distinguishing them by the form of the mouthpiece. In his type A,
there is a rod with a knob (“Gaumendrücker” in the German literature; literally
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a “palate pusher”), as in the early French examples already discussed, or a narrow, closed loop, that would press on the horse’s palate. In his type B, which he
considered to be later, there is instead an inverted, open, U-shaped loop, like a
much-exaggerated version of the “port” on a modern bit, allowing room for the
horse’s tongue while still able to exert considerable pressure on its palate. The
distinction can be seen on examples from England – type A, from Gloucester
(probably from the late eleventh or twelfth century), and type B, from
Ludgershall Castle, Wiltshire (from a context dated 1280–1300) (Fig. 11.2).12
However, there are many other variations in the form, and it is not evident that
all surviving bits can readily be assigned to this simple typology.
Rather than the L-shaped lower shanks of the Bayeux Tapestry bits, most of
those identified by Gaitzsch have a one-piece hinged frame, the sides straight
or gently curving, with a single connecting beam at the bottom, having attachment hooks, or piercings to take hooks, for the reins – as on the bit from
Ludgershall Castle illustrated here.13 It is presumably this form of bit that is
shown in fourteenth-century manuscript illustrations, such as the well-known
portrayal of Sir Geoffrey Luttrell on his horse in the Luttrell Psalter of about
1340 (Fig. 11.2).14 Such illustrations, of course, do not reveal the complexities of
that part of the bit held within the horse’s mouth.
In some cases (as on the bit from Ludgershall Castle), lugs on the loops on
the lower frame, by which it was attached to the mouthpiece, would stop it

Fig. 11.2: Left: Hinged curb bit from Ludgershall Castle, Wiltshire, ca.1280–1300. Drawing
© Wiltshire Museum, Devizes.
Right: Sketches by John Ward Perkins (London Museum, Medieval Catalogue, 78) of horses
with hinged curb bits, from the Luttrell Psalter (ca.1340). © Museum of London.
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rotating beyond a certain point. Any further pull on the reins would exert direct
pressure on the mouthpiece, turning it upwards in the horse’s mouth. Most
later hinged bits also include a third element – a U-shaped bar or strip, pivoting
on the mouthpiece, as seen on the Ludgershall Castle bit, that would pass
under the horse’s chin, and would exert pressure when the reins were tightened. It would thus serve the function of the modern curb chain or curb strap –
perhaps we can designate it the “curb bar.”15
The two finest (and most commonly cited) of these hinged bits, however,
are anomalous. One of these is in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, the
other in the Armeria Reale, Turin. 16 They are highly ornate and have armorial
decoration. They are now attributed to the second quarter of the fourteenth century, and to Naples – probably commissioned for the ruling French Angevin
court.17 In both, a pair of curved brackets connect the fixed mouthpiece with
the lower hinged frame, effectively preventing the latter from turning, and apparently nullifying the function of the hinge mechanism. The significance of
this development, which would turn the bit into a “fixed” curb bit, is uncertain
– perhaps it reflects contemporary changes or local differences in riding styles.
A minor but notable feature of the Metropolitan Museum and Turin bits is a pair
of ornate hooks at the bottom of the lower frame to which the reins were attached –
in the case of the Metropolitan bit, they have heraldic decoration. Robert Webley has
pointed out how closely these resemble a series of detached copper alloy items
found by metal-detectorists in England, and reported through the national Portable
Antiquities Scheme.18 Some of these also have heraldic decoration, including one
with arms that can be identified as those of Edward of Caernarfon (Edward II), when
he was Prince of Wales, 1284–1307. About seventy of these items have been recorded
by staff of the Portable Antiquities Scheme since 2001 – if these are all indeed rein
hooks detached from hinged curb bits, they indicate that such bits were in much
more common use in England than the few surviving specimens would suggest.
Although examples of hinged bits have now been widely recognized, and they
were clearly in widespread use in Europe between the eleventh and the fourteenth
century, there has been little practical experiment with respect to how they functioned. However, the filming of a 2005 episode of the television program Time Team
at a medieval rural settlement site at Gordon’s Lodge Farm, near Milton Keynes
(Buckinghamshire), provided occasion to commission reproductions of a hinged bit
found during a previous season’s excavation on the site, and to put one to the test
with a modern horse and rider.19 The bit itself was similar to that from Ludgershall
Castle, but was incomplete and lacked a curb bar. A participant in the program (Alan
Larsen, horseman) commented: “In practice the bit proved to be a well-thoughtthrough and designed piece of equipment. It was accepted by our horses without
undue fuss, whilst the hinged action of the cheek pieces was a clever feature that
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made it difficult for the rider – accidentally or otherwise – to wrench the horse’s
mouth.” A rider with a lance in one hand and a large, kite-shaped shield held on the
opposite arm could successfully control the horse with the reins held high in his
shield-hand, as depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry.20

Early Pelhams?
Writing in the 1730s, French riding master François Robichon de La Guérinière
noted that the English had invented a novel form of bit, combining the functions
of a curb and a snaffle and ridden with double reins – though he does not name
it, he is presumably referring to what is now widely known by its English name as
a Pelham bit.21 Such bits have cheeks which extend upwards to an eye (to which
the head harness will attach), and downwards as long shanks with attachments
at the bottom for reins – the curb reins, which provide leverage. There is a “curb
chain” that passes under the horse’s chin and will tighten when the lower reins
are pulled. Thus far it is similar to the elaborate curb bits that La Guérinière himself favored and illustrated.22 However, the cheeks are provided with a large loop
in line with the mouthpiece, to which a second set of reins is attached – the snaffle reins that allow the rider to handle the bit as a simple snaffle.
Yet this type of bit was far from novel, nor was it originally English – it was
perhaps either a reinvention or a renewed popularization in England of a type
of bit that had been in use three hundred years earlier.
At the time La Guérinière was writing, the curb bits he described were ridden with single reins attached to the lower end of the (often very long) shanks,
purely as curbs, and it is not surprising that he regarded bits with double reins,
combining snaffle and curb actions, as unusual. However, fifteenth-century artists like the Limbourg brothers (the Très Riches Heures of the Duc de Berry, ca.
1412–16), Jan van Eyck (the Ghent Altarpiece, ca. 1430–32), and Albrecht Dürer
(particularly his engraving Knight, Death, and the Devil, 1513, and the study
dated 1498 on which he based the figure of the “knight”) portray riders using
double reins (Fig. 11.3).23 Where the details of the bit can be seen, it seems to
have been harnessed and to have functioned like a modern Pelham bit.
Ward Perkins illustrated a bit of this type found in nineteenth-century excavations at the German castle of Tannenberg (Seeheim-Jugenheim), besieged and destroyed in 1399.24 The mouthpiece is jointed. There are large D-shaped loops to take
snaffle reins, and the lower shanks are short and curving. They are not linked solidly
by a bottom bar, as was the lower frame of the hinged bits we have described, but by
a chain – thus they can move independently. The former presence of a curb chain is
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Fig. 11.3: Albrecht Dürer, detail from engraving Knight, Death, and the Devil (1513) showing
“Pelham“ harness. Drawing © Museum of London.

indicated by a loose hook attached to the top end of one cheek. These bits, therefore,
demonstrate a major difference in action and presumably in manner of use from the
earlier hinged bits.25
The contemporary use of such bits in England is confirmed by Ian Goodall’s
publication of a very similar bit from Weoley Castle (Birmingham), datable from its
archaeological context to the first half of the fifteenth century (Fig. 11.4).26 A more
recent find from the foreshore of the River Thames, now in the Museum of London
(Fig. 11.4), although it cannot be dated archaeologically from its context, is so similar to the Tannenberg find, including an identical curb chain hook, that there
seems little doubt that it, like the Weoley Castle bit, dates to the same period.27
The presence of the large D-shaped loop that would have facilitated the attachment of a snaffle rein suggests that “Pelham” harnessing was normal on
these bits. Indeed, the shape of the loop and the crudely chiseled decoration of
parallel lines on the Museum of London bit can be compared to those on snaffle
bits that are datable archaeologically to the second half of the fourteenth
century.28
Medieval illustrations of horses fitted with bits with double reins do not, of
course, show the form of the mouthpiece. The few surviving examples of these
bits have jointed mouths, similar to those found on snaffles of the same period,
and perhaps we can assume that was the norm, in contrast to the complex
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Fig. 11.4: Left: “Pelham” bit from Weoley Castle, Birmingham, early fifteenth century. Drawing
© Ian Goodall.
Right: “Pelham” bit from the Thames foreshore at Brook’s Wharf, City of London. Museum of
London 95.319. © Museum of London.

forms of the mouths on the hinged bits described above, as well as on the type
of bit that we shall consider next.29 For this form of “Pelham” bridle seems to
have gone out of fashion in the sixteenth century, as we shall see, perhaps only
to be reinvented by the eponymous Mr. Pelham in the eighteenth century!

“Classic” Medieval and Early Modern Curb Bits
In about 1561, Thomas Blundeville, English polymath and prolific author, published A newe booke containing the arte of ryding, with illustrations of “many
and diuers kyndes of byttes, mete to serue diuers mouthes.”30 Fifty woodcuts of
these “diverse kinds of bits” were included, severally categorized as “close byttes,” “broken portes and upset mouthes,” or “whole portes” (Fig. 11.5). The
work was a translation and abbreviation of Italian Federico Grisone’s Gli ordini
di cavalcare, first published in Naples in 1550 – the illustrations were copies of
those that had appeared in the original Italian edition. 31 Although Blundeville
claimed to have discussed the translation and the use of current English terminology with “our bytmakers,”32 it is not evident that all the multifarious forms –
which differ chiefly in the elaboration of the mouthpieces – would have been
familiar to English riders or loriners (bit makers) at this time.
In spite of many variations in the form and complexity of the mouthpiece,
usually with a high port, rollers, keys, and additional links and chains, the illustrated bits have most features in common. The mouthpiece is sometimes
solid, with a high port, more usually jointed; the cheekpieces swivel on it. The
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Fig. 11.5: Left: “A whole porte with Olives” illustrated by Thomas Blundeville, A newe booke
containing the arte of ryding and The fower chiefyst offices belongyng to horsemanshippe
(1561 and later).
Right: Curb bit, early sixteenth century, attributed to the ownership of Henry VIII. Royal
Armouries VI.200. © Royal Armouries.

shanks are long and usually have a swan-neck shape. As on the simpler early
“Pelham” bits, the shanks are not linked at the bottom by a solid crossbeam
but by one or more chains or by a loosely fitting bar, allowing independence of
movement. There is a pear- or lyre-shaped loop on the cheek at the point where
the mouthpiece is attached – it could be used to attach a second or “snaffle”
rein, as on the Pelhams described above. And, like the Pelhams, these bits have
nothing in common with the earlier hinged bits. They were to have a long life –
one need only compare the bits illustrated in the Duke of Newcastle’s famous
treatise of 1658, or by La Guérinière in 1736, and surviving examples from the
eighteenth century.33 But their date and place of origin is more problematic.
We lack evidence for their introduction and early use in England. The Royal
Armouries collection contains several bits of this type, assigned generally to the
sixteenth century – including two traditionally attributed to the ownership of
Henry VIII (Fig. 11.5).34 There is no archaeological evidence from England – there
are few well-dated archaeological finds of horse equipment from the late fifteenth
or early sixteenth century. Thus a swan-neck cheekpiece, with part of the mouthpiece, from Sandal Castle (Wakefield, West Yorkshire), came from a context that
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could be dated no more precisely than “1485–1600” – while a very similar item
was associated with the Civil War siege of the castle in 1645.35 In his survey of ironwork from medieval Britain (a comprehensive catalog of archaeological finds, although sadly only complete for finds made before 1980), Ian Goodall included
only one bit of this type, a detached cheekpiece from Sowerby, Lincolnshire, dated
“15th to mid 16th century.”36
Documentary and pictorial sources allow us to trace the form back even
earlier, to Federico Grisone’s native Italy. A manuscript tract on the bitting of
horses in the municipal library in Reggio Emilia in northern Italy has been
dated to the 1470s (or a little later in the fifteenth century).37 It includes fiftyseven drawings in pen and watercolor of bits remarkably similar to those illustrated later by Grisone. A series of sketches of horses by artist and medalist
Pisanello (Antonio di Puccio Pisano, ca. 1395–ca. 1455), dating probably to the
1440s, include several showing bits of this type, sometimes in great detail.38
The long swan-neck shanks, the loose crossbar linking them, the curb rein
links at the bottom, the curb chain, and the potential to attach a snaffle rein in
line with the mouthpiece, all are clearly shown – although of course the details
of the mouthpiece itself are hidden. Thus, the classic “Blundeville” bit could
have been known to venturesome English travelers in Italy a hundred years before the publication of Blundeville’s book.
In use, the junction of the cheek and the mouthpiece was often concealed
by a decorative boss. However, one of Pisanello’s illustrations, showing the bit
from behind, shows a second rein attached to the narrow D-shaped loop at this
point.39 Thus, the bit could function, with double reins, like the Pelhams we
have described. By contrast, later depictions regularly show such bits harnessed simply as curbs, with reins attached only to the ends of the shanks and
able to exert considerable leverage – the illustrations in the Duke of
Newcastle’s book, for example, or the National Gallery’s well-known equestrian
portrait of Charles I, painted in about 1637 by van Dyck.40
The Duke of Newcastle maintained that the “art” of riding was brought into
England from Italy in the early sixteenth century:
This Noble Art was first begun and Invented in Italy, and all the French and other Nations
went thither to learn; the seate of Horse-manship being at Naples: The first that ever Writ
of it was Frederick Grison a Neapolitan; and truly he Writ like a Horse-man, and a great
Master in the Art for those times: Henry the Eighth sent for two Italians that were his
Schollars, to come to him into England; and of one of them came all our Alexanders; and
their Schollars fill’d the Kingdom with Horse-men.41

The publicity given to the complex “Italianate” bits by Blundeville may support
the Duke’s contention. Yet, as we have seen, there is archaeological evidence that
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a rather simpler bit with comparable functional features, the “early Pelham,” was
already in use in England, and elsewhere in northern Europe, a hundred years
earlier.

Conclusions
It is hoped that this paper may provide a framework for understanding the development of riding bits in the Middle Ages – at least to the extent that it identifies some major chronological developments. There remain gaps – in studying
these changes primarily in the context of medieval England, one must recognize that developments took place abroad that were only later reflected in
English practice. Thus, it remains unclear when and where the hinged bits we
have described were first developed, and when and how they were apparently
superseded by the “early Pelham” and by the “classic” curb of the Grisone/
Blundeville illustrations. The evidence is probably too scanty to allow us to
identify any regional variations that might reflect different local or national
styles of riding. For example, comparing Grisone’s illustrations of bits with
those in a contemporary German manual, one notes a greater variety of shapes
of cheekpieces in the latter – is this merely local fashion?42
Moreover, we may fail to take into consideration the range of uses to which
horses were put, and that bits may reflect not date or locality but simply purpose.
Thus, in medieval manuscript illustrations, hinged bits predominantly appear in battle scenes or on horses harnessed for war – and the Time Team experiment suggested
that they would work well in this context. Was this their main, or only, function?
We are reminded of what John Ward Perkins, attempting to make sense of
the range of horse bits in use in the medieval period, wrote in 1940: “The surviving specimens are moreover bewilderingly varied in type.”43 But perhaps the
variation is not now as bewildering as he thought.
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Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

London Museum, Medieval Catalogue, 20.
For the purposes of this paper, a simple distinction is made between a snaffle, in which
reins are attached by rings or links immediately to the ends of the mouthpiece of the bit,
thus applying direct pressure on the horse’s mouth, and a curb, which, chiefly by
extension of the cheekpieces downwards as long shanks, with the reins attached at the
bottom, provides leverage. As will be seen from the bits discussed below, the manner in
which that leverage acted and was utilized varied from type to type over time. Nor does a
curb bit necessarily have the curb chain that is implied by its English name.
London Museum, Medieval Catalogue, 77. Ward Perkins devoted over forty pages of the
catalog to “horse-furniture” (77–122). The number of horse-related items in the museum
(there are nearly one thousand items of medieval horse equipment in the Museum of
London’s collection and its Archaeological Archive) may be taken to confirm the
importance of horses in the economy and lifestyle of medieval London.
Clark, The Medieval Horse, 44–53.
Graham-Campbell, “Anglo-Scandinavian Equestrian Equipment”; Seaby and Woodfield,
“Viking Stirrups”; Williams, Anglo-Scandinavian Horse Harness Fittings; Williams, Late
Saxon Stirrup-Strap Mounts.
It has also been suggested by Clark, The Medieval Horse, 96, that a new type of
horseshoe first found on English sites at this time was a Norman introduction.
London Museum, Medieval Catalogue, 79.
Wilson, Bayeux Tapestry, plate 2; contrast the battle scenes on plates 55–58.
Colardelle and Verdel, Les habitats du lac de Paladru, 210–12, fig. 147; Portet and
Raynaud, “Les objets équestres,” 202–8, figs. 3.45 and 3.46; Deborde and Portet, Les
mors de bride du XIe siècle. I am grateful to Rob Webley for drawing my attention to the
last of these publications.
Goodall, Ironwork in Medieval Britain, 374–75, fig. 13.6, no. L47. A very similar detached
lower frame is reported from Germany, from Oldenburg (Holstein) – although apparently
from a later (twelfth- or thirteenth-century?) context – see Gossler, Reiter und Ritter,
247–48, plate 18, no. 384.3.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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Gaitzsch, “Ein westeuropäisches Pferdegeschirr,” “Eine zweiteilige Kandare,” and
“Zaumbeschläge hochmittelalterlicher Kandaren.” A fine example of this type of bit,
from Fère-en-Tardenois, had previously been published by Lefebvre des Noëttes
(L’Attelage, fig. 82) as “gallo-romain” – I am grateful to Gail Brownrigg for this reference.
We can now add other examples to Gaitzsch’s list, including some that were unknown to
him (for example, from England) as well as more recent finds.
Hurst, Gloucester, the Roman and Later Defences, 96, fig. 40; Goodall, “Iron Objects,”
153–55, fig. 6.33, no. 242. The mouthpiece of a bit very similar to that from Gloucester is
recorded from York; see Ottaway and Rogers, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life, 2960–62,
fig. 1526, no. 13001 – however, its function is misinterpreted in the reconstruction
drawing in the same volume, fig. 1527.
Gaitzsch also notes a German example in which the lower hinged frame is U-shaped
rather than rectangular; see Bauer, “Grabungen und Funde in der Burg zu Wilnsdorf,”
169, fig. 13.21, from the site of a castle destroyed in 1233. In England, what looks like part
of a similar frame, detached from the rest of the bit, is recorded from York; see Ottaway
and Rogers, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life, 2960–62, fig. 1526, no. 13279.
London, British Library Add. MS 42130, fol. 202v. When John Ward Perkins drew the
sketches reproduced here for the London Museum Medieval Catalogue he was unaware
of the existence of hinged curb bits of the type discussed.
Gaitzsch, “Ein westeuropäisches Pferdegeschirr,” 224, fig. 3, describes this feature as a
“Kinnbügel” (chin-frame), modeled on the normal German word for a curb chain, i.e.,
“Kinnkette.”
Laking, A Record of European Armour and Arms, vol. 3, 161, fig. 965; Metropolitan
Museum, “Collection,” https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search#!?q=04.3.
478; Bertolotto, “Medioevo e primo Rinascimento,” 59–61, figs. 2–5; see also 352, no. 118,
plate III, fig. 118.
I am grateful to Marina Viallon for this information, and for our discussion of these bits
(in particular the function of the brackets linking the mouthpiece with the lower frame),
in advance of her paper on the subject delivered at the International Medieval Congress,
Leeds, in July 2018.
Robert Webley, pers. comm. See the Portable Antiquities Scheme database, items
recorded under the term “harness hook” – https://finds.org.uk/database/search/results/
objecttype/HARNESS+HOOK/broadperiod/MEDIEVAL. This type of object was first noted
by Nick Griffiths, Shield-shaped Mounts, 2, fig. 14, and likened by him to other ornamental
harness fittings.
Channel 4 TV, Time Team. The replicas were made by blacksmith Hector Cole. I am
grateful to Gail Brownrigg for providing further information on these experiments.
Although the bit was described in the program as “Norman,” the range of finds from the
site suggests that it was occupied chiefly in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; see
Wessex Archaeology, Oliver’s Meadow, 29–30.
Ann Hyland recorded similar success in using a Roman cavalry bit of a form that
functioned in a comparable manner; Hyland, “The Action of the Newstead Cavalry Bit.”
La Guérinière, École de Cavalerie, 127. According to the Oxford English Dictionary,
“Pelham” is first alluded to as a type of bit in a satirical pamphlet published in about
1742; the origin and significance of the term, presumably derived from a family name, is
unknown.
La Guérinière, École de Cavalerie, 57–73, and plate opposite 57.
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Pognon, Très riches heures, 24–5 and 30–1; Dahnens, Hubert and Jan van Eyck, figs. 64–65;
Strauss, The Complete Engravings, Etchings and Drypoints of Albrecht Dürer, no. 71; Strauss,
The Complete Drawings of Albrecht Dürer, vol. 1, 356–57, no. 1495/48 (Vienna, Albertina, no.
3067: see http://duerer.gnm.de/w2/images/8/80/Wien_Albertina_Reiter_3067.jpg). The
date “1498” on the Dürer drawing was added later – the drawing was probably made a few
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12 An Autopsy of Renaissance
Equestrianism: The Materials, Making,
and Use of a ca. 1535 War Saddle from
the Musée des Beaux-Arts of Rennes
The saddle under discussion in this paper is part of a set of equipment intended
for war use, comprising a full armor that includes a crinet (neck defense) and a
shaffron (head defense) for the horse. The armor was made ca. 1535 by the
Nuremberg armorer Valentin Siebenbürger (ca. 1510–1564), identified on most
of the pieces by his mark stamped alongside the control mark of the city of
Nuremberg. However, the absence of both the armorer’s and the city mark on
the saddle steels may indicate that they were made by the saddler himself, as
some saddlers had the right to make such pieces if they were cold forged. All
the steel pieces are white polished, with thin bands decorated with etched and
gilded vegetal vines inhabited by animals. The saddle and the shaffron also
bear stylized scallop motifs embossed in the metal. Despite featuring only a
shaffron and a crinet, the set is probably complete, since for field use horse
body armors (bards) were mostly made of hardened leather (cuir bouilli) pieces
laced together, a lighter yet protective enough material.
The set possibly belonged to Duke Philip of Palatinate-Neuburg (1503–1548),
younger brother of Otto Henry of the Palatinate (1502–1559).1 It was originally
kept in the armory of the castle of Neuburg an der Donau (near Munich), where
most of Otto Henry’s and his family’s armors were preserved, until French troops
sacked it in 1800 and scattered the collection. On this occasion, a French colonel
took the armor, and in 1802 gave it to the Musée des Beaux-Arts of Rennes, in
Brittany.
Despite this early acquisition, this set stayed almost unpublished until
1973, and was photographed for the first time during its loan to the 1889
Exposition Universelle in Paris. Even in the twentieth century, it seems that the
armor and its matching pieces for the horse had been off display for a long time
before the museum proposed it as a long-term loan to the Musée de l’Armée,
Paris, in 2015.
However, although the metal pieces, rusted all over, have been conserved
since then and have regained some of their original splendor, the soft materials
of the original saddle suffered badly as a result of inappropriate conditions of
exhibition and preservation . Most of the leather and textile cover is lost, and
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-013
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Fig. 12.1: Reconstructed saddle with original saddle steels and stirrups. Copyright: Author’s
own work.

the pommel is now separated from the side bars to which it was nailed.2 It was
necessary to reconstruct a new saddle for the display of the conserved saddle
steels, and to keep the original remains in store (Figs. 12.1–2).3
The ruinous state of the original saddle is indeed a pity, but it allows direct
study of the techniques and the materials used in its making. Saddles from the
first half of the sixteenth century are in fact rare. Many of those displayed in
museums have had their perishable materials modified or entirely reconstructed in past centuries, and when that has been done it is hard to study their
internal construction.
The saddle is composed of a tree, its core structure, comprising two saddlebows, each carved in one piece of wood (probably beech) connected by two
iron side bars (Fig. 12.4). The tree was carved and assembled by other craftsmen, the fusters, while a blacksmith would have been required to make the
side bars. The tree would have then been delivered to the saddler to finish the
work.
The fact that each of the very sculptural saddlebows was carved in a single
piece of wood shows that this is a piece of high quality that needed a very
skilled tree maker. Lower quality saddlebows would have been made of several
pieces jointed together, a cheaper and easier, but less sturdy technique.4
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Fig. 12.2: Original saddle (without its steels), Nuremberg, ca. 1535 (musée des Beaux-arts de
Rennes, on loan at the musée de l’Armée, Paris, 4851 DEP). Copyright: Author’s own work.

Beechwood was the material traditionally used for saddle trees, because it is
one of the lightest and most durable of European hardwoods (and as such is
still used for today’s traditionally made saddles). It is also rather flexible, an
important quality when making the curved cantle.
The two iron side bars are firmly nailed to the wood and fitted with square
loops for the stirrups. The use of iron for the side bars seems to develop in the
early modern period. Until the fifteenth century, they were only made of wood.
For a section that directly carries the rider’s weight, and is therefore more likely to
break, the use of iron would obviously make it stronger. However, in the late seventeenth century, most saddlers moved back to using wooden bars, because they
realized that the use of iron was in fact dangerous. In his 1733 Ecole de cavalerie,
François de La Guérinière wrote that this was an old practice that could still be
seen in some provinces. He explains how bad an idea it was, because “they bend
and hurt the horse, either because of the rider’s weight, or by another accident. It
cannot happen to wooden side bars, unless they break. Which is easy to notice.”5
Indeed, if the stress or the shock is too violent, the wooden side bars would
break, and the whole saddle would have to be replaced. On the other hand,
iron bends, creating uncomfortable pressure on the horse’s back. Since the bars
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are completely hidden in the saddle’s soft materials, it would be very hard indeed to notice, causing the saddle to hurt the horse’s back when ridden.
Although beechwood has many good qualities for saddle-making, it is also
rather brittle and easily broken by shocks. For this reason, the tree was entirely covered by the saddler with strips of cattle sinew, glued onto the previously grooved
wood (Fig. 12.3). When it dries, the sinew contracts and strengthens the wood. This
technique, also used on shields for the same reasons, is described in several medieval and modern texts.6 In this case, the tree is also reinforced by some patches of
rawhide.7 However, sinew remains very sensitive to humidity, and should therefore
be protected from the horse’s sweat, otherwise it might soften and lose its qualities.
For this purpose, a layer of birch bark, a natural waterproof material, was glued on
the underside of the wood and the iron bars to insulate them.

Fig. 12.3: Detail of the pommel covered with sinew, reinforced with patches of rawhide.
Copyright: Author’s own work.

On each side of the saddle tree, a wide leather strap is nailed between the two
saddlebows to tension the whole structure. These were made of secondhand
straps, as the presence of buckle holes shows. They have been savagely cut,
when the pommel separated from the bars.
Underneath the tree was a padded cushion, now lost, made of leather on
the upper side and fabric on the underside. It was stuffed with ginger and
white animal hairs; the few remains are caked with old sweat.8 The leather of
the pad provided some extra protection from the sweat of the horse, and was
more resistant to the rubbing of the buckles of the girth and the stirrup leathers.
During the Renaissance, saddles were not usually used with a saddle cloth, so
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Fig. 12.4: a) reconstruction of the saddle tree with attachment system for the girth. b)
reconstruction of the tree from above showing the crossed textile straps. c) section of the
seat. d) The seat’s layering: 1 velvet; 2 fabric; 3 animal hair (stuffing); 4 iron side bar; 5 birch
bark. Copyright: Author’s own work.

comfort for the horse and protection from its sweat were incorporated in the saddle itself. Here, the pad was nailed directly to the tree, but on other examples it
is very often attached with leather laces, so that it could be removed or changed
if necessary.9
The seat itself reveals a complex layering of supports and materials. A linen
seat bottom is still nailed to the saddlebows and wraps the iron bars. Under the
bottom of this seat, two bands of braided textile (very resilient) are crossed,
firmly nailed to the saddlebows, and sewn to the bottom of the seat (Fig. 12.4b).
The purpose of these textile straps is to support the weight of the rider so that it
does not rest directly on the bars, thus being more comfortable. The seat itself,
of which only fragments remain, was composed of a linen sack stuffed with animal hair (Figs. 4c–d). It would have been quilted and covered with velvet, as
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we can see on other better-preserved examples, like the armored saddle made
in 1549 in Innsbruck, preserved in the Wallace Collection.10 In this case, the
few preserved samples of the stuffing reveal white and ginger hairs. Without
scientific analysis, we can only say that they are probably cow hair (the most
commonly used) or perhaps fallow deer hair. On lower quality saddles, cow
hair could be mixed with or completely replaced by hay or horsehair (which
would be less comfortable, however).11 For the comfort of the rider, the inside of the pommel is also padded with leather stuffed with the same animal
hair, and was also covered with velvet. The inside of the cantle was padded
and quilted like the seat, probably in a similar way to the Wallace Collection
saddle.
The outside of each saddlebow was covered by the saddle steels made by
the armorer, or, as we said, perhaps in this case by the saddler himself. The
steels are the armor of the saddle. They protect the parts that are not, for practical riding reasons, covered by the rider’s own armor (the inside of the thighs
and the buttocks). Shaped to fit the wood underneath exactly, in this case the
steels are composed of four parts for the pommel (including a small plate on
the inside of the top of the pommel), and only one part at the back. They are all
screwed to the bows, not directly into the wood, but by means of small iron
tabs nailed to the wood (six at the front, three at the back), pierced with screw
threads (Fig. 12.5). The purpose of these small iron elements is to protect the
wood from the frequent screwing and unscrewing of the plates, necessary for
their maintenance.

Fig. 12.5: a) pommel bow without steel. b) cantle bow with its steel. Copyright: Author’s own
work.
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An interesting fact on this saddle is that although the wooden cantle has
three screw holes, only two are needed to attach this cantle plate. Three
holes, however, would be necessary if the cantle plate was made of two separate plates, a common practice.12 This means that this saddle was probably
made in advance, allowing the possibility of fitting a two-piece cantle. The armorer or saddler would then adapt its steels to the exact shape of the saddlebows. If, as in this case, it was decided to make a cantle in one piece (more
difficult and therefore more expensive), the third screw hole would simply be
left unused.
Some important parts of the saddle are, however, completely missing.
Among them are the saddle flaps, but they are easy to reconstruct as they can
readily be observed on other saddles. On the basis of the few fragments left,
they were made of thick ox leather, and covered with padded linen covered
with velvet. The flaps would have been quilted on the sides for comfort, with
the addition of two padded knee rolls to hold the legs in position. Pieces of the
leather from the skirt are still attached at the front and the back of the saddle.
The few fragments of the silk velvet left reveal that this cover was green and
fitted with a red silk fringe, but it is hard to know if it was the original cover or
a later replacement. Large pieces of a more recent red velvet cover are also still
attached.
The saddle is completed by a pair of (modern) stirrup leathers, attached to
the side bars, and a pair of stirrups contemporary with the saddle – it is hard to
know, however, if they were those attached to it from the very beginning. Their
shape is typical of this period, with wide treads to fit the so-called “bear’s
paws” sabatons (foot defense) of the armor, following the shoe fashion of the
time. One is decorated with a frontal copper alloy plate pierced with a trefoil,
and bears the stamped mark of its maker. The other one is a lower quality (although perhaps old) copy of the other, without the copper alloy decoration.
The saddle is fitted with three crupper buckles nailed to the rear of the tree
for the crupper straps, but perhaps also for the leather barding already discussed. At the front, four buckles, now missing, were used to attach the front
strap (preventing the saddle from slipping backwards), and the crinet. There
was no buckle at the front for the bard, since the leather peytral straps were
hung around the pommel.
The saddle was attached to the horse by means of a girth (missing), buckled to the two pairs of billet straps we find at the front and the back, nailed to
the saddlebows (Fig. 12.4a). They would have been connected to a forked
girth, certainly made of plaited leather, as a few other contemporary comparisons show.13 This forked system gave stability to the saddle while using only
one girth. Moreover, if a single girth had been attached directly to the bars, as
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on most medieval or modern saddles, it would have bent the iron, with the
consequences we have already noted. Plaited leather (or sometimes plaited
textile) for girthing seems to appear in the thirteenth century. It is more resistant than plain leather, the latter more likely to stretch or easily break.
This object is also interesting evidence of the evolution of fighting saddles
between the Middle Ages and the early modern period. If we compare it to war
saddles made a century before, like the one made for King Henry V (Westminster
Abbey), the main change in its structure is the use of iron side bars. Apart from
that, we see that most of the construction techniques are the same. The sixteenth-century seat also looks more complex in its construction, with the use of
the crossed straps.14 But this novelty can probably be linked to the fact that the
seat cannot directly rest on the new type of iron side bars.
Concerning its typology, if the shape of its pommel is a direct development
from some fifteenth-century saddles, the main change between the medieval
and the Renaissance tradition is in the shape of the cantle.
This saddle is indeed an example of the first new types of war saddles that
were replacing the medieval shapes on the battlefield in the 1530s. In the first
decades of the sixteenth century, the saddles used by armored knights at war
still kept the traditional medieval cantle, with two long “ears” enclosing the
rider’s hips and preventing him from falling sideways. On the Pavia tapestries,
made ca. 1528–30 for Emperor Charles V after designs by Bernard von Orley
(Museo di Capodimonte, Naples), we still see those saddles, with pommels very
similar to that on the Rennes saddle.
In the late fifteenth century and early sixteenth century, the development
of the use of pikemen in squares, reducing the efficiency of heavy cavalry, coincided with the increasing use of light cavalry in European armies. These riders,
coming from eastern Europe (Albania in particular) or Spain, used oriental saddles and riding techniques. Their saddles, called a la jineta (genet) in Spain,
had a high curved cantle and were ridden with bent legs on short stirrups.
Their technique on the battlefield involved a continual series of quick attacks
and retreats rather than a direct and frontal fight. Progressively, by the 1530s,
with the development of wheellock pistols and carbines for the cavalry, they
began to be equipped with firearms, and to use new, more mobile tactics.
Armies developed several units of light cavalry with firearms, alongside pikemen, thus ending the supremacy of heavy cavalry. These new tactics had a
strong influence on the training of horses and on horse riding in general. The
lance was, however, still used by heavy cavalry until the early seventeenth century, although it was in fact increasingly abandoned beginning in the 1580s.
Even the nobility, who were still fighting traditionally with the lance, became interested in these new fighting techniques, and from the 1530s, the great
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garnitures (large sets of armor featuring exchangeable pieces for war and tournament) sometimes included light cavalry equipment, with a new type of saddle inspired by the genet saddle. This saddle, the type to which the Rennes
saddle belongs, is a mix between the traditional war saddle inherited from the
Middle Ages and the light cavalry saddle of Arabian origin. On the famous
painting of the battle of Mühlberg, painted in 1548 by Titian (Museo del Prado,
Madrid), Charles V is represented fighting in light cavalry harness (the armor is
still preserved at the Real Armería, Madrid). Ridden with longer stirrups, these
saddles allowed the knight to use pistols and light cavalry tactics and to still
charge with the lance. Being more adaptable, during the 1530s, this type of saddle progressively replaced the former type in war, although the earlier form
was still used for jousting until the middle of the century.
From the twelfth century onwards, the war saddle had evolved exclusively
for use with the lance, and when from the 1530s the great charge with the lance
lost its place as the major heavy cavalry technique, saddles better adapted to
this new tactic naturally replaced the medieval type on the battlefield.
Thus, despite its now sad appearance, the saddle from the Musée des
Beaux-Arts of Rennes, on loan at the Musée de l’Armée, Paris, is not only a very
interesting object for the study of the complex construction of an early modern
European saddle, but also a witness to the end of medieval-style warfare.
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Reitzenstein, “Ein Harnish Velentin Siebenbürgers,” 105.
The detached pommel has been re-positioned here for the pictures illustrating this
article.
D’Azincourt à Marignan, 228.
Forsyth, “The Saddle from Unicorn Passage,” 54.
La Guérinière, Ecole de cavalerie, 49.
See for example a description of saddle-making in the saddlers’ statutes for the year
1403 in Limoges, “Statuts des maîtres selliers,” 25. For the modern period, see for
example La Guérinière, Ecole de Cavalerie, 49.
In the Middle Ages, the tree could be entirely covered with rawhide (a technique also
used on shields), especially for the fighting saddles; see Viallon, “A German High
Tournament Saddle,” 105. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, rawhide was
generally replaced with a piece of linen cloth, glued over the sinew layer over the entire
surface of the tree; see La Guérinière, Ecole de Cavalerie, 49.
The equivalent of today’s bolsters.
See for example the ca. 1570–80 Milanese saddle preserved in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York (04.3.252).
Inv. A409. It is covered only with leather, however, not velvet. For an analysis of its
construction and materials, see Bouet and Beaumont, “The Conservation of a 16thcentury War Saddle,” 43–52.
Forsyth, “The Saddle from Unicorn Passage,” 54.
Some one-piece cantle plates, however, are also attached with three screws.
See for example a perfectly preserved girth of this type, still attached to a late sixteenthcentury German saddle preserved at the Musée de l’Armée, Paris (inv. 275 I–G 558).
On some other examples, instead of only two crossed bands, we see several similar
straps plaited together.

Part VI: The Represented Horse: Law,
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13 The Horse in Welsh and Anglo-Saxon
Law
“Where is the horse? Where is the rider?” laments the Wanderer. “Gwynn
Mygdwn, the horse of Gweddw, is as swift as the wave,” says the author of the
Mabinogion, in praise of a hero’s steed. On a sad or joyous occasion, the horse
played an important role in the lives of ancient inhabitants of Britain, Wales,
and Saxony alike. These and other representations of the horse in both Celtic and
Saxon literature have received some scholarly attention, and there have also
been studies of the role of horses outside the realms of art and literature.
However, there is an angle that has been addressed only as a minor point along
with such topics as literature, art, and warfare – the laws that governed the acquisition, maintenance, and sale of horses in both cultures. In this study, I consider the horse in Welsh and Saxon cultures from a legal perspective, analyzing
and comparing, where possible, some of the rules contained in law codes of various Saxon kings as well as in the traditional laws of Wales, known as the Law of
Hywel Dda (Hywel the Good).
In the first part of the study, I provide an overview of Welsh legal norms concerning the horse. I consider the following topics: the significance of the horse,
as demonstrated by legal texts, focusing specifically on legal classification of
horses and their value; the guarantees (Teithi) given to the purchasers of horses;
and the rules of horse care and responsibility for injuries to horses, along with
other rules that do not fall into any of the above categories.
In the second part, I provide a similar overview of the Anglo-Saxon laws,
followed by a discussion of the specific rules concerning horses. As far as the
differences between the two legal orders permit, I follow the same structure as
outlined above for Welsh law: namely, I address such topics as classification of
horses, their values, and the rules governing horse breeding.

Horses in Welsh Law
First, it will be useful to give a brief introduction to medieval Welsh law.
Medieval Welsh law code is also known as the Law of Hywel Dda (Hywel the
Good), named after its alleged compiler, King Hywel ap Cadell, who ruled most
of Wales in the mid-tenth century. Most surviving manuscripts of the law code
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-014
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contain a preface, which tells a story of the code: “Hywel the Good, son of
Cadell, by the grace of God, king of all Wales . . . summoned to him from every
commote of his kingdom six men who were practised in authority and
jurisprudence . . . to the place called the White House on the Taf in Dyfed.”1 It is
necessary to note, however, that surviving manuscripts do not date from the
tenth century – the earliest dates from the thirteenth century and, more importantly, law changed over time. As far as horses are concerned, changes are evidenced by the borrowing of French terminology, as I will demonstrate below.
Another important aspect to note about existing codes is their unofficial
character – they are lawyer’s working books, meant to make practicing and
teaching law easier. Because of this unofficial character, existing law codes
vary slightly from one another, reflecting regional differences in practice.
Scholars typically identify three versions or redactions of the code, named
after their authors:
the Cyfnerth and Blegywryd redactions, which are closely related through a
Latin translation (Latin version D), which represent the law, as used in south
Wales; while the Iorwerth redaction is thought to represent the law as modified
in Gwynedd (North Wales) during the reign of Llywelyn the Great in the first
part of the 13th century by the jurist Iorwerth ap Madog. This is considered to
be the most developed version of the law. The Iorwerth Redaction also indicates
where usage in Powys, for which we have no surviving redaction, differs from
usage in Gwynedd.2
The code is further subdivided into sections, or tractates, dealing with laws
of the royal court, civil and criminal law, laws specifically dealing with the status of women, and so on. Regulations are sometimes given in the form of a
triad – a statement with three elements, most likely for ease of remembering,
triads are common not only in legal codes, but in learned Welsh discourse in
general, for example, there are triads for poets, not only lawyers.3
An important testimony to the significance of the horse is the use of an
equine metaphor in the legal text, which, by its very nature, cannot make extensive use of metaphors of any kind: eight sources of casual royal income are
referred to as eight pack horses of a king.4 It is, therefore, unsurprising that law
has a lot of practical rules concerning horses dispersed throughout the text.
Horses are mentioned in connection with land use. For example, they are
specifically excluded from joint plowing, a form of joint use of land.5 Horses are
also mentioned in connection with corn damage. Different compensation rates
were established, depending on the situation: whether the horse is trained or
wild, restrained or not, etc.6 Horses were also used to convey royal retinues.7
The Law of King Hywel allowed divorce and stipulated that family property
should be divided strictly into two halves,8 yet the extensive list of goods that
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must be divided between divorcing spouses does not mention horses. It has
been suggested that the way in which property was divided served a dual purpose: on the one hand, it gave the parties the opportunity to start their separate
lives on equal financial footing, hence the division of both assets and liabilities
into two equal parts. On the other hand, divorce procedure can be seen as a
means of discouraging the divorce, as the division, despite being equal, is
counterintuitive, for example, heavy tools go to a woman and household items
to a man.9 In both senses, horses should have been mentioned for they are
valuable and thus should have been divided. They are also associated with warfare and hard work (and thus would probably go to a woman, along with the
big axe and plow) yet they are not mentioned at all. The explanation for this
may be found in the single reference to horses, found in the tractatis on the law
of women: “The three unclaimable things of a man: his horse and arms and
what comes to him from his land, and what comes to him as wynebwerth from
his wife. He is not bound to share any of those with his wife.”10 Wynebwerth,
literally, “face-price,” is a form of compensation for an insult. If a woman was
insulted, compensation was paid to either her husband or her father, depending on whether the woman was married or not. As we can see from the triad,
ownership of a horse is mentioned alongside arms, lands, and family honor –
all things of great importance and fairly gender-specific. A horse is therefore
reserved exclusively for male use, at least in law.
All law codes contain a tractatis on the Value of Wild and Tame, which
lists statutory values of various animals – wild animals, such as deer, and
domestic ones, including horses. These values are not prices for which the
animal must be sold, but are given for the purpose of calculating compensations, size of an estate, and other similar legal uses. The law grades horses by
both age and purpose. “Southern” and “northern” redactions provide different
scales of grading by age.11 The southern scale is more complicated: initially, it
assumes that foaling happens in May, and a newborn colt has a value of 4 – 6 d.
Additional 6 d. are added to the value each season until the second year.
Another twelve pence per season are added in the third year. A wild horse is
therefore worth 96 d. at the age of three. Its value increases by 20 d. when the
horse is caught and by additional 4 d. when it is bridled. In total, an untrained
horse is worth 120 d. The northern scale is simpler: foaling season is also assumed to be in May, and the initial value of a colt is also 6 d. At the beginning of
the third year, a colt “should be bridle tame and then it is proper to give it the
training, which is right for it, whether it be a destrier or palfrey, or a working
horse.”12 Such a wild horse is also worth 60 d. The Welsh word for “training”
used in these rules is diwyll, derived from di-wyllt, which means to “un-wild.”
Therefore, we can assume that the wild horse (march wyllt) in the legal text
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means “untrained” or “not broken in” rather than “feral.”13 After the horse has
received a training, according to its intended purpose, statutory value could also
change, depending on the purpose of the horse.
First, there were two types of working horses: The simplest one was the
march tom, a dung horse, which was intended for transporting goods – its teithi,
an essential property, for which a seller bore responsibility, was an ability to
carry a load uphill and downhill without irregularities. Its value remained unchanged – 60 d. The Iorweth redaction of the law distinguishes a higher-class
working horse, gweinyddfarch, literally, a working horse that should be able to
pull a cart or a harrow. Southern redactions make no such distinction though.
Next come expensive war and riding horses. The law names them palfrey
(palffrai), rouncy (rhwnsi), and destrier (amws). The last term merits some discussion: an original meaning of the word was simply “stallion,”14 and older translations of the law, such as the one by Wade-Evans, render it thus, but comparison
between Latin and Welsh texts makes it clear that the word came to be used to
mean a special kind of stallion, for example, where the Latin D text uses dextarius, the closely related Welsh Blegywryd uses amws, while using ystalwyn or stalwyn elsewhere.15 The same usage can be observed in Welsh translations from
medieval French, for instance, a translation of Chanson de Roland shows knights
transferring from their palfreys to destriers before the battle (adaw y paffreiot, a
chymryt eu hemys).16 Unfortunately, no information is given about their essential
properties. The values are, however, given – palfrey and rouncy are both valued
at 120 d., the value of a destrier is £1.17 Latin versions of the law code follow
English and other European examples and distinguish between a rouncy and a
sumpter horse (swmerfarch) – the mount of a common trooper, which was valued
only slightly above a working horse at 80 d.18 It is interesting to note that working horses have Welsh names, whereas the names for higher classes of animals
are derived from French and Latin, which clearly indicates a later borrowing,
most likely no earlier than the time of the Norman Conquest.
I would like to turn now to the question of sale and purchase of horses.
Most goods named in the laws had a teithi, or legally defined essential property of a certain thing, which served two purposes. First, it defines an object
for legal purposes, for example, the aforementioned teithi of a working horse
is its ability to perform specific work. Secondly, it serves as a guarantee – a
seller of on object bears responsibility for the presence of certain qualities and
the absence of certain flaws. Like a modern guarantee, teithi may have time
limits. According to the law, whenever the horse was sold (any horse, no class
distinctions were made), the following guarantees applied: “Whosoever sells
a horse, let him be answerable for the horse grazing and drinking water and
that it not be restive.”19
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The Iorweth redaction adds a further qualification: the guarantee against
restiveness (meaning that the horse is either restless or resistant) lasts until the
horse is ridden “in a crowd of persons and horses through their midst”; some
manuscripts add “three times.”20 Different redactions specified different consequences for the seller of a restive horse: the Cyfnerth version gave a seller the
choice to either pay one third of its value to the buyer or to take back the horse.
Iorweth and Blegywryd, however, gave no choice: one third of the value was
still payable, but the transfer of the horse remained in force.21
Further guarantees were given for certain internal disorders: staggers
(a nerve and muscular disorder that causes the horse to lose the ability to move
properly, caused either by lesions in the neck vertebrae, ingestion of certain
toxic plants, or improper grazing), which lasted three days; as well as for glanders and farcy (an untreatable, infectious disease, which affects either the respiratory system – glanders, or the skin – farcy).22 Nowadays, it is known that
glanders and farcy are caused by the same bacterium, but authors of the law
code treated these as distinct conditions and stipulated different guarantees –
three months and a year, respectively.23 Responsibility for external disorders is
specifically waived – the buyer should carefully inspect the horse himself.24
After the horse had been bought and found to be without faults, it had to be
cared for. Generally, the law does not specify any requirements for the care of
horses, with one notable exception – a destrier. In fact, the very status of a destrier depended on the way it was cared for. As we have seen, a horse was supposed to be trained according to its intended purpose, and both a rouncy and a
destrier are trained for war, so what made a destrier so special? According to the
law, it was the care it was given. In order to qualify as a destrier, a horse had to
be stall-fed. Different versions of the code specified different time periods: in the
Cyfnerth and the Blegywryd redactions it was six weeks, while the Iorweth redaction is more generous – three days and three nights would suffice.25 Moreover, a
horse that was not stall-fed lost its status according to Cyfnerth and Blegywryd,
while Iorweth allowed destrier to graze in the open in October and from midApril to mid-May without losing its status.26
Another interesting aspect of a destrier is that, although it is commonly accepted that a high-class medieval warhorse was supposed to be a stallion, one
version of the law (i.e., Latin A) implies that a destrier could be a gelding. It
sets the statutory value of a gelding at 120 d., adding “si non dextarius sit” –
unless it is a destrier.27 This, in my opinion, is not entirely unreasonable – a
destrier is legally defined by training and care, hence a gelding, if properly
trained and fed, may legally qualify as a destrier.28 Social aspects of such qualification – i.e., what other knights would say about someone riding such a warhorse – are beyond the scope of this study.
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A horse was a valuable piece of property; therefore, special rules were put in
place to make sure that an owner of a horse would be compensated for any harm
it might sustain. I begin the overview with one of the more interesting rules. A lot
of attention was devoted to the appearance of the horse’s tail: if the hair of the
tail was cut, a perpetrator was liable to pay a compensation of 24 d. to the owner.
Moreover, the Iorweth redaction adds that a culprit ought to “put the horse in a
place, where it will not be seen, and . . . give the owner another horse to do what
it would do, until the tail of his own horse is as it formerly was at its best.”29 If the
flesh of the tail was cut, compensation was equal to one-third of the value of the
horse. The same applied to horses’ eyes and ears, but if the sumpter horse had
the flesh of the tail cut, it lost its whole value.30 Another rule in the Cyfnerth redaction is even more surprising: “A destrier’s tail is worth 24 d. if it is cut outside
the flesh; if, however any of the flesh is cut, then the whole value of the destrier
is paid and the destrier is a valid property of him, who damaged it.”31 This may
seem surprising – a horse is given to a perpetrator, but there may be an explanation: a horse that lost its tail hair is hidden from sight, and a sumpter horse – the
cheapest of warhorses – becomes worthless after losing its tail. It seems that having a horse without a tail is shameful. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that an
expensive horse without a tail is not worth having. Nevertheless, Dafydd Jenkins
correctly notes that this invites abuse – the mutilated animal is still a well-bred
horse, most likely a stallion – would make a fine addition to any stud.32
Another interesting rule comes from the Cyfnerth version of the text:
“Whoever shall deny the killing stealthily of a destrier or palfrey, let him give
the oaths of twenty-four men.”33 Oaths of so many men were typically required
in serious criminal proceedings, for example, defense against a rape allegation
would require the oaths of fifty men. Killing a horse may seem in no way comparable, but given the important role of a horse in warfare, killing one may be
understood as the medieval equivalent of an act of sabotage or terror.
Further rules are of more practical nature: “The value of the horse’s foot is
its value in full.”34 The horse is one of the so-called one-footed animals, along
with hunting dogs and falcons, because damage to even one of its feet makes it
mostly useless with respect to its intended purpose.
There is yet another rule that deals with damage inflicted to a horse:
“Whoever shall borrow a horse and chafe its back badly so that much hair falls
off, 4 d. are to be paid to the owner. If, however the back swells from the chafing
of an old sore, and the skin is broken to the flesh, 8 d. are to be paid. If there be
no old sore on it, and the skin and flesh be cut to the bone, 16 d. are to be paid.”35
While the presence of this rule in a code is unsurprising – whoever uses someone’s property is responsible for it – it is worth noting that the law accounts for
the initial condition of the borrowed horse.
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Taking a horse without an owner’s permission constitutes an offense of surreption, which incurs a fine, payable to the ruler, and a compensation to the
owner, the amount of which depends on the distance an offender has traveled.36
This rule has, however, several important exceptions:
There are three acknowledged surreptions for which neither a dirwy-fine, nor a camlwrw
ought to be paid. One is if it happens that there are shared goods between two men and
the custodian ruins the goods without a cross, without prohibition. The second is if a
man takes a horse of another man to hurry to warn a country about the approach of the
army of a neighbouring country. The third is if a man takes a horse of another man to
hurry to seek a priest for a sick person, lest he departs without communion.37

The first part of the rule is self-explanatory: if two persons own property jointly,
each can use it, unless they have agreed otherwise. The second and third parts,
where horses are concerned, is more interesting. Here, the Welsh law recognizes
defense as a necessity, as some modern jurisdictions do. In both cases, the horse
is urgently needed in order to prevent greater harm – either the incursion of an
enemy or death without last rites.
There are several other rules concerning the horse that are worth mentioning: first is the principle of “nets” – i.e., situations – where a person was entitled
to compensation if he accidentally came into possession of someone else’s property. Exactly what types of property merited such compensation depended on the
individual’s social status. Both a king and a lord are entitled to a compensation
of 4 d. if a strange horse is found in their stud, as it is one of their “nets.”38
Finally, not all rules concerned prohibitions and responsibility. For instance, a rule from the Cyfnerth redaction about a reward further emphasizes
the great value placed on horses in Welsh society: “Whoever shall protect a
horse against thieves in the same gwlad [an administrative unit] as its owner,
receives 4 d. for every cow the horse may be worth.”39

Horses in Anglo-Saxon Law
Unlike Welsh laws, which form a complete code, Anglo-Saxon laws are collections of rulings by multiple kings. The laws form no system and refer to already
established unwritten legal custom, either reiterating or explicitly amending it.
This apparent lack of continuity, together with the fact that the copies of the
laws were preserved along with other royal pronouncements, has led Patrick
Wormald to suggest that the written law was of secondary importance to the
early medieval English legal system. Moreover, laws might not have served any
immediate judiciary purpose at all: it might have been more important to have
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written laws – any laws – to create a symbolic link to great lawgivers of old,
like the emperors of Rome, Solomon, and Moses.40
Since this fairly pessimistic interpretation was proposed back in 1977, it has
been challenged by a number of scholars.41 As this study is not dedicated to a
discussion of Anglo- Saxon law in general, I give the following summary of arguments against the suggestion that early written English laws served only ceremonial purposes: First, there is evidence of attempts to promulgate the laws,
sometimes included in legal texts themselves, for example, in “IV Edgar,” also
known as the Whitbordesstan code of King Edgar (reigned 959–975), which contains explicit instructions to copy the text of the code and to disseminate it.
Secondly, existing law codes sometimes contain references to each other, which
suggests application of an existing code and an attempt to apply previously written rules elsewhere.42 Thirdly, there is evidence from outside the legal field
pointing toward the importance of written law to legal practice. One such example is the Old English adaptation (as opposed to the literal translation from
Latin) of the legend of the Seven Sleepers, where the reeve consulting his law
book is mentioned.43 Thus, while it might have been important to early English
rulers to appear as successors to a tradition of codified law dating back to the
Old Testament and Imperial Rome, ideological and practical considerations
were not necessarily mutually exclusive, and English law codes were an important part of an operational legal system, where they worked in conjunction with
an existing tradition of oral law.
Although the relationship between the Welsh and the Saxons is beyond
the scope of this study, there is one case, found in the code of Ine (reigned
688–726), that merits closer inspection: “Regis horswealh (id est equi stabularius Waliscus), qui sibi nuntiare possit ad eum, eius weregildum est CC
sol” (King’s horswealh [that is, Welsh groom], who can render messenger’s
services, his wergild is 200 s.).44 The precise meaning of “horswealh” and
the duties of a “stabularius” are unknown: Lieberman translates them as
“marshal” and “head groom” (Stallmeister in German), respectively,45 while
Attenborough translates the former word literally, as “horse-servant.”46 In
any case, a Welshman whose services to the king included some form of
work with horses was set apart by law from his compatriots and given a special wergild rate. To put it into context, wergilds of Welshmen under the jurisdiction of English kings were set according to land holdings. Ine 32 sets
the following rates: landless Welshman – 60 s.; half-hyde47 of land – 80 s.;
one hyde – 120 s. Ine 24 sets a wergild of 600 s. for a man who owns five or
more hydes. This puts our “horse-servant” noticeably above any common
Welshman in terms of his wergild, but well below any noble (or, at least,
rich) person of the same ethnicity. While Welsh specialists were highly
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valued, this does not mean that Saxon kingdoms depended on the Welsh for
their horses. Anglo-Saxon equestrian culture has likewise found its way into
the laws and other legal documents.
As in the first part, I begin the discussion of Anglo-Saxon laws with the rules
governing the classification of horses and their relative values. Several law codes
contain rules regarding the value of horses and other animals. For example, section 7 of the Dunsæte Ordinance prices a horse between twelve and thirty shillings, while a plowing ox and a milk cow are priced at thirty and twenty-four
pence, respectively. The value of a shilling varied but was usually between four
and five pence.48 Hence, the value of a horse was between sixty and one hundred
and fifty pence – twice or up to six times more expensive than an ox.
VI Æthelstan sets a price of a good horse at half a pound (about thirty shillings), whereas the price of an ox is twenty pence, while the cow is worth thirty
pence. The values set in both codes are comparable, but not identical, which is
unsurprising: although both codes are from the reign of King Æthelstan, the
Dunsæte Ordinance was a treaty with the Welsh, while VI Æthelstan was intended for the city of London, so the differences might be regional.
The sections of both codes where the values of horses are set differ from the
sections that set values for other animals in another respect: while the latter values are fixed, the former are flexible. VI Æthelstan sets the value of the horse at
half a pound and adds: “if it is of sufficient quality; and if it should be worse, let
one pay according to its value, [judging by] its appearance, and according to
how much the one who owns it values it, unless he has a witness [to vouch] that
it is as good as he says; and let him have the additional payment that we obtain
there.”49 This could mean the following: while the horse was valued according to
its appearance, evaluation was not entirely subjective, as it could be confirmed
by a witness, and, probably, was intelligible to a judge. Also, it might imply an
understanding of what the horse, worth half a pound, looks like.50
The same understanding of the quality may be seen in wills and other
legal documents. Restoration of estates to the bishop of Worcester by
Brihtwulf, king of Mercia, mentions both “very choice horses” (caballos bene
electos) and merely “good horses” (eques bonos).51 In his will, Theodred bequeaths to his lord “four horses, the best I have.” 52 While the latter case
might be more subjective, as Theodred’s next of kin could have known which
horses he considered his best, the former document describes a transaction
on a larger scale, and therefore implies the difference between a good and a
very choice horse, understandable to executors of the king’s will. I would tentatively suggest that the cases cited could be an example of consistent legal
practice, although the small number of sources does not allow making such a
generalization with certainty.
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Dunsæte 7 expands on the topic of quality by introducing several classes of
horses: “One must compensate for a horse with thirty shillings or else clear oneself of [the offence]; for a mare [one must compensate] with twenty shillings
and the same for a wintersteal; for a wild weorf [one must compensate with]
twelve shillings.” The precise meanings of a wintersteal and of wild weorf are
unknown. The former is suggested to mean either a horse kept in a stall during
winter (a literal translation), or, alternatively, “a year-old stallion” and “a yearling foal” have been suggested as well.53 In my view, the second meanings
could be more accurate: the law contrasts wintersteal and mare (Old English
myran) with a horse (Old English hors). This may mean that “a horse” is either
a stallion (as opposed to a mare) or a trained adult horse (as opposed to wintersteal, understood as a yearling horse). This does not mean, however, that the
first meaning – a horse kept in a stall during winter – is not equally true. To
compare, according to the Welsh law discussed above, the most expensive type
of warhorse – a destrier – was legally defined as a trained warhorse, which was
kept indoors. If this requirement was not met, the horse lost its status, and its
value decreased accordingly.54
While the Welsh laws in their existing form deal with the classification of
horses, characteristic of the High Middle Ages, an increase in the value of
horses kept indoors, compared to wild ones in the laws of Dunsaete, may be
an example of an earlier form of the same practice. This brings us to the final
type of horse – a wild weorf. As already mentioned above, the precise meaning of the word is unknown (weorf itself is usually translated as “beast of burden”). Nevertheless, legal texts contain certain hints as to the meaning of the
term. Later sources written in Latin, such as Domesday Book, call the lowest
grade of horses “forest mares” or “unbroken mares” (equae silvestrae and
equae indomitae, respectively).55 This may suggest the use of a relatively inexpensive breeding method of leaving horses in a certain area to sustain their
population themselves. This method produced smaller horses, fit only for simple tasks, such as pulling carts.56 It has also been suggested that these horses
were, in fact, Exmoor ponies.57 Further evidence of this breeding method
comes from wills containing bequests of stud farms, which also mention wild
horses as part of the property.58 To summarize, the Anglo-Saxon law seems to
divide horses into categories according to the way the horses were bred, as
well as based on their appearance, which, judging by the use of words such
as “good horse” as legal terms, was not entirely subjective, but rather based
on an established legal tradition.
With few exceptions, the laws of early medieval England do not contain
any rules concerning horse care. I would like to examine one of those exceptions prior to concluding the present discussion.
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Ego Ceolwulf gratia Dei gratuita largiente rex Merciorum aliquid mihi in elemosinam donare precogitavi ut sempiterne mercedis portionem acceptarem ideo rogatus a Werfriðo
antestite Huicciorum et familia in Uueogernacestre. istam libertatem. cum meorum omnium unanimo consensu episcoporum et principum. ac etiam cunctorum optimatum
nostræ gentis perpetualiter donavi ut tota parrochia Hwicciorum a pastu aequorum regis
et eorum qui eos ducunt obsoluta et secura permansisset.
[I, Ceolwulf, king of the Mercians by the generous grace of God, have thought to give
something for my own sake in [the form of] alms, so that I might receive a share of the
eternal reward. Thus, having been asked by Wærferth, the bishop of the Hwicce and the
kin in Worcester, I have granted perpetually, with the unanimous consent of all my bishops and leaders and also all the chief men of our race, that the whole diocese of the
Hwicce should remain absolved and secure from [the responsibility of] pasturing the
king’s horses and those who lead them (S 215)]59

Unfortunately, there are no detailed rules regarding provisions for the royal
horse in English kingdoms. There is, however, an interesting parallel with the
Welsh law: the retinue of the Welsh king, in addition to members of the royal
family (the queen and edling – heir apparent), consisted of twenty-four “officers,” who included, among others, captain of household troops, chief justice
(who was entitled to the same amount of care for the horse as the king himself),
members of the clergy, entertainers (bards and poets), and various servants. As
the royal household moved around the realm, every person was given a horse.
The retinue also included several grooms to care for the horses.
All of these horses needed food. Therefore, feudal duties included pasturing and provision of horse fodder. Dafydd Jenkins calculates that approximately 1,088 sheaves of oats were to be provided to the king and shared
between the members of the retinue.60 If the duties of a vassal of the Saxon
king and the number of horses and people in the royal retinue were comparable, then King Ceolwulf’s decision to grant freedom from such obligations was
an example of exceptional royal generosity.

Conclusion
Horses were an important part of both Welsh and English culture, treated as
valuable property and signifiers of high status, which is indicated by the
higher values placed on horses than on other animals in both cultures, as
well as by special rules regarding the horses of the king and the people
of his court. The laws of both England and Wales hint at breeding some
of the horses (typically work horses) by means of leaving a herd in an
enclosed territory, letting horses breed naturally, and breaking them in
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as necessary, although there is more evidence of this breeding method in
English than in Welsh laws.
Horses were also an essential instrument of warfare, hence the separation
of warhorses into a distinct category in Welsh law. This feature is notably absent from Anglo-Saxon laws, where, despite the requirement to appear for military service mounted, the type of horse was not specified, and horses were
valued according to appearance rather than function. While the other rules discussed above share certain similarities, this is the most noticeable difference
between the two systems, resulting probably from the fact that Welsh law records a later situation, when special types of warhorses already existed. This
study is by no means a comprehensive study of either equestrian culture.
However, it provides a sketch of the situation in England and Wales alike and
suggests further directions for research into the topic.
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14 The Price and Value of the Warhorse in
Late Medieval England
Horses, ubiquitous in the lives of medieval people and the cornerstone of medieval
economy, industry, agriculture, logistics, and warfare, were, presumably, prominent on the medieval market, with considerable variety in prices depending on the
use of the horse and its conformance to the criteria set for its class. However, little
research has been carried out on the practicalities of allocating horses to categories
and attributing them with the sought-after epithet “of quality.” Certainly, the price
and value of a horse would depend on its type of use (the warhorse, the palfrey,
the hunter, and the packhorse being just a few of the types), but also on its matching the markers of perfection set for the type. However, determining a horse’s quality and value within a class could be more problematic: in other words, how does
one know, for instance, that a warhorse is a good warhorse? In this study, I focus
on the markers of quality, most typically those of price and class, but sometimes
including references to coat color, conformation, training, breeding, and origin
found in literary and documentary sources, to discuss the complex interplay that
determined the price and value of horses in late medieval England, focusing on
the warhorse as my case study.
The present study does not seek to describe the market of elite horses or
outline the dynamics of horse prices in medieval England, issues that have
been addressed by other scholars, most recently Jordan Claridge.1 Instead, this
study concentrates on the process of valuation:2 ways in which elite horses,
destriers in particular, were evaluated and the factors and circumstances that
influenced their value and price.
Numerous intermediaries were engaged in the medieval English horse market,
reflecting the four types of market intermediaries, who, according to Christian
Bessy and Pierre-Marie Chauvin, are “implied in valuation frame-making and
frame-using activities” – distributors, matchmakers, consultants, and evaluators.3
These agents could perform one or more intermediary functions, acting as networkers, guarantors of quality, etc. In the medieval horse market, one type of
agent whose activities were relatively well-documented for the late medieval and
early modern period was the horse marshal: the statutes of the London Company
Note: This study builds on the project presented at 5e école d’ été d’histoire économique.
I would like to thank the organizers for their generous support in funding my attendance at
the summer school, which has greatly informed the present study.
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-015
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of Farriers specify this as one of their duties, and some court records refer to marshals evaluating horses in criminal cases.4 The documents in which prices and
compensation values of medieval horses were registered encompass inventories,
wills, and other legal documents, such as court records. These documents include
little information about specific horses, most usually signalling the owner or
buyer, the type of the horse, in some cases the name, and other characteristics of
the horse, such as coat color. While indicative of the range and dynamic of prices
on the market, this information is of little use in studying the process of valuation
and factors that influenced the price and value of individual horses in each case.
The criteria underlying the judgment of the quality of an elite horse by
these agents and their customers found their expression in a variety of texts,
from such pragmatic works as veterinary and hippiatric treatises, to lists of
horse qualities reproduced in miscellaneous manuscripts compiled for the
English gentry, to romances, many of which were included in the same miscellanies with hippiatric recipes and lists. Arguably, these texts not only
documented the prevailing practices and assumptions relating to the assessment of a horse’s quality, but also contributed to the formation of public
standards for and expectations of elite horses, especially the warhorse, a type
most frequently mentioned in romances. Unlike administrative and court records, literary texts rarely mention horse prices,5 but they do stress the value
of a warhorse, either in response to a specific need or in more universal
terms, as when an individual animal reflects the status of its rider or, more
rarely, is the object of a knight’s affection.6

Previous Studies on the Price of the Warhorse
In an early study of the medieval warhorse, R. H. C. Davis compares the warhorse to a machine and argues that the production of warhorses was one of the
major medieval industries: “the business of acquiring and producing warhorses
was a major industry in the Middle Ages, comparable to the breeding of racehorses in our own day.”7 The comparison of the modern racehorse to the warhorse is pertinent insofar as both are elite kinds of animals, the price of which
will vary considerably depending not only on the physical characteristics of an
individual horse, but also on its subjective evaluation and the willingness on
the part of the buyer to pay a certain amount. Matthew Bennett indicates that
“a horse’s value may soar or plummet depending upon its perceived qualities
or suggestion or evidence of illness or weakness.”8 The findings of Davis, who
has assembled considerable evidence on the prices of warhorses based on
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English governmental records, highlight the wide range of prices on the warhorse, but his sources offer little explanation of this variability.
The price may reflect the potential usefulness of the animal, which may – or
may not – be sustained when it is used for the purpose for which it was bred,
either in racing or in war. However, a horse is not a product that can be manufactured with an eye towards certain parameters: many criteria influence the way
the adult horse will come out, and not all of these criteria can be foreseen. A warhorse is the result of a breeding decision, raising, and training, but the value of
an elite horse would fall – even to zero – if a horse sustains an injury during its
training, in the course of its professional activities, or even when it is at rest.
This high level of risk associated with elite horses is not encountered in
other industries. While modern racehorses can be insured, a medieval man-atarms could likewise be reimbursed the value of his horse if it became unusable
during a military campaign. The valuation of horses before a campaign, under
Edward III, has provided rich evidence of the varying values of horses that participated in military campaigns in fourteenth-century England. In his groundbreaking works, Andrew Ayton analyzes lists of appraised horses, the restauratio
equorom, containing restitution values.9
These lists suggest the average value of a medieval warhorse, but the first
impression is that of considerable variety: thus, the appraisal of warhorses lost
by Sir Walter de Maury’s retinue, 1342–1343, “contains an unusually high proportion of expensive warhorses. About two thirds of them are valued at £20 or
more.”10 The problem with these lists, though this may be a trifling issue of nomenclature, is that many of the appraised horses are not described as warhorses
(destrier). Thus, the above-mentioned account of de Maury’s compensation begins with de Maury’s own destrier, valued at £100, includes Sir Baldwin de
Freville’s destrier, valued at £52, the coursers of Thomas de Belhous, valued at
£40, and an unspecified horse (equus) of Henry de Ardern, valued at one hundred shillings. The question is whether the difference of appellation is significant:
while Ardern’s horse participates in the campaign, is this low-priced specimen
truly a warhorse? According to Gribit, appraisal was performed at the army’s
muster point,11 so that appraisal values may be related to the rider’s status. On
the other hand, retainers could be required to arrive with horses appropriate to
their rank, “bien et covenablement mountez, armez et arraiez . . . come a soun
estat partent” (well and appropriately mounted, armed and arrayed . . . as befits
his status).12 Ayton claims that “there was a general tendency for men to serve
with the warhorses of a quality appropriate to their rank.”13
While it is possible to derive the average value of a warhorse based on the
restauratio lists and mentions of warhorses in administrative documents, as
Bennett warns, the underlying danger is that of constructing this “dreadful
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animal, the average warhorse.”14 While an average price may be useful, the
problem of dealing with the most expensive and the cheapest horses remains:
should these be included in statistics or left out? Alternatively, for statistical
purposes, it is possible to divide horses into the warhorses of the military elite
and of their retinues, or to calculate the mean value of a warhorse in each
retinue. In the first case, it would be possible to deduce the price of an elite
warhorse. In the second case, and this analysis has been conducted by Ann
Hyland, retinues with the more expensive horses can be singled out.
Analyzing the Register of Edward, the Black Prince, which covers his estate
management in England and Wales from 1346 to 1365, Hyland extracts material
on the management of horses at peace and at war, to construct “a rounded picture of the horse in medieval England, its use, breeding, movements, and its
economic and prestige value.”15 Unsurprisingly, given the military fame of the
Black Prince, Hyland foregrounds the economic aspect of using warhorses during a campaign, as this information can be deduced from indentures and the
restauratio equorum. Indentures include information on the length of the contract, the number and composition of the retinue, annual fee, and, often, the
value of the horses. Hyland notes one case of a complaint made by Sir William
Belesby in 1347, where Belesby, among other things, explains that his losses
derive in part from the fact that his horses were not appraised with rest of the
knights’ horses, because they had been lodged fifteen miles away from the prince’s retinue around Tichfield.16 Based on selected appraisal records for the
1361–1364 service in Ireland, Hyland calculates the mean value of the warhorse
in six retinues: for Sir Eustace d’Auberchicourt, Sur Robert de Ashton, Sir John
de St Lowe, Sir William de Windsor, Sir Thomas de Hoggeshawe, and the Earl
of Stafford. Apart from the Earl’s warhorses, valued at £10 (or £9.5 in another
appraisal), the mean value for the other retinues is relatively uniform, from
£6.1 (de Ashton) to £7.7 (de Windsor). The number of warhorses in a retinue is
small, between five (de Hoggeshawe) and seven (de Windsor). Only the retinues
of d’Auberchicourt (twenty warhorses) and the Earl of Stafford (fifty and
twenty-one) are considerably larger. These statistics, while indicative of the
general tendencies for campaigns, provide little idea about the individual warhorses serving in the campaigns or about the reasons for the different compensations due for each horse.
Ayton’s and Hyland’s analyses of the lists constitute an important advance
in the study of prices of medieval warhorses and remain unique in their thoroughness and extent. Catalan wills, which mention warhorses and their values,
have been studied by Pierre Bonnassie, though this is just one category of goods
analyzed in his more general economic study of medieval Catalonia.17 While the
prices and market tendencies for working horses have been recently analyzed by
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Claridge,18 no such thorough analysis exists for the warhorse. In an earlier study,
Claridge describes market tendencies in the pricing of “elite” horses, which encompass coursers and palfreys alongside warhorses.19 Again, his approach renders statistical evidence, based on documentary sources, without discussing the
considerable range he notes: “from £2 to £40, with an average price of £20,”
though few horses are valued below £10. Indeed, it seems that, to obtain a better
understanding of the factors that influence the pricing policy for medieval warhorses and the assessment of their value, multiple sources can be used beyond
documentary ones: romances, bestiaries, and even hippiatric treatises.

Sources, Their Advantages, and Limitations:
Inventories, Legal Documents, Bestiaries,
Veterinary Treatises, and Literature (Romances)
To be considered “of quality,” several characteristics of an elite horse could be
assessed, and this is true of medieval as well as, to an extent, of modern horses.
These characteristics include physical qualities, in particular, conformation,
height, absence of diseases, coat color, movements, speed, strength and stamina, as well as breeding, age, training, and character. Whereas the breeding
and visible, physical qualities remain, for the most part, stable, throughout the
horse’s life, with the exception of health, and, in certain cases, color, other
qualities are subject to change. Thus, although gracious movements, speed,
strength, and stamina are largely inborn qualities, they can be improved
through training, and the horse’s character can also evolve depending on the
animal’s training and experience. However, many of these qualities are hard to
assess objectively: whereas the origin and age of a horse are clearly known,
and its height can be measured, describing a horse as speedy, of gracious
movements, or of courageous disposition is trickier. Although, in most cases, it
would be clear to an observer, especially a horse person – and, in the Middle
Ages, people had far better knowledge of horseflesh than most people nowadays – what is meant by a swift or powerful horse, explaining it is as hard as
explaining what constitutes a beautiful face. Even coat color denominations,
which follow a strict pattern nowadays, should be taken with caution when discussing medieval textual and visual sources: thus, Reiner Geutz notes, concerning the nomenclature of coat colors, that “words used to describe color reflect a
differing view of the external world from speakers of one language to those of
another, even among contemporaries and much more so historically.”20 In the
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Middle Ages, however, there existed descriptions and lists of horse qualities,
either included in bestiaries or miscellanies, which arguably were meaningful
for their target audience.
Different medieval sources mention horses and, implicitly or explicitly,
may contain comments on their value and quality. Administrative documents,
such as inventories and indentures, legal documents (mentioning crimes targeting horses, for instance, stealing or damaging a horse, bestiaries (which occasionally describe the horse among other, both exotic and ordinary animals), as
well as hippiatric treatises, and, finally, literature, especially romances, all
have their own conventions when it comes to representing the horse. All of
these documents have their advantages and limitations, yet, by combining
sources of various types, it is possible to obtain a more balanced understanding
of the medieval horse market than by studying archival documents alone.
The existing studies of the medieval horse market draw mainly, if not exclusively, on administrative documents. These documents provide information
on numbers of purchased horses, their prices – either for individual animals or
for a certain number of horses – and, occasionally, some of their qualities, usually the type, coat color, and origin. Sometimes discrepancies in prices are so
striking that they cannot be explained by reference to these qualities alone.
Thus, the Register of the Black Prince, analyzed by Hyland, shows that the
Black Prince paid £50–80 for warhorses he bought from his knights.21
However, there is considerable difference in prices of local and imported
horses, depending on the country of origin: thus, horses from Ireland are much
cheaper than horses bought in France and Germany.22
Here, the price can be at least partially explained by origin. Yet what can
be made of instances when the difference is over £70 per horse, and few characteristics, apart from the horse’s type, are given? For instance, the royal
household accounts show that, in 1330, John Brocas bought three destriers:
Pomers, a grey horse, for £120; Lebryt, a dappled grey, for £70; and Bayard, a
“bright brown bay,” for £50.23 The account presents three warhorses, the latter two of which fit within the range of £50–80 established by Hyland, but the
first horse is much more expensive. Given the fact that no additional information about the horses survives, it may be dangerous to put too much weight
on the few details we have: the horse’s name and color. In this case, the
horses’ names are not suggestive of any characteristics, apart from possibly
Bayard, a common medieval name for horses, which here may present an allusion to its color, bay, just as horse names in medieval Welsh literature often
describe the horse’s color, appearance, or character. As to the coat color, bay
is the most common color for horses, whereas grey and dapple grey are rarer
and more remarkable colors. Besides, light grey is, traditionally, the color of
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horses reserved for special occasions, for instance, for royal horses and for
the horses of military leaders. In romances, exceptional knights, such as Sir
Galahad in the anonymous thirteenth-century Queste del Saint Graal, which
Malory used as his source for the “Tale of the Sankgreal” in La Morte Darthur,
ride white horses; likewise, divine messengers appear on white mounts,
whereas black horses are associated with the devil. However, the dichotomy
of white horses for “good” characters and “black” horses for sinners and demons is not sustained in the romance and even less in the illuminations that
accompany the text in the richer manuscripts.
The fact that grey horses carried a higher value in medieval England has
likewise been noted by Davis, and Sioned Davies comments in her study of
horses in The Mabinogion that “uncommon colors – white and black – imply
prestige and status for they are unusual and therefore sought after.”24 In other
contexts, colored and even black horses are found to be just as valuable, possibly due to their distinctness.25 Remarkably, in the High and late Middle Ages,
there seem to have existed hierarchies of horses based on their color, although
it is not clear to what extent these hierarchies were accepted outside their immediate context, that of hippiatric treatises. Thus, horse ranking based on color
is outlined in Medicines for Horses, where a grey horse is valued the highest,
with dappled grey and bay being respectively lower down the scale. The lowest
value is accorded to a horse that is completely black, probably because of its
association with the devil. The text of Medicines in a manuscript dated to
the second half of the fifteenth century, preserved in the Yale Center for British
Art, provides the following explanation: “A coole blacke horse that berythe no
whyght marke is perleus for and he contynew longe with eny mann he wol
drenche hys master or ellys he wol sle hym or do somme maner of myscheffe.”26
Here, it is important that a horse has no white mark whatsoever: according to
the treatise, such a horse is sure to drown or kill its rider in some manner.
Other hippiatric texts include recipes for making a white mark on a black
horse. Even when no rationale for making a mark is given, it seems to relate to
the same apprehension of riding or owning an “unlucky” or “dangerous” black
horse.27 This is illustrated in a romance episode where Sir Perceval rides a
black horse who turns out to be a demon, which I further discuss below. At the
same time, a black horse with one or several white marks may have been more
highly prized because of its distinct, attractive colors.
Lists of horse rankings can also provide an assessment of an animal’s value
without allusion to its color. In such cases, a good horse could be described by
means of metaphor, metonymy, or simile: for instance, a miscellaneous manuscript preserved at the National Library of Wales, Brogyntyn MS II.1, dated to
ca. 1470, lists fifteen characteristics of a good horse on fols. 188v–189r:
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Ther longithe to a good hors xv manner of condycyons that is iij of a man iij of a woman
iij of a har iij of a foxe iij of an as iij of a man ys to be provd & hady and bold the iij of a
woman ys to have a fayr brest a fayr trace and essey to leppe on the iij of a har ys to have
a leyne hede and gret yeyin and ther wel rennyng away the iij of a fox ys to have a fayr
tayle schort heyris and therwitt a good trote the iij of an as ys to have a byege chyne a flat
lege and therwitt a good hoffe.28

In this case, a horse is compared to other creatures, which, except for the ass,
belong to different species but with which it should share certain features. An
ass, in fact, is treated as if it were not an equine at all, because it is a wild animal,
and thus different from domesticated animals. In general, the domestic donkey
was considered to be too lowly an animal for a man, let alone a knight, to ride.29
Interestingly, the features that a good horse shares with a man are all related to
character – proud, heady, and bold – indicating that a warhorse, or at least a
knight’s horse, is meant. Other features refer to movement – e.g., jumping, running, and trotting – and physical appearance, namely, the breast, the head,
which should be lean rather than bulky or heavy, the tail, the coat, which should
be short rather than shaggy, the legs, and hooves. Certain details are easy to interpret: a lean head indicates a horse of good breeding, whereas heavier heads
are typical of cobs, ponies, and working horses. The same is true of a short coat,
as better-bred horses usually have finer coats, whereas the coats of ponies and
working horses are both shorter and coarser. Also, a coat of good quality and
healthy, strong hooves indicate that a horse is in good physical condition.30
In most cases, there would be little need to define and rationalize the basis
on which a value judgment is passed on a horse: as has already been mentioned,
documents give few details about horses apart from their type. Likewise, literary
texts rarely describe elite horses, even destriers, in detail. However, romances are
not known for describing in detail other phenomena or even characters, unless
they are somehow remarkable or outstanding. Even knights and ladies are often
simply characterized as “brave” or “worthy” and “fair,” respectively, or given relatively standard descriptions.
As in administrative and legal documents, horses in romance literature are
usually noted for their type, unless the context makes such precision unnecessary, as well as color and, occasionally, size and such physical qualities as
speed and strength. Horse names are rarely mentioned, unless a knight is associated with a particular horse in the romance tradition, such as Bayard of Les
Quatre Fils Aymon [The Four Sons of Aymon] or Gawain’s horse Gringalet.
Instead, romances often describe the horse’s tack, especially if a horse is ridden
by a remarkable knight or lady: the horse equipment in this case guarantees
the quality of the horse and emphasizes the status of the rider. Thus, in Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight, the horse of the Green Knight is described as
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follows: “A grene hors gret and þikke, / A stede ful stif to strayne, / In brawden
brydel quik – / To þe gome he watz ful gayn” (ll. 175–78).31 Here, the unusual
coat color is noted, “grene,” as well as its size and conformation, “gret and
þikke,” and its capacities, “ful stif to strayne.” The horse’s tack is likewise
noted, but it is secondary to the horse’s physique, as the main point here is that
the Green Knight on his horse is a fearsome adversary. In turn, Gawain’s horse
is noted mostly for its elaborate tack: “was Gryngolet grayth and gurde with a
sadel / That glemed ful gayly with mony golde frenges, / Aywhere naylet ful
newe, for that note ryched, / The brydel barred aboute, with bright golde
bounded. / The apparayl of the payttrure and of the proude skyrtes, / The cropore, and the covertor, accorded with the arsounes. / And al was, rayled on
red, ryche golde nayles, / That al glytered and glent as glem of the sunne”
(ll. 597–604).32 The horse’s size is stressed in another Middle English romance
that features Sir Gawain, Ywain and Gawain. In the romance, a knight of King
Arthur’s court, Calogrenant, confronts the knight guarding a magic well, and
the knight’s horse appears to be twice the size of Calogrenant’s: “My stede by
his was bot a fole” (l. 426).33 Later, when Ywain prepares for battle, he has
strong warhorses prepared for him: “Thai ordand armurs ful wele dight, / And
so thai did stedes ful wight” (ll. 1866–67).34 Size then seems to be essential for
a warhorse, though archaeological evidence suggests that medieval warhorses
were, by modern standards, of moderate height.35
These observations are characteristic not only of Middle English romances, but also of the neighboring traditions – e.g., of Welsh and French literature. In Welsh texts, such as the triads and the Mabinogion, horses are more
often evoked by name than in English and French romances. However, as the
linguistic analysis of horse names shows, these names are often descriptive,
stressing certain desirable qualities of a horse. Rachel Bromwich, who analyzes the Welsh horse triads, notes that the name of Gawain’s horse, which
first appears in Chrétien de Troyes’s romance Érec et Énide (ca. 1170) as le
Guingalet, could have been a “corruption by a French story-teller from an
earlier *Gwyn Galet (‘Hardy White’).”36 In this case, the horse’s name combines allusion to color and its physical properties, making the visually impressive steed worthy of bearing its distinguished rider and appropriate for
the knight’s lengthy quests.
In the anonymous French romance La Queste del Saint Graal, which is dated
to the early thirteenth century, the price a knight nearly pays for a warhorse is
his own soul, which indicates the importance of a destrier for a knight in a certain context. The romance was well known in England, where a few copies are
known to have circulated, some of which still exist.37 In the fifteenth century, La
Queste del Saint Graal became the basis for Thomas Malory’s version of the Grail
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quest in Le Morte d’Arthur, and, in this analysis, I consider both the French original and Malory’s version of the episode.
In the episode, Perceval is pursuing an elusive white knight, Galahad, and
has his horse killed. Desperate to continue, Perceval spends time in grief and
anger, until he loses consciousness. Coming to his senses, he sees a lady who
offers to provide a horse for him on condition that he will do her will: “If you
would promise . . . to do my will whenever I should summon you, I would give
you a good fine horse which would carry you anywhere you wished to go.”38
The lady is the devil in disguise, so that Perceval essentially promises to follow
the devil’s will. The horse he is given is tricky, too. Not only is it big and strong,
but it is also black: “a splendid great horse, so black that he was marvelous to
see.”39 Perceval takes an instant dislike to the mount, yet decides to ride it: “he
was bold enough to mount him as one who cared not for the enemy’s snare.”40
In Malory’s version, the horse is described as “inly black,” and Perceval “mervaylde that he was so grete and so well apparayled.”41 According to the Middle
English Dictionary, the word “apparayl” could refer to either martial equipment
or to the horse’s physical or moral characteristics,42 so that it is unclear whether
Malory refers to the horse’s tack, its appearance, or even its character. The outcome is that the horse takes Perceval not where Perceval wishes to go, but
where the horse wishes to go, and throws him off when Perceval makes the
sign of the cross. In this case, the deal has gone wrong, as a good horse needs
to be not only big, strong, and fast, but also tractable. In other words, the devil,
acting as the market intermediary, has cheated his client, and, indeed, Perceval
is not required to pay the high price he promised. The horse’s rare black color
reminds the audience of the belief, expressed in at least one hippiatric text, and
cited above, that a black horse without marks has the devil in it and would kill
or drown its rider: in the romance, Perceval makes the sign of the cross as the
horse is about to leap into the water.

Conclusion: Differentiation of Prices, Subjectivity
in Value and Quality
Different types of texts highlight different types of information about horse values and prices; likewise, the desirable qualities of elite horses may to a large
extent depend on the type of evidence. While documentary evidence usually
provides information on the type and, in cases of purchase, often the origin of
the horse, references to origin are relatively rare in literary texts. Restauratio
equorum include only the type of the animal, alongside its appraisal value,
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which, to an extent, may be a greater reflection of the status of the owner than
the tentative price of the horse itself. In romances, references to valuable, decorated tack on the horse may play the same role of indicating the status of the
owner and implying that the horse is worthy of its tack.
Romances usually describe the size of the horse and its working capacities:
in romances, elite warhorses are of impressive size, strong, swift, and hardy.
There are few detailed descriptions of horses in literary texts, though Welsh texts
may provide an exception to this rule: in the Welsh “Dream of Rhonabwy,”
which is part of the Mabinogion, horses are described, quite literally, down to
their hooves.43 More commonly, detailed descriptions of horse qualities are given
in hippiatric treatises and lists of qualities, which may appear as part of a treatise
or as separate short texts in miscellanies. The descriptions, however, are often
metaphoric, though they were probably understood by horsemen intuitively.
Both literary texts and administrative documents frequently mention a
horse’s color, and it seems that there existed a hierarchy of horse colors, with
light grey horses being more highly cherished than horses of other colors. In
certain documents that provide information on horse purchase, the name of the
animal is given, and horse names can also provide some tentative information
about the animal. The origin of the horse, its color, and the qualities that the
former owner projected onto the animal may all be reflected in the name,
though, naturally, a name on its own would hardly raise the horse’s price.
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15 The (Galloway) Horse and His Boy:
Le Roman Des Aventures De Fregus
and “The Best Breed in the North”?
When Pistol first staggered drunkenly into Mistress Quickly’s Tavern in
Shakespeare’s Henry IV Part 2 and picked a fight with Sir John Falstaff and Doll
Tearsheet, his truculent bawling comment “Thrust him downstairs? Know we
not Galloway nags?” would no doubt have had the London audience of the
early 1600s in fits of mirth.1 Similarly, when the dodgy London horse-dealer
Knockem mocked Northern, the hungover cloth manufacturer, with a loud cry
of “How now! my Galloway Nag, the staggers?” in Jonson’s play Bartholomew
Fair a few years later, the capital’s theater crowd must have dropped their newfangled forks in paroxysms of laughter.2
In the early years of the seventeenth century, a great social engineering effort was underway under James VI/I as he attempted to draw together the population of his kingdom into a single unified British identity. However, regional
differences, expressed through dialect, clothing, and other forms, were still entertaining to London theater-goers. The north of England and Scotland, along
with Ireland and Wales, were viewed as particularly rich sources of humor in
the capital. Indeed, the babble of diverse voices, whether in the audience or on
stage, was part of the overall experience of attending the London theater.3
Galloway nags, then, from Galloway in Scotland, had already achieved fame
by Shakespeare’s day and were associated inextricably with “northern-ness” as
viewed by the sophisticated urban south; and that was sufficient entertainment
in itself, in a country where centuries of violence on the Anglo-Scottish border
had been brought peremptorily to an end by a king of Scotland who now dwelt
in London town.
Shakespeare’s and Jonson’s plays have long been held to contain the earliest literary references to the famed Galloway, which at one time was a type, or
embryonic breed, of such importance that it became a generic term for a riding
horse of excellence. Daniel Defoe, for instance, wrote of Galloway in Scotland
that “they have the best breed of strong low horses in Britain, if not in Europe,
which we call pads, and from whence we call all small truss-strong horses
Galloways. These horses are remarkable for being good pacers, strong, easygoers, hardy, gentle, well broke, and above all, that they never tire, and are
very much bought up in England on that account.”4
https://doi.org/10.1515/9781501513787-016
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After the Galloway’s first known entry into the literature of the sixteenth
century, literary references to the type are not numerous, but they are sufficient
and telling, including favorable endorsements from William Camden, William
Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, Blundeville, Blundell, and others.5 Horses from
Galloway, like the Irish hobby, were the fast mounts of the light horsemen also
known as Hobelars, although the term Galloway to describe the type does not
appear to have been in general use on the Scottish side in the sixteenth century.
Since most of the literature relating to border reaving times is on the English
side, this may not represent reality, and more evidence may come to light, but
it is generally the case that the Galloway is referenced more often by English
commentators than Scottish ones, even in later centuries. The more familiar
“hobby” turns up in The Border Papers periodically, but Galloway is not used
as a descriptive for a horse, even by English wardens.6
With formal racing on the Anglo-Scottish border established in the late
sixteenth century and probably earlier (the oldest sporting trophies in existence are the dated Carlisle bells, given as prizes to the winning “running
horse” of each race), horses from Galloway were among the first known racehorses in both England and Scotland, and they were significant contributors
to the foundation of the thoroughbred, a fact that receded from general consciousness as thoroughbred history developed. This is succinctly summarized
by Peter Willett:
A remarkable feature of the whole history of racing and the thoroughbred has been the continuous intimate relationship of the north of England and even Scotland with the mainstream of events, and the fast ponies, or Galloways, bred in the northern regions seem to
have provided the basic racing stock in the earliest times and throughout the Middle
Ages. . .it is impossible to tell how much [. . .] imported horses influenced the horses used
for racing up to the end of the sixteenth century, but it is probable that their influence was
felt more in the south of England than in the traditional Galloway regions of the north.7

By the early nineteenth century, one Scottish professor of natural history, a specialist in agrarian and equine research, was already commenting of the Galloway
horse that “nothing now remains of them, however, but the name.”8 This was
slightly premature, as later commentators such as William Youatt were describing the Galloway as “almost lost”: “A horse between thirteen and fourteen hands
in height is called a Galloway, from a beautiful breed of little horses once found
in the south of Scotland on the shore of the Solway Firth, but now sadly degenerated and almost lost.”9 Still, it is to John Walker that we owe some of the evidence for a possible medieval origin of the Galloway horse, indicating its value
and longevity: “We are informed by tradition, that Fergus, Lord of Galloway, at a
very remote period, brought into the country a breed of horses, probably from
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Spain, which came to be in high repute. They were long accounted by the name
of Galloways, the best horses in Scotland.”10 Unfortunately, Walker provides no
reference for this assertion.
While, to date, no documentary proof of a particular link between Fergus,
the twelfth-century ruler of Galloway, and the Galloway horse as a specific type
has surfaced, nor has any further reference to a possible source in Spain, there
is an intriguing link to horses from the region of Galloway, if not a defined type
or breed, from the literature of the time of this medieval regional ruler. That
reference is in the ca. twelfth-century work Le roman des aventures de Fregus
by a French author known only as Guillaume le Clerc. While Fregus has not
achieved widespread recognition either as part of the Arthurian canon, or as a
literary work, its translator, D. D. R. Owen, argues strongly that the text “may
claim, and with some justification, to be the earliest surviving work of Scottish
vernacular literature.”11
Fregus is a uniquely witty, entertaining take on the Arthurian theme made
famous by Chrétien de Troyes, which was at that point contemporary literature. Written around 1200 AD, Fregus follows the adventures of a rustic young
man from the far side of Galloway as he makes his way in the world and
achieves knightly acclaim at the court of King Arthur. While the theme and adventures are familiar, the location is identifiably Scottish, and the characters
and outcomes are deliberately given a comic twist. Thus, as Owen comments,
we can start from “the premise that Guillaume’s initial idea was to write a skit
on Chrétien and his followers.”12
Owen persuasively argues his case throughout his work, noting, for example, the incident in which Fregus “puts his talisman in the care not of a radiant
young maiden, but a hirsute old woman” and Guillaume’s “frequent substitution of bathos for suspense.”13 Indeed, he makes a strong and widely accepted
argument for the “Guillaume” in question being French cleric Guillaume
Malveisin, resident at the Court of William the Lion of Scotland, and later
Bishop of St. Andrews.14 Owen’s view is that Fregus was meant as a form of
entertainment for the Scottish court, who would recognize the troublesome
and independent-minded Galwegians in the fictional character of Fregus and
his father “Soumillet,” a nod towards the real Fergus’s fairly distant relative,
Somerled of the Isles.15
But what of the horses? When the young Fregus leaves his plow, a mixed
team of oxen and horses owned by his father, to follow King Arthur to his court
at Carlisle, he is given rusty armor and “a plump, fresh horse was brought for
him. And rest assured that never did any count or king or emperor have one
that was better for carrying a knight, or two in full armour if need be; for once
it had felt a load on its back, it would gallop off like the wind.”16 Owen’s
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translation continues: “You may know too for a fact that it is the way of many
horses in that country that they run more swiftly over quaking bog than any
man could go on foot.”17 The reference to marshland is in the original: “Içou
sachiés-vous vrai[em]ent / Que cascune coustume est teus / O pais de pluisours
chevaus, / K’il keurent plus delivrement / Pour le marois k’il va hocent / Que
ne feroit nus hom à pié.”18 Here enters the classic bog pony, or hobby-type
horse, able to move swiftly across the boggy country that constitutes much of
upland Britain and is found throughout Ireland. That this was a desirable quality is even recorded in one regional equine name: the Irish Kerry Bog Pony, possibly a descendent of the medieval Irish hobby.19
Identification of the actual historic Galloway horse with the equine of
Guillaume’s fantastic and lively tale is suggested by a number of commentators,
including Owen himself: “Fregus’ short, broad sword and sturdy horse have
been cited as elements of realism suggesting a knowledge of the Scotland of
the day. The Oxford English Dictionary defines a Galloway as ‘one of a small but
strong breed of horses peculiar to Galloway.’”20 It is interesting that, at the time
of publication of Owen’s book, the formerly famed Galloway horse had fallen
out of general consciousness so greatly that Owen had to provide a dictionary
quotation.
However, the term was not lost entirely even in the late twentieth century,
for it remained – and remains – in use among a dwindling number of upland
farmers and former miners, particularly in Scotland and the north of England.
Indeed, breeders of Fell and Dales, the ponies held to be the closest living relatives of the now extinct Galloway, still use the term either in conjunction (Dales
Galloway, Fell Galloway) or as a stand-alone (including the forms Gallowa and
Gallower).21
Other historians accepting the connection of Fregus’s horse with a real
Galloway type include Edward J. Cowan and Lizanne Henderson: “He is provided with a fine, plump horse, one of the Galloway breed noted for their ability
to travel over boggy ground more swiftly than any man could travel on foot.”22
While stressing the “marvellous, fantastical and what is known in Scots
as the ‘eldritch’, the weird or other-worldly” in Guillaume’s Fregus,23 the authors also comment that “Information about the everyday is to be discerned in
what falls through the cracks in the text, in the unremarkable, in what is
taken for granted.”24 Could the references to the horse from Galloway be an
instance of something taken for granted? It is clear from the “Içou sachiésvous” [As you know it] that part of the tale’s effect on its listener depends on
“knowing” something of the nature of horses from Galloway, just as it is in
Pistol’s example, i.e., “Know we not Galloway nags?” The listener at court, or
the later theater attendee, needs pre-existing knowledge in order to achieve
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the full effect, comic or otherwise. They need to already know something
about the Galloway – but what?
Before examining the horse in Guillaume’s Fregus in detail, it is worth pointing out that it is not the only potential source of information about Galloway
horses, or at least horses from Galloway, in medieval times. Froissart, too, describes the mounted Scottish knights on “bons gros roncins, et les autres communes gens du pays sur petites haquenées.” [large powerful rouncies, the
ordinary folk on little hackneys]25 The 1839 Thomas Johnes edition of Froissart’s
Chronicles renders haquenées as “galloways”: “The knights and esquires are
well mounted on large bay horses, the common people on little galloways.”26
Footnotes in French editions of Froissart’s Chronicles from around the same
period, possibly influenced by editions in English such as that of Johnes, also
render haquenées as galloways. Buchon’s Paris edition, for instance, has the following footnote to explain the nature of the “petites haquenées” (small hackneys): “Ces sortes de petits chevaux ont conservé le nom de Galloways du pays
qui les produit”27 (These kinds of small horses have preserved the name
Galloways from the country that produces them).28
Andrew F. Fraser remarks of Galloways that “Many were supplied to King
Edward I for court and country service.”29 However, this likely relates to the
use of hobelars and hobbies by Edward I, which have not been specifically designated Galloways in the records. In the absence of the term, it is important to
distinguish that the application of the term Galloway to the horses of the medieval period is a modern construct – the term Galloway is not used in medieval
documents.
While this does not provide conclusive evidence for the existence of a medieval Galloway, and might even represent back projection of the term Galloway nag
onto medieval horses, it does indicate the high reputation of the Galloway horse
well into the nineteenth century. By this time, its purpose was mainly working as
a pack horse and occasionally in mining, although underground this largely became the role of Shetland ponies, as under the Parliamentary Acts of the midnineteenth century, women and child miners were replaced by equines. By the
end of the nineteenth century, or possibly the early twentieth century, since there
is no conclusive record, the Galloway was gone, though the name and reputation
survived in the North.
Although the Galloway horse is now extinct, its genes have influenced
other breeds worldwide, with its closest relatives now considered to be the Fell
pony of Cumbria and, possibly to a lesser extent, the larger Dales pony of the
dales of Durham and North Yorkshire. In the US, the Galloway left its mark on a
range of breeds, including the now also extinct Narragansett Pacer and the surviving Newfoundland Pony. The Galloway was also, as has been noted, the
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principal running horse, and prototype racehorse, of the North and contributed
to the gene pool of the thoroughbred. Since most of the input seems to have
been from the female line, it was not recorded as fully as the much betterknown imported stallions, nor has it received its proper recognition, although
genetic research is now setting the record straight and acknowledging the contribution of the native mares, including Galloways.30
Turning now to the details of Guillaume’s Fregus, what else do we learn
about the wonderful horse that he receives from his rough, plain-speaking
but at heart (we suspect) kindly and generous peasant father, who has married
above himself?
Guillaume seems to miss no opportunity to show us how desirable the
horse is. It is fast and is described as a “fine charger”: “Off he goes, lance in
rest, on the horse which bears him rapidly away. . . . He looks behind him and
sees four robbers approaching at breakneck spread (sic), fully armed and with
their helmets laced, and shouting to him: ‘You scoundrel, you’ll leave behind
with us that fine charger and the armour you’re wearing, or you’ll pay very
dearly!’”31 As he rides along to the court, the horse is the most outstanding aspect of his appearance: “Then along the track comes the young man on a chestnut horse that was worth a good thousand pounds in gold.”32 This represents
an outrageously high sum; it can only be said for comedic effect or to imply
real value, since the perspective of this remark is not Fregus’s, but the stance of
an independent observer.
When he arrives at court, the spiteful Sir Kay mocks everything about the
young man’s rustic appearance and rusty armor, but says nothing about the
horse, since presumably it is above criticism. When offered an alternative
horse, Fregus refuses it: “That Fregus was not willing to change, for it was just
to his liking.”33 The extent to which Guillaume “bigs up” the horse does have
the feel of comic exaggeration, possibly to imply the opposite of what he says.
It is entirely in keeping with the tone of the tale, and it would fit well for a story
intended to entertain the Francophone court of William the Lion, which also
had close, if complex, ties to the English court, with the constantly thwarted
designs of William on Northumbria, a thorn in the flesh of both rulers throughout his reign.34
A story of outlandish, violent, and independent-minded Galwegians would
be a recognizable theme for William’s court, and Guillaume’s constant references to the quality of the horses of the men of Galloway might have been intended to provoke mocking humor at its unlikeliness. However, this is not
entirely in keeping with the admiration that flows from later writers on the
Galloway horse. In Guillaume’s Fregus, we cannot take anything for granted,
since the aim is to playfully invert some well-known themes. However, if the
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identification of Guillaume as Malveisin is correct, the cleric is possibly not
above having a sly dig at both Galwegians and the Scottish court, given his indepth knowledge of both, as Owen indicates.35 This being the case, it is possible that both the hard men of Galloway and their equally tough little mounts
were to be viewed with genuine respect in Guillaume’s story, however the court
might respond while listening as the story was read out to them.
Speculating on the origins of the Galloway horse is a process that is fraught
with the issues besetting any contemporary breed enthusiast, since the whole
concept of a “breed” is a very modern one and it probably did not cause medieval horse breeders any sleepless nights. A good horse was a good horse, valued
for purpose rather than ancestry, and described by gait, or height, or even color
or size, but principally by function. William Fitzstephen, for instance, in his
Descriptio Civitatis Londiniae, lists gradarios (palfreys), equos qui armigeris
magis convenient (horses most suitable for squires), nobiles juniores (unbroken
young blood horses), summarios (pack horses), dextrarios pretiosos (valuable
warhorses), and aptae aratris, trahis et bigis equae (mares for plowing and draft
purposes) among the horses at a horse fair, with very accurate descriptions of
their size, gait, conformation, and uses.36
However, one descriptive that does come up regularly, if not attached to any
specific breed in later times, relates to “north” or “northern,” “best breed in the
north” or “northern horse.” The last term is the one chosen by Owen to translate
Guillaume’s own term: cheval norois, as in, for instance, “On seeing this, Fregus
drops the reins of his northern horse.”37 Anthony Dent, for example, argues that
the Galloway horse is implied in Shakespeare’s phrase “best breed in the north”:
“They were young and handsome and of the best breed in the north.” “They” refers to
horses, the quotation is from Shakespeare’s King Henry VIII, and it is typical of the rise to
fame and the fall into oblivion of breeds of horses that it is already possible, after a mere
three hundred and sixty years of English horsemastership have come between us and the
writing of these words, for experts of all kinds to argue about what was then meant by
“the best breed in the north.” I think Galloways are meant, but I am prejudiced, so let
that pass. We do not know.38

What is to be made of the cheval norois, or norrois, with the literal meaning of
“Norse horse,” which appears not only in Fregus, but also in the work of Chrétien
de Troyes?
Firstly, the “Norse” aspect of the phrase is utilized by various translators
and commentators: “He hurried towards the oak until he saw beside it a small
Norwegian palfrey; he was quite surprised for it was most unusual, or so it
seemed to him, to find a palfrey together with a shield and arms.”39 The phenomenon has been explored in depth by William Sayers.40 Sayers argues that
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since a descriptor such as norois is of “primarily affective value,”41 in this
instance relating to “Viking” qualities, “Destrier norois then may have had an
intended semantic content of little more than ‘fine, spirited warhorse,’ which
is not to say that the geographical reference was completely suppressed.”42
Sayers cites the example of Alexander of Macedon, who in one instance is represented as mounted on a “cheval norois.”43 Nonetheless, as he draws his
themes together, Sayer comments: “After this exercise in cultural and economic
triangulation, we must then conclude that there is nothing inherently implausible about French aristocrats having Norse saddle-horses, just as they might
have Spanish chargers.”44
One avenue that might be useful to explore is to see whether there is
greater context for a cheval norois within Galloway as opposed to other locations, to give strength to discussions around references to the Galloway as a
northern breed, and even “the best breed in the north.” The answer, it transpires, is, unsurprisingly, that “it’s complicated.” Furthermore, the discussion
requires a geopolitical overview of medieval Galloway in this study, which is
inevitably limited.
Galloway as a location in Grail literature indicates otherness and extremity:
“No knight born of woman has ever crossed the frontier of Galloway and lived to
boast anywhere of his return.”45 This reflects the reality of medieval Galloway,
for some who lived beyond its borders. To cite Richard Oram: “‘Out of Scotland
and into Galloway’ remained a saying in common currency, and highlighted a
sense of separation that might have been born in the geographical remoteness
and physical division of the region from the rest of Scotland, but that also reflected a perception of foreignness. And in many ways that perception was justified, for in comparison to the culture and society of much of the rest of Scotland
south of the Forth-Clyde line, there was much about Galloway – and Carrick –
that was alien.”46
This separateness and distinction are reflected in the title, function, and
authority of the Lordship of Galloway, a title that the real Fregus possessed.
It is also reflected in the tension and conflict between Scottish kings and the
holders of the title, a theme that lasted throughout the twelfth century and beyond, and which is expressed within the fictional Fregus in sometimes sly and
outrageous, yet still recognizable form.
The real Fregus has been variously represented as a non-native “king’s man”
imposed on Galloway after the disastrous Battle of the Standard (M’Kerlie); as a
Gall-Gaidhil chieftain (Radford); and as a native – i.e., Celtic – ruler (Robertson).47
Oram himself presents Fregus as no fool and certainly no peasant. Given the constant tension and conflict with the Scottish crown, the Lord of Galloway must be
shrewd and capable of both negotiation and action. Fregus’s fragile success
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quickly went to rack and ruin as a result of the fatal conflict between his sons. For
much of the twelfth century, however, Fregus and Galloway retained a recognizable independence from Scotland that was due in great measure to Fregus’s wily
skill and ability to stay one step ahead of the equally canny and ambitious rulers
who surrounded him.
The extent of the influence of Norse culture on southwestern Scotland is
still the subject of intense discussion and speculation among scholars. The
name Galloway itself is frequently held to derive from i nGall -Ghàidhealaibh,
the Gaelic term translated as “amongst the stranger Gael,” aka Gall Gaidhil,
which “commonly seems to be seen as implying Gaelic speakers of HibernoScandinavian stock.”48 Daphne Brooke argues that the name stems from much
earlier antiquity, and that the evidence “casts considerable doubt on a Gaelic
derivation.”49
It is further argued that the principal Norse influence on Galloway came
northwards from Cumbria, rather than southwards from the Norse-dominated
isles.50 Edward J. Cowan also questions the widely held Norse-Gaelic representation of the Gall Gaidheil: “If Norwegia or Norvidia means the way to the north,
Galweia or Gallovidia should mean the way to the Galls, the foreigners or strangers viewed from an Irish perspective. Such foreigners would originally have been
Britons and, later, Angles. A Gall-Gaidhil, a foreign Gael, was clearly a foreigner
who spoke Gaelic; no other explanation makes sense.”51 Thus, attempting to
draw the threads together to create a strong connection between Norse-Gaelic /
Gall-Gaidhil culture, Galloway, Fregus, and the Galloway horse is fruitless,
though the Galloway horse may have acquired at least some of its reputation via
Guillaume’s cheval norois; and evidence for the historic Scandinavian contribution to horse breeding is becoming more widely available.
One interesting aspect of an earlier discourse is that the term “Norse,” even
to describe a horse, was clearly problematic for some commentators until relatively recently, particularly in the post-war period. In the 1960s, Anthony Dent
and Daphne Machin Goodall, recognizing the limitations of the term “Celtic”
used by Cosser Ewart,52 made a deliberate effort to coin a phrase that would not
be “offensive,” while clearly recognizing both “the North” and the contribution
of Scandinavian equines, which is discussed in detail in their publication:
About the beginning of this century the name “Celtic pony” was coined by an expert in
zoology, whose competence we would not dispute, to denote a type or group of characteristic recurrent strains of horse whose existence and importance to our theme we recognise. But to us the choice of name seems an unfortunate one, for it tends to conjure up in
the reader a false image – false in terms of human history. “Nordic pony” would have
suited us better if the word Nordic had not acquired a distinctly offensive smell since the
middle 1930s; it is still redolent of the bogus anthropology and crackpot “historical
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theory” of Rosenberg and Goebbels. We propose to say “North Atlantic pony” hereinafter.
We avoid the term Celtic in this context because Celtic can only be strictly supplied to a
group of languages.53

“North Atlantic pony” does not seem to have found widespread acceptance,
though attempts are still occasionally made to identify the descendants of an archaic equine type that might have existed as an ancestor for pony breeds across
western Europe and Scandinavia, taking in the Fell, Dales, Friesian, and Døle
equines, among others. Modern DNA research renders this fruitless, on the
whole, though one recurring theme is that some of the ponies of northern Britain
and Scandinavia are distinctly different to other equines, with Shetlands, Fjords,
and Icelandics forming an identifiable group.54
Finally, it would be remiss not to mention the exploits of another lad from
Galloway and his horse, this being King Robert I and his exploits (at least, as
recounted uniquely by Barbour) at the Battle of Bannockburn, where, standing
in the stirrups on his “litill palfray,” he split the head of an English knight
mounted on a much larger warhorse:
And quhen the king wist that thai wer
In hale bataill cummand sa ner
His bataill gert he weill aray.
He raid apon a litill palfray
Laucht and joly arayand
His bataill with ane ax in hand,
And on his bassynet he bar
Ane hat off quyrbolle ay-quhar,
And thar-upon into taknyng
Ane hey croune that he wes king.55

Although Barbour’s account of Robert the Bruce was possibly intended to be a
“dramatic” and “romantic” account, meant to influence rather than convey reality, it is likely that Barbour was from South West Scotland himself, “Ayrshire
or Dumfries.”56 With his local knowledge, he may have been working on local
legends from the region relating to Robert the Bruce, and if so, the “litill palfray
laucht and joly arayand” could represent a Galloway. After all, King Robert
held lands in South West Scotland as his fathers had before him, and was previously Earl of Carrick, close to the heartland of the Galloway horse of later times.
Certainly, this is a view taken up enthusiastically by one author, John
F. Robertson, who stated that “Even at Bannockburn the Galloway contingent
was almost negligible in numbers. In fact, there were probably more ‘Galloway
nags’ present in that battle than there were Galloway men. Tradition has it that
Robert the Bruce was mounted on a Galloway nag when he slew Bohun the
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night before the battle. That particular breed of horse, peculiar to Galloway, had
been evolved over several centuries by crossing ponies brought by the
Norwegians with the heavier native horses of the district.”57 While this is immensely appealing, Robertson’s theory is somewhat stymied by the absence of
any contemporary reference to a Galloway horse and the cautionary notes of academics such as Oram, who, while commenting on the greater detail provided by
Robertson when compared with earlier histories of Galloway, remarks that “this
owes more to a fertile imagination than greater scholarship. Most of his work is
pure fiction.”58 With reference to Robertson’s description of Norse rule in
Galloway, Cowen concludes: “Needless to say not a shred of evidence is offered
in support of these statements for the very good reason that none exists.”59
To date, the earliest reliable evidence relating to the Galloway horse has
been presumed to be in the works of Shakespeare and Jonson, referenced in the
opening paragraph of this paper, as well as in those of Dekker: “Ride thither
upon your Galloway nag, or your Spanish jennet, a swift ambling pace, in
your hose and doublet, gilt rapier and poniard bestowed in their places . . . or
rather in a coach.”60 It has also been made clear in this study that any potential
medieval evidence is limited, and many later translations and interpretations of
medieval texts that use the term are tendentious. It also leaves the impression
that most of the commentary is on the English side, at least until the early eighteenth century, when, famously, John Spreull referenced his export of Highland
Galloways to Surinam through Port Glasgow.61 Until now, this has been widely
accepted as the first Scottish reference to the Galloway nag. Indeed, the absence of the term Galloway from the remount lists of Jervaulx tenants in the
fatal year 1513 is noted by Dent and Goodall as indicative of the word not being
in use at that point.62
However, the earliest evidence to date for Galloway nags is in fact Scottish,
and known from a correspondence that has been largely overlooked. The correspondence dates to a critical point in the relationship between the English church
and the newly reformed Scottish church. Episcopalianism vs. Presbyterianism
were the issues of the day that occupied not just the primates of both England
and Scotland, but also the political establishment of both nations. In 1583,
Archbishop Adamson of Scotland set out on a diplomatic mission to establish
links between the Scottish and English churches, “traveling south on the equi gradarii (‘ambling nags’) suitable for a sick man.”63 It was a delicate business, and it
did not take long for that “rather ascetic, undoubtedly Protestant, and notably
clear-thinking gentleman,” 64 Principal Secretary Sir Francis Walsingham, to become aware of the negotiations between the two primates. Knowing his error
(negotiations should have been via the Principal Secretary), Adamson contacted
Walsingham, although “The necessity for sending such an application was, he
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felt, hardly consistent with his dignity; but he wrote a courteous letter to the secretary and offered to make him a present of a ‘Galloway nag.’”65
Adamson had given away all the horses on which he and his companions
had ridden to London – “his enemies called him a spendthrift”66 – and he was
forced to borrow one from Whitgift: “His health had not recovered sufficiently
for a swift horse, and he asked Whitgift to give him a sturdy beast to carry him
home, promising to let the primate have a better one in return before
Whitsunday.”67 Later, after his return to Scotland, he wrote to Archbishop
Whitgift to apologize that “He had not yet had an opportunity to send ‘your
grace’s Galloway nag.’”68 Clearly, Galloway nags were considered fitting gifts
for archbishops as well as for arguably the most powerful man in England. It is
perhaps also worth noting that the term is used in correspondence sent from
the Scottish side to the English. This reinforces our understanding of how well
known the term was in England, setting it at an even earlier date, but it still
does not enlighten us as to how established or extensively used it was within
Scotland itself. However, it does create opportunities for exploring what was
understood by the term by its diverse users.69
What can be said in conclusion? Firstly, whether or not we take the premise
of the cheval norois as a potential medieval type, recognized as such in the literature, the contribution of Norse culture to horse breeding warrants the investigation that it is finally receiving. In Cumbria in particular, Norse horse-related
place-names exist in abundance and some have a particular association with
racing.70 In effect, although an early literary reference such as the cheval norois
cannot be used in isolation to prove or disprove a fact, it can open up avenues
for further research, which may be particularly useful when used in conjunction with archaeology and DNA investigation if and when it arises.
Secondly, Galloway’s natural geography tended to make it an “intrinsic
part of the Irish Sea provinces, in terms of economic, political and demographic
links,” as described by Morrison.71 This meant that the region was well placed
to receive and trade in horses from Ireland, Cumbria, and the Scottish islands,
with all of the various cultural influences of the time thereby implied, as well
as possibly further afield, perhaps creating its own uniquely identifiable and
marketable product in the process, suited to upland and/or boggy terrain and
the light horseman tactics it required. This indeed was the view of Professor
Low in the nineteenth century, when he also argued against looking for an origin of the Galloway that was dependent on the “foreign descent” of horses
washed ashore from the Armada, which were in fact entirely imaginary
anyway.72 Now that a potential breeding center for hobbies dating to the thirteenth or fourteenth century has been discovered, and the evidence is possibly
representative of a wider regional role for horse breeding in that part of
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Ireland,73 it is hopeful that further evidence may come to light regarding the
breeding and trading of light horses in medieval Galloway.
Thirdly, the relationship between Fregus and his horse as described by
Guillaume has some unique characteristics. The cheval norois of this tale receives more respect and recognition than horses do in some of the more recognizable Arthurian literature, so much so that when the horse is killed, and
Fregus quickly acquires a better one, which he batters into submission,74 the
reader recoils from both events and is suddenly aware of the emotional investment that he or she has made. Thus, even if Guillaume le Clerc’s references
were intended for comic effect, his work, it might be argued, has still contributed to the legend and legacy of the Galloway horse. For when the London theater audience roared at the antics of both Pistol and Northern in the early
1600s, it may have included just a frisson of nervous laughter in the hope that
the North really was finally quiescent under the new king, whose own accent
may have produced secret sniggering in his southern subjects while they
benefitted from the unheard-of peace brought in by his reign.
In the background, we can perhaps hear Guillaume’s own laughter. For his
horse from Galloway walks the line between the real and the imaginary in the
same way as the now extinct and fabled Galloway does in the minds of its enthusiasts. “Nothing now remains but the name” – and the reputation, along
with its closest living relatives, the Fell ponies of Norse-influenced Cumbria.
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